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resumo Nesta dissertação é apresentado um estudo de dimensionamento e
optimização de redes ópticas de transporte tendo em consideração
vários aspectos específicos e determinadas restrições. Primeiramente
é definido a topologia física da rede usada para este estudo definindo
os seus nós e as suas ligações. Para uma análise mais detalhada
e para uma vasta variedade de resultados são tidos em conta três
diferentes quantidades de tráfego injetado na rede onde é necessário
ter em conta como esse tráfego é agregado e encaminhado. O en-
caminhamento do tráfego é baseado nas diferentes topologias lógicas
(opaco, transparente e translúcido). Nesta dissertação o principal fac-
tor em causa é o CAPEX da rede e para isso são criados modelos de
programação linear baseados em restrições e funções objectivo com o
propósito de minimizar esse valor garantindo o encaminhamento total
do tráfego. Os resultados destes modelos são descritos detalhada-
mente ao longo da dissertação. Os cálculos analíticos deste processo
também são considerados. Com estes resultados e tendo em conta
algoritmos de agregação e encaminhamento baseados em heurísticas
desenvolvidos numa dissertação anterior é feita a comparação de re-
sultados. Por fim são apresentadas todas as conclusões.

keywords CAPEX, physical topology, optical topology, optical channels, opaque
mode, transparent mode, translucent mode, analytical model, integer
linear programming
abstract In this dissertation a study is presented on the design and optimiza-
tion of optical transport networks taking into account several specific
aspects and certain restrictions. First, the physical topology of the net-
work used for this study is defined by determine its nodes and their
connections. For a more detailed analysis and for a wide variety of
results, three different amounts of traffic injected into the network are
taken into account where it is necessary to consider how this traffic
is aggregated. Traffic routing is based on different logical topologies
(opaque, transparent and translucent). In this thesis the main factor
in question is the CAPEX of the network and for this are created lin-
ear programming models based on constraints and objective functions
with the purpose of minimizing this value guaranteeing the total traffic
routing. The results of these models are described in detail through-
out the dissertation. The analytical calculations of this process are also
considered. With these results and taking into account algorithms of
aggregation and routing based on heuristics developed in a previous
dissertation the comparison of results is made. Finally, all the conclu-
sions are presented.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
The amount of traffic, in particular IP traffic, has been increasing very substantially. This
increase is due to the growing number of Internet-based applications, the increase in the
number of devices connected to the Internet, the expansion of optical fiber to customers’
homes, increased bandwidth of mobile access technologies, and increased of video traffic [1].
At the same time, with the increase in traffic, operators are under heavy pressure to reduce
the cost per bit transported [2]. This implies the introduction of new technologies, which
on the one hand increase the capacity of transport of the networks and on the other, reduce
the costs of operation (OPEX) [3]. This process of technological conversion is operating
in a macroeconomic scenario in which operators find it difficult to finance which forces
them to have strong investment constraints (CAPEX) [3]. The transport networks have been
predominantly based on circuit switching, either at the level of the optical channels or at
the level of the electrical circuits, and the introduction of packet switching undermines this
paradigm.
1. Introduction
1.1 Motivation and objectives
Taking into account all these factors, the need to implement planning tools becomes im-
portant both for suppliers and operators and is used in the various stages of the telecommu-
nications business. These have a very important role and directly affect the competitiveness
of operators. One of the tools used for transport network planning is the integer linear
programming models. These models offer optimal solutions, however, some scalability lim-
itations may arise. They also allow quick and easy changes. Therefore this model becomes
relevant in an environment where requirements may differ substantially between operators
[4].
Due to the importance of transport network planning and design, this dissertation aims to
achieve the following main objectives:
1. Define one reference network and three different scenarios for performing tests.
2. Develop ILP models for opaque, transparent and translucent networks without sur-
vivability and using 1+1 protection.
3. Get analytical solutions for the previous point.
4. Compare the analytical results and results based on ILP with the results obtained
through heuristics.
1.2 Thesis outline
This thesis is organized in 7 chapters. Chapter 2 consists of a state-of-art review about op-
tical transport networks. In this chapter is also where the reference network used through-
out the dissertation as well as the different traffics used is defined. The Chapter 3 begins
by determining the CAPEX calculation formula for use in the ILP model and for analytical
calculations. The first section refers to ILP models and the other to analytical models. In
Chapter 4 are several sections each for a particular mode of transport and certain surviv-
ability. In section 4.2 we have opaque without survivability, in section 4.3 opaque with 1+1
protection. Sections 4.4 and 4.5 relate to the transparent and lastly sections 4.6 and 4.7 re-
fer to the translucent. In the referred section it is possible to see the model description, the
detailed description of the results and the conclusions of these results. The analytical calcu-
lation of all the models referred to in Chapter 4 can be found in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6 the
results obtained throughout this dissertation are compared and the chapter is divided into
six sections where each corresponds to a certain mode of transport with their respective sur-
vivability. The last step is the conclusions 7 and suggestions for future research directions.
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CHAPTER 2
Network specification
The purpose of this chapter is to describe a state-of-art review about optical transport
networks and finally describe a reference network that will be used for the various types of
dimensioning throughout this dissertation. In addition to the reference network will also be
described the various traffic models used in this network in question.
The organization of this chapter is done by creating four subsections, the first 2.1 refers to
the components of the network, the second 2.2 depicts the topologies of the network and in
the third 2.3 it is possible to describe the different types of mode of transport. At the end, in
the 2.4 is described the physical topology of the network and how to create the traffic matrix
for the three existing traffic models (low, medium and high traffic).
2. Network specification
2.1 Network components
2.1.1 Link architecture
Links are basically physical point-to-point connections ensured by the transmission sys-
tems between two adjacent nodes. These links can be composed of one or more transmission
systems, where it starts and ends at the node and has the function of transporting a WDM
signal between the directly connected nodes [1][2]. Signals are transmitted through a pair
of fibers that require bidirectional communication. Transmission systems contain optical
amplifiers at an expected distance (span) in order to increase signal strength thus allowing
reliable signal detection [3].
2.1.2 Node architecture
In the node are performed enough operations thus requiring a lot of hardware, conse-
quently, are considered the element of a more expensive optical transport network. In opti-
cal networks these nodes are composed of three structures: modules, shelves and rack. The
modules contain optical and electrical components to perform functions such as encapsu-
lation and wavelength assignment and these can contain multiple ports. The shelves are
designed to support different modules so that they can be assembled. Finally, the rack has
the function of supplying power to the shelves [3, 4].
Figure 2.1: Schematic of a node where we can see the main components [3, 4].
2.2 Network topologies
2.2.1 Physical topology
A physical topology is defined by a set of nodes and edges that characterize the network.
The nodes are where we can find the elements of the network. Already the edges are the
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physical interconnection between these nodes where in this case correspond to optical fibers.
Some of the common physical topologies are mesh, ring, and star topology [5][6].
2.2.2 Logical topology
Fundamentally, the logical topology represents how the flow of traffic on the network
occurs. This flow can be described in terms of traffic requests, or logical links. Logical
topologies can be represented by traffic arrays where the elements of the array entry repre-
sent the number of client traffic units that flow between the source node and the destination
node. If you know all traffic requests we can say that we are dealing with static traffic. In
the situation where all requests for traffic are not known, this traffic is said to be dynamic
[5][6].
2.3 Transport modes
2.3.1 Opaque transport mode
A network configured in opaque transport mode performs OEO conversions on each in-
termediate node because of the need for converting to electronic domain [1]. An advantage
in this way is that it eliminates the accumulation of physical deficiencies and allows full
flexibility in the exchange and removal of customer signals [4]. The optical and physical
topologies are the same, causing each traffic route to match the link-to-link path imposed by
fiber optics between each intermediate node to the destination [3, 7].
2.3.2 Transparent transport mode
In transparent transport mode, a route is only defined between source and destination
nodes always in the optical domain [1]. In this mode the physical and optical topologies are
different [3]. Since this type of network performs the OEO conversion only at the end nodes
of the path, the capacity’s utilization of the wavelength channels is restricted to the client
signals with the same endpoints [4, 8].
2.3.3 Translucent transport mode
The translucent mode of transport is a combination of the other two transport modes
taking the respective advantages of both [1]. Therefore in this mode of transport the phys-
ical and optical topologies are different, the latter having several solutions [3]. Regarding
the OEO conversion in this case it is done in some intermediate places before arriving at
its destination [4]. As far as grooming is concerned, translucent mode uses a multi-hop
scheme where client signals with different source and destination nodes can share the same
lightpath [9].
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2.4 Reference network
2.4.1 Physical topology
The networks are distinguished by different physical topologies. A physical topology is
defined by a set of nodes and links, which physically interconnect the nodes, that character-
ize the network. In this specific case the physical topology can be seen in figure 2.2 where
it is possible to see that the reference network consists of 6 nodes and 8 bidirectional links.
Besides this layout of links and nodes will also need to know the average length of the links.
This value varies depending on the length of each link so it will be necessary to define all
distances between the respective nodes. Finally, it is also necessary to indicate the total traf-
fic used in this network so the ODU matrices will be created.
53
6
42
1
Figure 2.2: Physical topology of the reference network.
The distance matrix for this reference network is the same regardless of its associated
traffic. The values indicated in the distance matrix, referred below, are expressed in kilome-
ters (Km) and, as it could not be otherwise, this matrix is symmetric because the distance
from node1 to node2 must be the same as node2 to node1.
Dist =

0 460 663 0 0 0
460 0 75 684 0 0
663 75 0 0 890 0
0 684 0 0 103 764
0 0 890 103 0 361
0 0 0 764 361 0

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For this case study we have to take into consideration the table 2.1 because in it we can
see the values of the variables associated with this network.
Constant Description Value
N Number of nodes 6
L Number of bidirectional links 8
<δ> Node degree 2.667
<len> Mean link length (km) 500
<h> Mean number of hops for working paths 1.533
<h’> Mean number of hops for backup paths 2.467
Table 2.1: Table of reference network values.
2.4.2 Traffic network
For a better interpretation of the later results we will assume three traffic scenarios for
this network being the first scenario with a low traffic, the second with a medium traffic and
a last one with a high traffic. For each scenario it will be necessary to create different traffic
matrices and to know the traffic of the network we will use five matrices of traffic. These
traffic matrices are represented by ODU0, ODU1, ODU2, ODU3 and ODU4 where each one
has a certain bit rate. The ODU0 corresponds to 1.25 Gbits/s, the ODU1 corresponds to
2.5 Gbits/s, the ODU2 corresponds to 10 Gbits/s, the ODU3 corresponds to 40 Gbits/s and
finally the ODU4 corresponds to 100 Gbits/s [10]. As we can see below, these matrices are
bi-directional because they are symmetric arrays and as such, the traffic sent in a certain
direction must be the same traffic sent in that opposite direction.
Low traffic scenario
For this scenario, as it is intended low traffic, is decided that will have an average of less
than 100 Gbits/s per node, preferring a total of traffic of the network of 0.5 Tbits/s. After
defining the traffic it is necessary to divide this traffic by the different ODU’s thus creating
several traffic matrices. The traffic matrices for this scenario are:
ODU0 =

0 5 1 3 1 3
5 0 0 1 5 0
1 0 0 1 4 1
3 1 1 0 1 1
1 5 4 1 0 3
3 0 1 1 3 0

ODU1 =

0 2 4 2 0 5
2 0 0 3 1 1
4 0 0 1 1 0
2 3 1 0 1 3
0 1 1 1 0 1
5 1 0 3 1 0

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ODU2 =

0 1 1 1 0 0
1 0 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 1 1 0
1 0 1 0 1 0
0 1 1 1 0 1
0 0 0 0 1 0

ODU3 =

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0

ODU4 =

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 1 0

Through these ODUs, we can calculate and confirm the total network traffic for the low
traffic scenario:
T 01 = 60x1.25 = 75 Gbits/s T
1
1 = 50x2.5 = 125 Gbits/s T
2
1 = 16x10 = 160 Gbits/s
T 31 = 6x40 = 240 Gbits/s T
4
1 = 4x100 = 400 Gbits/s
T1 = 75 + 125 + 160 + 240 + 400 = 1000 Gbits/s T = 1000/2 = 0.5 Tbits/s
Where the variable T x1 represents the unidirectional traffic of the ODUx. The variable T1
represents the total of unidirectional traffic that is injected into the network and finally the
variable T represents the total of bidirectional traffic.
Once the traffic matrices are defined we will focus on the logical network topology. In
the following figures we can see the logical topologies of the different ODUs created based
on the respective matrices.
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Figure 2.3: ODU0 logical topology defined by the ODU0 traffic matrix in low scenario.
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Figure 2.4: ODU1 logical topology defined by the ODU1 traffic matrix in low scenario.
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Figure 2.5: ODU2 logical topology defined by the ODU2 traffic matrix in low scenario.
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Figure 2.6: ODU3 logical topology defined by the ODU3 traffic matrix in low scenario.
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Figure 2.7: ODU4 logical topology defined by the ODU4 traffic matrix in low scenario.
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Medium traffic scenario
Now, in this scenario, a significant increase in traffic is already assumed. For this it is
decided that it will have an average of less than 1 Tbits/s per node, prefiguring a total of 5
Tbits/s network traffic. In the next step the division of the traffic defined previously by the
different ODU’s is made, therefore creating several matrices of traffic. The traffic matrices
for this scenario are:
ODU0 =

0 50 10 30 10 30
50 0 0 10 50 0
10 0 0 10 40 10
30 10 10 0 10 10
10 50 40 10 0 30
30 0 10 10 30 0

ODU1 =

0 20 40 20 0 50
20 0 0 30 10 10
40 0 0 10 10 0
20 30 10 0 10 30
0 10 10 10 0 10
50 10 0 30 10 0

ODU2 =

0 10 10 10 0 0
10 0 0 0 10 0
10 0 0 10 10 0
10 0 10 0 10 0
0 10 10 10 0 10
0 0 0 0 10 0

ODU3 =

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 10 0 0 10
0 10 0 0 10 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 10 0 0 0
0 10 0 0 0 0

ODU4 =

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 10
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 10
0 10 0 0 10 0

Once again, through these ODU’s we can calculate and confirm the total network traffic
for the medium traffic scenario:
T 01 = 600x1.25 = 750 Gbits/s T
1
1 = 500x2.5 = 1205 Gbits/s T
2
1 = 160x10 = 1600 Gbits/s
T 31 = 60x40 = 2400 Gbits/s T
4
1 = 40x100 = 4000 Gbits/s
T1 = 750 + 1250 + 1600 + 2400 + 4000 = 10000 Gbits/s T = 10000/2 = 5 Tbits/s
Again, focusing on the logical topology of the network, we can see the different topolo-
gies created based on the respective matrices.
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Figure 2.8: ODU0 logical topology defined by the ODU0 traffic matrix in medium scenario.
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Figure 2.9: ODU1 logical topology defined by the ODU1 traffic matrix in medium scenario.
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Figure 2.10: ODU2 logical topology defined by the ODU2 traffic matrix in medium scenario.
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Figure 2.11: ODU3 logical topology defined by the ODU3 traffic matrix in medium scenario.
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Figure 2.12: ODU4 logical topology defined by the ODU4 traffic matrix in medium scenario.
High traffic scenario
In the latter scenario it is considered to create a new increase of traffic leaving, in this way
the network with a lot of traffic to carry. It is assumed a total of 10 Tbits/s network traffic.
In the next step using the different ODU’s the division of the traffic is made, creating several
matrices of traffic. The traffic matrices for this scenario are:
ODU0 =

0 100 20 60 20 60
100 0 0 20 100 0
20 0 0 20 80 20
60 20 20 0 20 20
20 100 80 20 0 60
60 0 20 20 60 0

ODU1 =

0 40 80 40 0 100
40 0 0 60 20 20
80 0 0 20 20 0
40 60 20 0 20 60
0 20 20 20 0 20
100 20 0 60 20 0

ODU2 =

0 20 20 20 0 0
20 0 0 0 20 0
20 0 0 20 20 0
20 0 20 0 20 0
0 20 20 20 0 20
0 0 0 0 20 0

ODU3 =

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 20 0 0 20
0 20 0 0 20 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 20 0 0 0
0 20 0 0 0 0

ODU4 =

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 20
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 20
0 20 0 0 20 0

One more time, through these ODU’s we can confirm the total network traffic for the
high traffic scenario:
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T 01 = 1200x1.25 = 1500 Gbits/s T
1
1 = 1000x2.5 = 2500 Gbits/s
T 21 = 320x10 = 3200 Gbits/s T
3
1 = 120x40 = 4800 Gbits/s
T 41 = 80x100 = 8000 Gbits/s T1 = 20000 Gbits/s
T = 20000/2 = 10 Tbits/s
In this last scenario we also present the different topologies created based on the respec-
tive matrices.
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Figure 2.13: ODU0 logical topology defined by the ODU0 traffic matrix in high scenario.
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Figure 2.14: ODU1 logical topology defined by the ODU1 traffic matrix in high scenario.
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Figure 2.15: ODU2 logical topology defined by the ODU2 traffic matrix in high scenario.
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Figure 2.16: ODU3 logical topology defined by the ODU3 traffic matrix in high scenario.
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Figure 2.17: ODU4 logical topology defined by the ODU4 traffic matrix in high scenario.
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CHAPTER 3
Capital expenditure
The cost of a telecommunications network can be divided into capital and operational
expenditures. The CAPEX is the amount of money needed to set up and install a partic-
ular network and the OPEX is the amount of money needed to run this network as well
as its maintenance and operation over time [1][2][3]. In this section we will only focus on
CAPEX, that is the costs of installing a particular network. The current chapter proposes
and describes the optimization model used to calculate capital expenditures of the network
using as a tool ILP and analytical models. These calculations are made based on the three
modes of transport (opaque, transparent and translucent) with 1+1 protection and without
survivability. In the section 3.1 it is described how the network CAPEX is calculated using
ILP models and in its subsections, the calculations and constraints of the three transport
modes mentioned above are identified. In the section3.2 the network CAPEX is calculated
using analytical models. In its subsections the calculations and constraints of the opaque
and transparent modes of transport are identified.
3. Capital expenditure
3.1 ILP models
As we know the telecommunications networks are made up of links and nodes, so it is
possible to define the CAPEX as being the sum of the cost of links and cost of nodes[3]. This
can be said that the CAPEX cost in monetary units (e.g. euros, or dollars), CC , is given by
the equation 3.1
CC = CL + CN (3.1)
where CL is the link cost in monetary units (e.g. euros, or dollars) and CN is the node cost
in monetary units (e.g. euros, or dollars).
For this calculation first let’s focus on the cost of the links and for this we have to take
into account the figure 3.1 where we can see the design of a link. In this figure we can see
that a link consists of two optical line terminals (one at each end), it also has several ampli-
fiers (this number depends on the length of the link) placed at a certain distance (span) and
finally it also consists of several optical channels each with a certain wavelength [3][5].
Figure 3.1: Design of a link.
Through the previous image, we can conclude that the link cost in monetary units (e.g.
euros, or dollars), CL, is calculated by the equation 3.2
CL =
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=i+1
Lij
(
2γOLT0 + 2γ
OLT
1 τWij + 2N
R
ij c
R
)
(3.2)
where
• i→ Index for start node of a physical link
• j → Index for end node of a physical link
• N → Total number of nodes, N ∈ N
• Lij → Binary variable indicating if link between the nodes i and j is used, Lij ∈ 0, 1
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• γOLT0 → OLT cost in monetary units (e.g. euros, or dollars)
• γOLT1 → Transponder cost in monetary units (e.g. euros, or dollars)
• τ → Line bit-rate
• Wij → Total number of optical channels in link i j
• NRij → Number of optical amplifiers in link i j
• cR → Optical amplifiers cost in monetary units (e.g. euros, or dollars)
The number of amplifiers for each link can be calculated by equation 3.3
NRij =
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=i+1
(⌈
lenij
span
⌉
− 1
)
(3.3)
where the variable lenij is the length of link ij in kilometers and the span is the distance
between amplifiers also in kilometers [3]. For all cases this distance is always 100 km.
The next step is to take into account the cost of the nodes, but for this we must first know
how a node is constituted. The nodes have an electrical part, CEXC , and an optical part,
COXC , so we can conclude that the cost of the nodes, CN , is given by the sum of these two
parts [3] thus obtaining the equation 3.4.
CN = CEXC + COXC (3.4)
In relation to the electric part we can see the figure 3.2 where it shows its constitution.
Figure 3.2: Design of a electrical switching.
Through this image, we can conclude in a simple way that the electric cost is the sum of
the fixed cost of the electrical connection with the total cost of all the electric ports.
Therefore the electric cost in monetary units (e.g. euros, or dollars), CEXC , is given by equa-
tion 3.5
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CEXC =
N∑
n=1
Nexc,n
(
γe0 +
B∑
c=−1
γe1,cPexc,c,n
)
(3.5)
where
• N → Total number of nodes, N ∈ N
• Nexc,n→ Binary variable indicating if node n is used, Nexc,n ∈ 0, 1
• γe0→ EXC cost in monetary units (e.g. euros, or dollars)
• γe1,c → EXC port cost in monetary units (e.g. euros, or dollars) with bit-rate B and
with a given transceiver reach
• Pexc,c,n→ Number of ports of the electrical switch
• B→A natural number corresponding to the maximum index of short-reach ports, see
table below
Index Bit rate
-1 100 Gbits/s line bit-rate (long-reach port)
0 1.25 Gbits/s tributary bit-rate (short-reach port)
1 2.5 Gbits/s tributary bit-rate (short-reach port)
2 10 Gbits/s tributary bit-rate (short-reach port)
3 40 Gbits/s tributary bit-rate (short-reach port)
4 100 Gbits/s tributary bit-rate (short-reach port)
Table 3.1: Table with index and your corresponding bit rate
Now, in relation to the optical part through the figure 3.3 we can see its constitution.
Figure 3.3: Design of a optical switching.
Through the previous image, we can conclude in a simple way that the optical cost is
the sum of the fixed cost of the optical connection with the total cost of all the optical ports.
Therefore the optical cost in monetary units (e.g. euros, or dollars), COXC , is given by equa-
tion 3.6
COXC =
N∑
n=1
Noxc,n
(
γo0 + γo1Poxc,n
)
(3.6)
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where
• N → Total number of nodes, N ∈ N
• Noxc,n→ Binary variable indicating if node n is used, Noxc,n ∈ 0, 1
• γo0→ OXC cost in monetary units (e.g. euros, or dollars)
• γo1→ OXC port cost in monetary units (e.g. euros, or dollars)
• Poxc,n→ Number of ports of the optical switch
We have to take into account that the calculated value for the variable Pexc,c,n and Poxc,n
will depend on the mode of transport used (opaque, transparent or translucent) but in next
subsections will be explained how these values are calculated for each specific transport
mode.
All transport modes require the routing of the demands. In this work we assume that the
routing is performed by the ILP model instead of feeding it with candidate paths.
The flow conservation constraints ensures that, for each (o, d) pair we route Z units of flow
from node o to node d. The flow conservation constraints are as follows [4]:
N∑
j=1\{o}
fodij = Z ∀(o, d) : o < d,∀i : i = o (3.7)
Constraint 3.7 states that for each (o, d) pair the node o (being the source of the flow) sends Z
units through one or more links (i, j) such as o = i. The variable Z depends of the transport
mode and survivability mechanism.
N∑
j=1\{o}
fodij =
N∑
j=1\{d}
fodji ∀(o, d) : o < d,∀i : i 6= o, d
(3.8)
Constraint 3.8 ensures that the remaining nodes, being neither origin or destination of the
flow, the amount of received flow have to be send.
N∑
j=1\{d}
fodji = Z ∀(o, d) : o < d,∀i : i = d (3.9)
Constraint 3.9 states that the destination node, d, has to receive those Z units of flow.
Finally, one aspect to be taken into account is the cost of the equipment used in the net-
work. Through the table 3.2 we can see the cost in euros of the equipment.
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Equipment Symbol Cost
OLT without transponders γOLT0 15 000 e
Transponder γOLT1 5 000 e/Gb
Unidirectional Optical Amplifier cR 4 000 e
EXC γe0 10 000 e
OXC γo0 20 000 e
EXC Port for line ports γe1,−1 100 000 e/port
EXC Port for ODU0 γe1,0 10 e/port
EXC Port for ODU1 γe1,1 15 e/port
EXC Port for ODU2 γe1,2 30 e/port
EXC Port for ODU3 γe1,3 60 e/port
EXC Port for ODU4 γe1,4 100 e/port
OXC Port γo1 2 500 e/port
Table 3.2: Table of costs used to calculate CAPEX using ILP models [3].
3.1.1 Opaque transport mode
Before we define the variables referred to above we must take into account the following
particularities of this means of transport:
• NOXC,n = 0, ∀ n
• NEXC,n = 1, ∀ n that process traffic
As already mentioned, it is necessary to minimize CAPEX through equation 3.1. Where
in this case for the cost of we only consider the electric cost 3.5 because of the particularity
previously mentioned. In this case the value of Pexc,c,n is obtained by equation 3.10 for long-
reach and by the equation 3.11 for short-reach.
As previously mentioned, equation 3.10 refers to the number of long-reach ports of the
electrical switch with bit-rate -1 in node n, Pexc,−1,n, i.e. the number of line ports of node n
which can be calculated as
Pexc,−1,n =
N∑
j=1
wnj (3.10)
where wnj is the number of optical channels between node n and node j.
As previously mentioned, equation 3.11 refers to the number of short-reach ports of the
electrical switch with bit-rate c in node n, Pexc,c,n, i.e. the number of tributary ports with
bit-rate c in node n which can be calculated as
Pexc,c,n =
N∑
d=1
Dnd,c (3.11)
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where Dnd,c are the client demands between nodes n and d with bit rate c.
In this case there is the following particularity:
• When n=d the value of client demands is always zero, i.e, Dnn,c = 0
Although it is defined how the specific variables of this mode of transport are calculated,
this value depends on the mode of survivability. Taking this into account in the following
chapter it is already possible to calculate the CAPEX.
3.1.2 Transparent transport mode
Once again in this case it is necessary to minimize CAPEX through equation 3.1 where in
this case for the cost of nodes we have in consideration electric 3.5 and optical cost 3.6. In
this case the value of Pexc,c,n is obtained by equation 3.12 for short-reach and by the equation
3.13 for long-reach and the value of Poxc,n is obtained by equation 3.14.
The equation 3.12 refers to the number of short-reach ports of the electrical switch with
bit-rate c in node n, Pexc,c,n, i.e. the number of tributary ports with bit-rate c in node nwhich
can be calculated as
Pexc,c,n =
N∑
d=1
Dnd,c (3.12)
where Dnd,c are the client demands between nodes n and d with bit rate c.
In this case there is the following particularity:
• When n=d the value of client demands is always zero, i.e, Dnn,c = 0
As previously mentioned, the equation 3.13 refers to the number of long-reach ports of
the electrical switch with bit-rate -1 in node n, Pexc,−1,n, i.e. the number of add ports of node
n which can be calculated as
Pexc,−1,n =
N∑
j=1
λnj (3.13)
where λnj is the number of optical channels between node n and node j.
The equation 3.14 refers to the number of ports in optical switch in node n, Poxc,n, i.e. the
number of line ports and the number of adding ports of node n which can be calculated as
Poxc,n =
N∑
j=1
fodnj +
N∑
j=1
λnj (3.14)
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where fodnj refers to the number of line ports for all demand pairs (od) and λnj refers to the
number of add ports.
In this case, again, the specific variables depend on the mode of survivability. With this
in mind in the next chapter we can calculate CAPEX.
3.1.3 Translucent transport mode
The translucent mode has the particularity of while some nodes use electrical and optical
part others use only electrical part. But for a better definition of the model we will take into
account the following particularities:
• NOXC,n = 1, ∀ n that process traffic
• NEXC,n = 1, ∀ n that process traffic
For this mode of transport it is also necessary to minimize CAPEX through equation 3.1
where in this case for the cost of nodes we have in consideration electric 3.5 and optical cost
3.6. In this case the value of Pexc,c,n is obtained by equation 3.15 for short-reach and by the
equation 3.16 for long-reach and the value of Poxc,n is obtained by equation 3.17.
The equation 3.15 refers to the number of short-reach ports of the electrical switch with
bit-rate c in node n, Pexc,c,n, i.e. the number of tributary ports with bit-rate c in node nwhich
can be calculated as
Pexc,c,n =
N∑
d=1
Dnd,c (3.15)
where Dnd,c are the client demands between nodes n and d with bit rate c.
In this case there is the following particularity:
• When n=d the value of client demands is always zero, i.e, Dnn,c = 0
As previously mentioned, the equation 3.16 refers to the number of long-reach ports of
the electrical switch with bit-rate -1 in node n, Pexc,−1,n, i.e. the number of add ports of node
n which can be calculated as
Pexc,−1,n =
N∑
k=1
λnk (3.16)
where λnk is the number of optical channels between lightpath n and node k.
The equation 3.17 refers to the number of ports in optical switch in node n, Poxc,n, i.e. the
number of line ports and the number of adding ports of node n which can be calculated as
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Poxc,n =
N∑
j=1
fpknj +
N∑
k=1
λnk (3.17)
where fpknj refers to the number of line ports for all lightpath pairs (p, k) and λnk refers to the
number of add ports.
Taking into account that the variables defined previously for this mode of transport de-
pend on the mode of survivability, in the following chapter it is already possible to calculate
CAPEX.
3.2 Analytical models
Again, in this section we will only focus on CAPEX, but this time the calculations are
made in an analytical way in order to get a different point of view and expected similar
results. This can be said that the CAPEX cost in monetary units, CC is given by the equation
3.18
CC = CL + CN (3.18)
where CL is the Link cost and CN is the Node cost [3].
For this calculation first let’s focus on the cost of the links. Where to calculate the cost of
the Links, CL, we will use the equation 3.19
CL =
(
2LγOLT0
)
+
(
2LγOLT1 τ < w >
)
+
(
2NRcR
)
(3.19)
where
• γOLT0 → OLT cost in euros
• L→ Number of bidirectional links
• γOLT1 → Transponder cost in euros
• < w >→ Average number of optical channels
• τ → Line bit rate
• NR → Total number of optical amplifiers
• cR → Unidirectional Optical amplifiers cost in euros
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Looking at the equation 3.19 we can see that we already have practically all the values
of the variables used. Assuming that τ is 100 Gbits/s is thus only missing the number of
optical amplifiers and the average number of optical channels [3].
Through the equation 3.20 we can calculated the number of optical amplifiers, NR, as
NR =
L∑
l=1
(⌈
lenl
span
⌉
− 1
)
(3.20)
where lenl is the length of link l and span is the distance between amplifiers (assuming 100
km) [3].
Through the equation 3.21 we can calculated the average number of optical channels,
< w >, as
< w >=
(dD× < h >e
Lu
)
(1+ < k >) (3.21)
where D is the number of unidirectional demands, Lu is the number of unidirectional Links
and < k > is the survivability coefficient. The number os unidirectional demands can be
calculated as
D =
(
1
2
)
(1 + ξ)
(
T1
τ
)
(3.22)
where ξ is the grooming coefficient, T1 is the total unidirectional traffic and τ is the line bit
rate [3].
The next step is to take into account the cost of the nodes, but for this we must first know
how a node is constituted. The nodes have an electrical part and an optical part so we can
conclude that the cost of the nodes,CN , is given by the sum of these two parts thus obtaining
the equation 3.23
CN = CEXC + COXC (3.23)
To know the electrical cost, Cexc, of the nodes that is given by equation 3.24
Cexc = N × (γe0 + (γe1τ < Pexc >)) + γe1PTRIB (3.24)
where:
• N → Number of nodes
• γe0→ EXC cost in euros
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• γe1→ EXC port cost in euros
• τ → Line bit rate
• < Pexc >→ Average number of ports of the electrical switch
• PTRIB → Total number of tributary ports
In relation to the optical part, Coxc, to know the optical cost of the nodes that is given by
equation 3.25
Coxc = N × (γo0 + (γo1 < Poxc >)) (3.25)
where:
• N → Number of nodes
• γo0→ OXC cost in euros
• γo1→ OXC port cost in euros
• < Poxc >→ Average number of ports of the optical switch
Once more, we have to take into account that the calculated value for the variables
< Pexc > and < Poxc > will depend on the mode of transport used and the variable PTRIB
will depend on the scenario but in next subsections will be explained how these values are
calculated for each specific transport mode. Finally, for this we will also have to take into
account the cost of the equipment used that can be consulted in table 3.3.
Equipment Symbol Cost
OLT without transponders γOLT0 15 000 e
Transponder γOLT1 5 000 e/Gb
Unidirectional Optical Amplifier cR 4 000 e
EXC γe0 10 000 e
OXC γo0 20 000 e
EXC Line Ports γe1 100 000 e/port
EXC Tributary Ports γe2 20 e/port
OXC Port γo1 2 500 e/port
Table 3.3: Table of costs used to calculate CAPEX using analytical models [3].
3.2.1 Opaque transport mode
One more time, before executing the equation of the variables we must take into account
the particularities of this mode of transport:
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• Coxc = 0
• ξ = 1
• < k > = 0 or < k > = < kp > (depending of survivability)
The first particularity exists because in this mode of transport there is no optical cost, in
the case of the second we are assuming that the grooming coefficient has value 1 and finally
in the last particularity we are assuming that the survivability coefficient is zero when it is
without survivability or < kp > when it is with 1+1 protection [3] where
< kp >=
< h′ >
< h >
(3.26)
Finally looking at the equation 3.24 we can see that we already have practically all the
values with the exception of two variables. The tributary ports, PTRIB , can be calculated
through the ODU’s matrices referred to in section 2.4.2 and the average number of ports the
electrical switch,< Pexc >, that can be calculated as
< Pexc >=< d >< h > (1+ < k >) (3.27)
where < d > is the average number of demands, < h > is the average number of hops and
< k > is the survivability coefficient. The number of ports of the electrical switch, in this
case, is equal to the number of line ports since we already know the number of tributary
ports [3]. The variable < d > is calculated through the equation 3.28
< d >=
D
N
(3.28)
3.2.2 Transparent transport mode
Once more, we must take into account the particularities of this mode of transport before
executing the equation of the variables:
• ξ = 1.25
• < k > = 0 or < k > = < kp > (depending of survivability)
The first particularity exists because we are assuming that the grooming coefficient has
value 1.25 and finally in the last particularity we are assuming that the survivability coeffi-
cient is zero because it is without survivability or < kp > when it is with 1+1 protection [3]
where
< kp >=
< h′ >
< h >
(3.29)
Finally looking at the equation 3.24 we can see that we already have practically all the
values with the exception of three variables. The tributary ports, PTRIB , can be calculated
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through the ODU’s matrices referred to in section 2.4.2, the average number of ports the
electrical switch,< Pexc >, that can be calculated as
< Pexc >=< d > (3.30)
and the average number of ports the optical switch,< Poxc >, can be calculated as
< Poxc >=< d > [1 + (1+ < k >) < h >] (3.31)
where < d > is the average number of demands, < k > is the survivability coefficient and
< h > is the average number of hops.
The number of ports of the electrical switch, in this case, is equal to the number of add ports
since we already know the number of tributary ports. The number of ports of the optical
switch, in this case, is equal to the sum of the line ports with the add ports [3].
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CHAPTER 4
Integer linear programming
ILP models are used to design networks that describe real components and their capabil-
ities through a set of linear equations. Despite their quality, the solutions obtained through
these models, depending on the number of variables and computational resources, can take
days, months or even years [1]. The current chapter proposes and describes the optimiza-
tion models used to calculating the capital expenditures of the network, based on the three
modes of transport (opaque, transparent and translucent) without survivability and pro-
tection. In the first section the introduction to ILP models is made. Next, in the following
sections it is proposed in detail the restrictions of the three models previously mentioned,
without survivability and with protection as well as a detailed report of the obtained re-
sults for each case. Finally in the last section all the general conclusions of these models are
described.
4. Integer linear programming
4.1 Introduction of ILP models
The development of an ILP model first requires the definition of the inputs, outputs and
variables of the problem in a mathematical representation. Regarding the input parameters
for this work we will consider the reference network described in 2.4.1 where the network
connections are in the form of an adjacency matrix called Gij . Also as input parameter we
take into account bidirectional demand matrices Dodc created in section 2.4.2 for each type
of client traffic with c = [1; 2; 3; 4; 5] depending on the ODU, where 1 corresponds to ODU0
and 5 to ODU4.
The main objective is to determine the values of the decision variables, so that all linear
equations are satisfied and the value of the objective function is minimized. The objective
function is introduced by the keyword "minimize" and the constraint set is introduced by
the expression "subject to". To perform the implementation of the models it is necessary to
use a mathematical software tool. For this we will use MATLAB which is ideal for dealing
with linear programming problems and can call the LPsolve through an external interface
[3, 5]. In the following sections the ILP model is presented in detail for each transport mode.
4.2 Opaque without survivability
4.2.1 Model description
In order to be able to apply the ILP model we have to take into account the physical and
logical topologies allowed by this mode of transport and the type of survivability. Based on
what was mentioned in section 2.3.1 on this mode of transport we can conclude that both
topologies are the same and the following figures can be confirmed.
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Figure 4.1: Opaque without survivability: allowed physical topology. The allowed physical topology
is defined by the duct and sites in the field. It is assumed that each duct supports up to 1 bidirectional
transmission system and each site supports up to 1 node.
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Figure 4.2: Opaque without survivability: allowed optical topology. The allowed optical topology
is defined by the transport mode. It is assumed that each transmission system supports up to 100
optical channels.
Now taking this into account and based on the specific constraints of the opaque mode
without survivability it is possible to define the ILP model [2].
The objective function, to be minimized, is the expression 3.1,
minimize
{
CC
}
(4.1)
subject to
N∑
j=1\{o}
fbodij = 1 ∀(o, d) : o < d,∀i : i = o (4.2)
Constraint 4.2 is equal to the constraint 3.7 assuming that Z = 1.
N∑
j=1\{o}
fbodij =
N∑
j=1\{d}
fodji ∀(o, d) : o < d,∀i : i 6= o, d (4.3)
Constraint 4.3 is equal to the constraint 3.8.
N∑
j=1\{d}
fbodji = 1 ∀(o, d) : o < d,∀i : i = d (4.4)
Constraint 4.4 is equal to the constraint 3.9 assuming that Z = 1.
N∑
o=1
N∑
d=o+1
(
fbodij + fb
od
ji
) C∑
c=1
(B (c)Dodc) ≤ τWijGij ∀(i, j) : i < j (4.5)
The constraint 4.5 is considered the grooming constraint, so it means that the total client
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traffic flows can not be greater than the capacity of the line bit rate. Where τ is the line bit
rate. In this work we assume that τ = 100 Gbits/s. Gij is the adjacency matrix, which means
that we can only use a connection if it exists in the physical topology of the network.
Wij ≤ KijLij ∀(i, j) : i < j (4.6)
Constraint 4.6 concerns the capacity of the optical channels which must be less or equal
than the maximum number of optical channels. For any situation the maximum number of
optical channels supported by each transmission system is 100, i.e., Kij = 100.
fbodij , fb
od
ji , Lij ∈ {0, 1} ∀(i, j) : i < j, ∀(o, d) : o < d (4.7)
Constraint 4.7 define the variables fb and Lij as binary values.
Wij ∈ N ∀(i, j) : i < j (4.8)
This constraint defines the variables Wij as integer variables allowing that between each
pair of nodes can exist more that one lightpath.
4.2.2 Result description
Low Traffic Scenario:
In a first phase, we will show the resulting physical and optical topology. These topolo-
gies are based on the allowed topologies referred to in the model description and also taking
into account the logical topology for all ODUs mentioned in the section 2.4.2.
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Figure 4.3: Opaque without survivability in low scenario: physical topology after dimensioning.
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Figure 4.4: Opaque without survivability in low scenario: optical topology after dimensioning.
In table 4.1 we can see the number of optical channels calculated using 3.2 and 4.1 and
the number of amplifiers for each link calculated using 3.3. In the case where there are no
optical channels we assume that the number of amplifiers is zero.
Information regarding links
Bidirectional Link Optical Channels Amplifiers
Node 1 <-> Node 2 1 4
Node 1 <-> Node 3 0 0
Node 2 <-> Node 3 1 0
Node 2 <-> Node 4 2 6
Node 3 <-> Node 5 1 8
Node 4 <-> Node 5 0 0
Node 4 <-> Node 6 2 7
Node 5 <-> Node 6 2 3
Table 4.1: Table with information regarding links for opaque mode without survivability in low
scenario.
In table 4.2 we can see the resulting nodal degree at the physical layer, calculated based
on the number of connections that the node in question performs, the number of line ports
calculated using 3.10 and the number of tributary ports calculated using 3.11 for each node.
Information regarding nodes
Node Resulting Nodal Degree Line Ports Tributary Ports
1 1 1 29
2 3 4 23
3 2 2 18
4 2 4 20
5 2 3 24
6 2 4 22
Table 4.2: Table with information regarding nodes for opaque mode without survivability in low
scenario.
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Through the information obtained previously on the nodes we can now create tables with
detailed information about each node. In each table mentioned below we can see how many
ports are connected to a given node and its bit rate (in relation to the line ports) and how
many ports are assigned to each different bit rate (in relation to the tributary ports).
Detailed description of Node 1
Number of total demands Bit rate
29 tributary ports
13 ODU0
13 ODU1
3 ODU2
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
1 line ports 1 <—- 1 —-> 2 100 Gbits/s
Table 4.3: Opaque without survivability in low scenario: detailed description of node 1. The number
of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, and can be observed in section 2.4.2.
Detailed description of Node 2
Number of total demands Bit rate
23 tributary ports
11 ODU0
7 ODU1
2 ODU2
2 ODU3
1 ODU4
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
4 line ports
2 <—- 1 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s2 <—- 1 —-> 3
2 <—- 2 —-> 4
Table 4.4: Opaque without survivability in low scenario: detailed description of node 2. The number
of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, and can be observed in section 2.4.2.
Detailed description of Node 3
Number of total demands Bit rate
18 tributary ports
7 ODU0
6 ODU1
3 ODU2
2 ODU3
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
2 line ports
3 <—- 1 —-> 2
100 Gbits/s
3 <—- 1 —-> 5
Table 4.5: Opaque without survivability in low scenario: detailed description of node 3. The number
of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, and can be observed in section 2.4.2.
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Detailed description of Node 4
Number of total demands Bit rate
20 tributary ports
7 ODU0
10 ODU1
3 ODU2
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
4 line ports
4 <—- 2 —- > 2
100 Gbits/s
4 <—- 2 —-> 6
Table 4.6: Opaque without survivability in low scenario: detailed description of node 4. The number
of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, and can be observed in section 2.4.2.
Detailed description of Node 5
Number of total demands Bit rate
24 tributary ports
14 ODU0
4 ODU1
4 ODU2
1 ODU3
1 ODU4
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
3 line ports
5 <—- 1 —-> 3
100 Gbits/s
5 <—- 2 —-> 6
Table 4.7: Opaque without survivability in low scenario: detailed description of node 5. The number
of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, and can be observed in section 2.4.2.
Detailed description of Node 6
Number of total demands Bit rate
22 tributary ports
8 ODU0
10 ODU1
1 ODU2
1 ODU3
2 ODU4
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
4 line ports
6 <—- 2 —-> 4
100 Gbits/s
6 <—- 2 —-> 5
Table 4.8: Opaque without survivability in low scenario: detailed description of node 6. The number
of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, and can be observed in section 2.4.2.
In next step let’s focus on the routing information. These paths are bidirectional so the
path from one node to another is the same path in the opposite direction. In table 4.9 we can
see all the routing obtained for all nodes.
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Routing
o d Links ODU0 ODU1 ODU2 ODU3 ODU4
1 2 {(1,2)} 5 2 1 0 0
1 3 {(1,2),(2,3)} 1 4 1 0 0
1 4 {(1,2),(2,4)} 3 2 1 0 0
1 5 {(1,2),(2,3),(3,5)} 1 0 0 0 0
1 6 {(1,2),(2,4),(4,6)} 3 5 0 0 0
2 3 {(2,3)} 0 0 0 1 0
2 4 {(2,4)} 1 3 0 0 0
2 5 {(2,3),(3,5)} 5 1 1 0 0
2 6 {(2,4),(4,6)} 0 1 0 1 1
3 4 {(3,2),(2,4)} 1 1 1 0 0
3 5 {(3,5)} 4 1 1 1 0
3 6 {(3,5),(5,6)} 1 0 0 0 0
4 5 {(4,6),(6,5)} 1 1 1 0 0
4 6 {(4,6)} 1 3 0 0 0
5 6 {(5,6)} 3 1 1 0 1
Table 4.9: Opaque without survivability in low scenario: description of demands routing. We are
assuming that between a pair of nodes all demands follow the same route.
Finally and most importantly through table 4.10 we can see the CAPEX result for this
model. All the values calculated in the next table were obtained through the equations 3.2
and 3.4 referred to in section 3.1.
CAPEX of the Network
Quantity Unit Price Cost Total
Link Cost
OLTs 12 15 000 e 180 000 e
9 404 000 e100 Gbits/s Transceivers 18 5 000 e/Gbit/s 9 000 000 e
Amplifiers 56 4 000 e 224 000 e
Node Cost
Electrical
EXCs 6 10 000 e 60 000 e
1 862 590 e
ODU0 Ports 60 10 e/port 600 e
ODU1 Ports 50 15 e/port 750 e
ODU2 Ports 16 30 e/port 480 e
ODU3 Ports 6 60 e/port 360 e
ODU4 Ports 4 100 e/port 400 e
Line Ports 18 100 000 e/port 1 800 000 e
Optical
OXCs 0 20 000 e 0 e
Ports 0 2 500 e/port 0 e
Total Network Cost 11 266 590 e
Table 4.10: Opaque without survivability in low scenario: detailed description of CAPEX for this
scenario.
Medium Traffic Scenario:
In a first phase, we will show the resulting physical and optical topology. These topolo-
gies are based on the allowed topologies referred to in the model description and also taking
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into account the logical topology for all ODUs mentioned in the section 2.4.2.
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Figure 4.5: Opaque without survivability in medium scenario: physical topology after dimensioning.
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Figure 4.6: Opaque without survivability in medium scenario: optical topology after dimensioning.
We can see the number of optical channels calculated using 3.2 and 3.1 and the number
of amplifiers for each link calculated using 3.3 in table 4.11.
Information regarding links
Bidirectional Link Optical Channels Amplifiers
Node 1 <-> Node 2 4 4
Node 1 <-> Node 3 4 6
Node 2 <-> Node 3 4 0
Node 2 <-> Node 4 19 6
Node 3 <-> Node 5 9 8
Node 4 <-> Node 5 5 1
Node 4 <-> Node 6 16 7
Node 5 <-> Node 6 14 3
Table 4.11: Table with information regarding links for opaque mode without survivability in medium
scenario.
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Also we can see the resulting nodal degree at the physical layer, the number of line ports
using 3.10 and the number of tributary ports using 3.11 for each node in table 4.12.
Information regarding nodes
Node Resulting Nodal Degree Line Ports Tributary Ports
1 2 8 290
2 3 27 230
3 3 17 180
4 3 40 200
5 3 28 240
6 2 30 220
Table 4.12: Table with information regarding nodes for opaque mode without survivability in
medium scenario.
Once again, through the information obtained previously on the nodes we can now cre-
ate tables with detailed information about each node.
Detailed description of Node 1
Number of total demands bit rate
290 tributary ports
130 ODU0
130 ODU1
30 ODU2
Node <– Optical Channels –> Node bit rate
8 line ports
1 <—- 4 —-> 2
100 Gbtis/s
1 <—- 4 —-> 3
Table 4.13: Opaque without survivability in medium scenario: detailed description of node 1. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2.
Detailed description of Node 2
Number of total demands bit rate
230 tributary ports
110 ODU0
70 ODU1
20 ODU2
20 ODU3
10 ODU4
Node <– Optical Channels –> Node bit rate
27 line ports
2 <—- 4 —-> 1
100 Gbtis/s2 <—- 4 —-> 3
2 <—- 19 —-> 4
Table 4.14: Opaque without survivability in medium scenario: detailed description of node 2. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2.
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Detailed description of Node 3
Number of total demands bit rate
180 tributary ports
70 ODU0
60 ODU1
30 ODU2
20 ODU3
Node <– Optical Channels –> Node bit rate
17 line ports
3 <—- 4 —-> 1
100 Gbtis/s3 <—- 4 —-> 2
3 <—- 9 —-> 5
Table 4.15: Opaque without survivability in medium scenario: detailed description of node 3. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2.
Detailed description of Node 4
Number of total demands bit rate
200 tributary ports
70 ODU0
100 ODU1
30 ODU2
Node <– Optical Channels –> Node bit rate
40 line ports
4 <—- 19 —-> 2
100 Gbtis/s4 <—- 5 —-> 5
4 <—- 16 —-> 6
Table 4.16: Opaque without survivability in medium scenario: detailed description of node 4. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2.
Detailed description of Node 5
Number of total demands bit rate
240 tributary ports
140 ODU0
40 ODU1
40 ODU2
10 ODU3
10 ODU4
Node <– Optical Channels –> Node bit rate
28 line ports
5 <—- 9 —-> 3
100 Gbtis/s5 <—- 5 —-> 4
5 <—- 14 —-> 6
Table 4.17: Opaque without survivability in medium scenario: detailed description of node 5. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2.
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Detailed description of Node 6
Number of total demands bit rate
220 tributary ports
80 ODU0
100 ODU1
10 ODU2
10 ODU3
20 ODU4
Node <– Optical Channels –> Node bit rate
30 line ports
6 <—- 16 —-> 4
100 Gbtis/s
6 <—- 14 —-> 5
Table 4.18: Opaque without survivability in medium scenario: detailed description of node 6. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2.
In next step let’s focus on the routing information. These paths are bidirectional so the
path from one node to another is the same path in the opposite direction. In table 4.19 we
can see all the routing obtained for all nodes.
Routing
o d Links ODU0 ODU1 ODU2 ODU3 ODU4
1 2 {(1,2)} 50 20 10 0 0
1 3 {(1,3)} 10 40 10 0 0
1 4 {(1,2),(2,4)} 30 20 10 0 0
1 5 {(1,3),(3,5)} 10 0 0 0 0
1 6 {(1,3),(3,5),(5,6)} 30 50 0 0 0
2 3 {(2,3)} 0 0 0 10 0
2 4 {(2,4)} 10 30 0 0 0
2 5 {(2,4),(4,5)} 50 10 10 0 0
2 6 {(2,4),(4,6)} 0 10 0 10 10
3 4 {(3,5),(5,4)} 10 10 10 0 0
3 5 {(3,5)} 40 10 10 10 0
3 6 {(3,5),(5,6)} 10 0 0 0 0
4 5 {(4,5)} 10 10 10 0 0
4 6 {(4,6)} 10 30 0 0 0
5 6 {(5,6)} 30 10 10 0 10
Table 4.19: Opaque without survivability in medium scenario: table with description of demands
routing. We are assuming that between a pair of nodes all demands follow the same route.
Finally through the table 4.20 we can see the CAPEX result for this model. This value is
obtained using equation 4.1 and all of the constraints mentioned above.
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CAPEX of the Network
Quantity Unit Price Cost Total
Link
Cost
OLTs 16 15 000 e 240 000 e
75 520 000 e100 Gbits/s Transceivers 150 5 000 e/Gbit/s 75 000 000 e
Amplifiers 70 4 000 e 280 000 e
Node
Cost
Electrical
EXCs 6 10 000 e 60 000 e
15 085 900 e
ODU0 Ports 600 10 e/port 6 000 e
ODU1 Ports 500 15 e/port 7 500 e
ODU2 Ports 160 30 e/port 4 800 e
ODU3 Ports 60 60 e/port 3 600 e
ODU4 Ports 40 100 e/port 4 000 e
Line Ports 150 100 000 e/port 15 000 000 e
Optical
OXCs 0 20 000 e 0 e
Ports 0 2 500 e/port 0 e
Total Network Cost 90 605 900 e
Table 4.20: Opaque without survivability in medium scenario: detailed description of CAPEX for
this scenario.
High Traffic Scenario:
In a first phase, we will show the resulting physical and optical topology. These topolo-
gies are based on the allowed topologies referred to in the model description and also taking
into account the logical topology for all ODUs mentioned in the section 2.4.2.
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Figure 4.7: Opaque without survivability in high scenario: physical topology after dimensioning.
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Figure 4.8: Opaque without survivability in high scenario: optical topology after dimensioning.
In table 4.21 we can see the number of optical channels calculated using 3.2 and 3.1 and
the number of amplifiers for each link calculated using 3.20.
Information regarding links
Bidirectional Link Optical Channels Amplifiers
Node 1 <-> Node 2 8 4
Node 1 <-> Node 3 8 6
Node 2 <-> Node 3 15 0
Node 2 <-> Node 4 37 6
Node 3 <-> Node 5 19 8
Node 4 <-> Node 5 3 1
Node 4 <-> Node 6 31 7
Node 5 <-> Node 6 27 3
Table 4.21: Table with information regarding links for opaque mode without survivability in high
scenario.
In table 4.22 we can see the resulting nodal degree at the physical layer, calculated based
on the number of connections that the node in question performs, the number of line ports
calculated using 3.10 and the number of tributary ports calculated using 3.11 for each node.
Information regarding nodes
Node Resulting Nodal Degree Line Ports Tributary Ports
1 2 16 580
2 3 60 460
3 3 42 360
4 3 71 400
5 3 49 480
6 2 58 440
Table 4.22: Table with information regarding nodes for opaque mode without survivability in high
scenario.
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In each table mentioned next with detailed information we can see how many ports are
connected to a given node and its bit rate (in relation to the line ports) and how many ports
are assigned to each different bit rate (in relation to the tributary ports).
Detailed description of Node 1
Number of total demands bit rate
580 tributary ports
260 ODU0
260 ODU1
60 ODU2
Node <– Optical Channels –> Node bit rate
16 line ports
1 <—- 8 —-> 2
100 Gbtis/s
1 <—- 8 —-> 3
Table 4.23: Opaque without survivability in high scenario: detailed description of node 1. The num-
ber of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed in
section 2.4.2 .
Detailed description of Node 2
Number of total demands bit rate
460 tributary ports
220 ODU0
140 ODU1
40 ODU2
40 ODU3
20 ODU4
Node <– Optical Channels –> Node bit rate
60 line ports
2 <—- 8 —-> 1
100 Gbtis/s2 <—- 15 —-> 3
2 <—- 37 —-> 4
Table 4.24: Opaque without survivability in high scenario: detailed description of node 2. The num-
ber of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed in
section 2.4.2.
Detailed description of Node 3
Number of total demands bit rate
360 tributary ports
140 ODU0
120 ODU1
60 ODU2
40 ODU3
Node <– Optical Channels –> Node bit rate
42 line ports
3 <—- 8 —-> 1
100 Gbtis/s3 <—- 15 —-> 2
3 <—- 19 —-> 5
Table 4.25: Opaque without survivability in high scenario: detailed description of node 3. The num-
ber of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed in
section 2.4.2.
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Detailed description of Node 4
Number of total demands bit rate
400 tributary ports
140 ODU0
200 ODU1
60 ODU2
Node <– Optical Channels –> Node bit rate
71 line ports
4 <—- 37 —-> 2
100 Gbtis/s4 <—- 3 —-> 5
4 <—- 31 —-> 6
Table 4.26: Opaque without survivability in high scenario: detailed description of node 4. The num-
ber of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed in
section 2.4.2.
Detailed description of Node 5
Number of total demands bit rate
480 tributary ports
280 ODU0
80 ODU1
80 ODU2
20 ODU3
20 ODU4
Node <– Optical Channels –> Node bit rate
49 line ports
5 <—- 19 —-> 3
100 Gbtis/s5 <—- 3 —-> 4
5 <—- 27 —-> 6
Table 4.27: Opaque without survivability in high scenario: detailed description of node 5. The num-
ber of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed in
section 2.4.2.
Detailed description of Node 6
Number of total demands bit rate
440 tributary ports
160 ODU0
200 ODU1
20 ODU2
20 ODU3
40 ODU4
Node <– Optical Channels –> Node bit rate
58 line ports
6 <—- 31 —-> 4
100 Gbtis/s
6 <—- 27 —-> 5
Table 4.28: Opaque without survivability in high scenario: detailed description of node 6. The num-
ber of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed in
section 2.4.2.
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Next step let’s focus on the routing information. These paths are bidirectional so the path
from one node to another is the same path in the opposite direction. In table 4.29 we can see
all the routing obtained for all nodes.
Routing
o d Links ODU0 ODU1 ODU2 ODU3 ODU4
1 2 {(1,2)} 100 40 20 0 0
1 3 {(1,3)} 20 80 20 0 0
1 4 {(1,2),(2,4)} 60 40 20 0 0
1 5 {(1,3),(3,5)} 20 0 0 0 0
1 6 {(1,3),(3,5),(5,6)} 60 100 0 0 0
2 3 {(2,3)} 0 0 0 20 0
2 4 {(2,4)} 20 60 0 0 0
2 5 {(2,3),(3,5)} 100 20 20 0 0
2 6 {(2,4),(4,6)} 0 20 0 20 20
3 4 {(3,2),(2,4)} 20 20 20 0 0
3 5 {(3,5)} 80 20 20 20 0
3 6 {(3,5),(5,6)} 20 0 0 0 0
4 5 {(4,5)} 20 20 20 0 0
4 6 {(4,6)} 20 60 0 0 0
5 6 {(5,6)} 60 20 20 0 20
Table 4.29: Opaque without survivability in high scenario: description of demands routing. We are
assuming that between a pair of nodes all demands follow the same route.
Finally and most importantly through table 4.30 we can see the CAPEX result for this
model. This value is obtained using equation 4.1 and all of the constraints mentioned above.
CAPEX of the Network
Quantity Unit Price Cost Total
Link
Cost
OLTs 16 15 000 e 240 000 e
148 520 000 e100 Gbits/s Transceivers 296 5 000 e/Gbit/s 148 000 000 e
Amplifiers 70 4 000 e 280 000 e
Node
Cost
Electrical
EXCs 6 10 000 e 60 000 e
29 711 800 e
ODU0 Ports 1 200 10 e/port 12 000 e
ODU1 Ports 1 000 15 e/port 15 000 e
ODU2 Ports 320 30 e/port 9 600 e
ODU3 Ports 120 60 e/port 7 200 e
ODU4 Ports 80 100 e/port 8 000 e
Line Ports 296 100 000 e/port 29 600 000 e
Optical
OXCs 0 20 000 e 0 e
Ports 0 2 500 e/port 0 e
Total Network Cost 178 231 800 e
Table 4.30: Opaque without survivability in high scenario: detailed description of CAPEX for this
scenario.
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4.2.3 Conclusions
Once we have obtained the results for all the scenarios we will now draw some conclu-
sions about these results. For a better analysis of the results will be created the table 4.31 with
the number of line ports, tributary ports and transceivers because they are important values
for the cost of CAPEX, the cost of links, the cost of nodes and finally the cost of CAPEX.
Low Traffic Medium Traffic High Traffic
Traffic (Gbit/s) 500 5 000 10 000
Bidirectional Links used 6 8 8
Number of Line ports 18 150 296
Number of Tributary ports 136 1 360 2 720
Number of Transceivers 18 150 296
Link Cost 9 404 000 e 75 520 000 e 148 520 000 e
Node Cost 1 862 590 e 15 085 900 e 29 711 800 e
CAPEX 11 266 590 e 90 605 900 e 178 231 800 e
CAPEX/Gbit/s 22 533 e/Gbit/s 18 121 e/Gbit/s 17 823 e/Gbit/s
Table 4.31: Opaque without survivability: table with the various CAPEX values obtained in the
different traffic scenarios.
Looking at the previous table we can make some comparisons between the several sce-
narios:
• Low traffic scenario uses less links than the other two scenarios. This happens because
as it has low traffic it is possible to carry it throughout the network without having to
use all available links;
• Comparing the low traffic scenario with the others we can see that despite having an
increase of factor ten (medium scenario) and factor twenty (high scenario) the same
increase does not occur in the final cost (it is lower). This happens because the number
of transceivers is smaller than expected (medium scenario would be expected 180 and
high scenario would be expected 360);
• Comparing the medium traffic scenario with the high traffic scenario we can see that
the increase of the factor is double and in the final cost this factor is very close but
still inferior. Again this happens because the number of transceivers is lower but very
close to the expected (high scenario would be expected 300);
• Comparing the cost with traffic we can see that as traffic increases, the cost per traffic
decreases. Soon we can conclude that it becomes more expensive a scenario of low
traffic than a scenario of high traffic.
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4.3 Opaque with 1+1 protection
4.3.1 Model description
Once more, firstly in order to be able to apply the ILP model we have to take into account
the physical and logical topologies allowed by this mode of transport and the type of sur-
vivability. Again based in section 2.3.1 we can conclude that both topologies are the same
and the following figures can be confirmed.
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Figure 4.9: Opaque with 1+1 protection: allowed physical topology. The allowed physical topology
is defined by the duct and sites in the field. It is assumed that each duct supports up to 1 bidirectional
transmission system and each site supports up to 1 node.
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Figure 4.10: Opaque with 1+1 protection: allowed optical topology. The allowed optical topology
is defined by the transport mode. It is assumed that each transmission system supports up to 100
optical channels.
Now taking this into account and based on the specific constraints of the opaque mode
with 1+1 protection it is possible to define the ILP model [3].
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The objective function, to be minimized, is the expression 3.1, i.e.,
minimize
{
CC
}
subject to
N∑
j=1\{o}
fbodij = 2 ∀(o, d) : o < d,∀i : i = o (4.9)
Constraint 4.9 is equal to the constraint 3.7 assuming that Z = 2.
N∑
j=1\{o}
fbodij =
N∑
j=1\{d}
fodji ∀(o, d) : o < d,∀i : i 6= o, d (4.10)
Constraint 4.10 is equal to the constraint 3.8
N∑
j=1\{d}
fbodji = 2 ∀(o, d) : o < d,∀i : i = d (4.11)
Constraint 4.11 is equal to the constraint 3.9 assuming that Z = 2.
N∑
o=1
N∑
d=o+1
(
fbodij + fb
od
ji
) C∑
c=1
(B (c)Dodc) ≤ τWijGij ∀(i, j) : i < j (4.12)
The constraint 4.12 is considered the grooming constraint and is equal to the constraint 4.5
referred to in the case without survivability.
Wij ≤ KijLij ∀(i, j) : i < j (4.13)
Constraint 4.13 refers to the capacity of optical channels where they must be less or equal
than the maximum number. For any situation, the maximum number of optical channels
per transmission system is 100, that is, Kij = 100.
fbodij , fb
od
ji , Lij ∈ {0, 1} ∀(i, j) : i < j, ∀(o, d) : o < d (4.14)
The number of flows per demand in this case can be zero if there are no traffic demands or
one if considering working or protection traffic, in relation to the use of the link, can be zero
if it is not being used or one if is being used.
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Wij ∈ N ∀(i, j) : i < j (4.15)
The last constraint is just needed to ensure the number of optical channels is a positive inte-
ger value.
4.3.2 Result description
As described in the subsection of network traffic 2.4.2, we have three values of network
traffic so we have to obtain three different CAPEX. The value of the CAPEX of the network
will be calculated based on the costs of the equipment present in the table 3.2.
Low Traffic Scenario:
In a first phase, we will show the resulting physical and optical topology. These topolo-
gies are based on the allowed topologies referred to in the model description and also taking
into account the logical topology for all ODU’s mentioned in the section 2.4.2.
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Figure 4.11: Opaque with 1+1 protection in low scenario: physical topology after dimensioning.
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Figure 4.12: Opaque with 1+1 protection in low scenario: optical topology after dimensioning.
In table 4.32 we can see the number of optical channels calculated using 3.2 and 4.1 and
the number of amplifiers for each link calculated using 3.3.
Information regarding links
Bidirectional Link Optical Channels Amplifiers
Node 1 <-> Node 2 2 4
Node 1 <-> Node 3 2 6
Node 2 <-> Node 3 3 0
Node 2 <-> Node 4 3 6
Node 3 <-> Node 5 3 8
Node 4 <-> Node 5 3 1
Node 4 <-> Node 6 3 7
Node 5 <-> Node 6 3 3
Table 4.32: Table with information regarding links for opaque mode with 1+1 protection in low sce-
nario.
In table 4.33 we can see the resulting nodal degree at the physical layer, calculated based
on the number of connections that the node in question performs, the number of line ports
calculated using 3.10 and the number of tributary ports calculated using 3.11 for each node.
Information regarding nodes
Node Resulting Nodal Degree Line Ports Tributary Ports
1 2 4 29
2 3 8 23
3 3 8 18
4 3 9 20
5 3 9 24
6 2 6 22
Table 4.33: Table with information regarding nodes for opaque mode with 1+1 protection in low
scenario.
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Through the information obtained previously on the nodes we can now create tables with
detailed information about each node. In each table mentioned below we can see how many
ports are connected to a given node and its bit rate and how many ports are assigned to each
different bit rate.
Detailed description of Node 1
Number of tributary ports Bit rate
29 tributary ports
13 ODU0
13 ODU1
3 ODU2
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
4 line ports
1 <—- 2 —-> 2
100 Gbits/s
1 <—- 2 —-> 3
Table 4.34: Opaque with 1+1 protection in low scenario: detailed description of node 1. The num-
ber of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed in
section 2.4.2.
Detailed description of Node 2
Number of total demands Bit rate
23 tributary ports
11 ODU0
7 ODU1
2 ODU2
2 ODU3
1 ODU4
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
8 line ports
2 <—- 2 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s2 <—- 3 —-> 3
2 <—- 3 —-> 4
Table 4.35: Opaque with 1+1 protection in low scenario: detailed description of node 2. The num-
ber of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed in
section 2.4.2.
Detailed description of Node 3
Number of total demands Bit rate
18 tributary ports
7 ODU0
6 ODU1
3 ODU2
2 ODU3
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
8 line ports
3 <—- 2 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s3 <—- 3 —-> 2
3 <—- 3 —-> 5
Table 4.36: Opaque with 1+1 protection in low scenario: detailed description of node 3. The num-
ber of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed in
section 2.4.2.
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Detailed description of Node 4
Number of total demands Bit rate
20 tributary ports
7 ODU0
10 ODU1
3 ODU2
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
9 line ports
4 <—- 3 —-> 2
100 Gbits/s4 <—- 3 —-> 5
4 <—- 3 —-> 6
Table 4.37: Opaque with 1+1 protection in low scenario: detailed description of node 4. The num-
ber of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed in
section 2.4.2.
Detailed description of Node 5
Number of total demands Bit rate
24 tributary ports
14 ODU0
4 ODU1
4 ODU2
1 ODU3
1 ODU4
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
9 line ports
5 <—- 3 —-> 2
100 Gbits/s5 <—- 3 —-> 4
5 <—- 3 —-> 6
Table 4.38: Opaque with 1+1 protection in low scenario: detailed description of node 5. The num-
ber of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed in
section 2.4.2.
Detailed description of Node 6
Number of total demands Bit rate
22 tributary ports
8 ODU0
10 ODU1
1 ODU2
1 ODU3
2 ODU4
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
6 line ports
6 <—- 3 —-> 4
100 Gbits/s
6 <—- 3 —-> 5
Table 4.39: Opaque with 1+1 protection in low scenario: detailed description of node 6. The num-
ber of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed in
section 2.4.2.
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In the next table, we can see all the routing obtained for all nodes. These paths are bidi-
rectional so the path from one node to another is the same path in the opposite direction.
In the Links column we can see that there are two paths but it is not possible to distinguish
them because we do not know which is protection and which is working.
Routing
o d Links ODU0 ODU1 ODU2 ODU3 ODU4
1 2
{(1,2)}
5 2 1 0 0
{(1,3),(3,2)}
1 3
{(1,3)}
1 4 1 0 0
{(1,2),(2,3)}
1 4
{(1,2),(2,4)}
3 2 1 0 0
{(1,3),(3,5),(5,4)}
1 5
{(1,3),(3,5)}
1 0 0 0 0
{(1,2),(2,4),(4,5)}
1 6
{(1,2),(2,4),(4,6)}
3 5 0 0 0
{(1,3),(3,5),(5,6)}
2 3
{(2,3)}
0 0 0 1 0
{(2,1),(1,3)}
2 4
{(2,4)}
1 3 0 0 0
{(2,3),(3,5),(5,4)}
2 5
{(2,3),(3,5)}
5 1 1 0 0
{(2,4),(4,5)}
2 6
{(2,4),(4,6)}
0 1 0 1 1
{(2,3),(3,5),(5,6)}
3 4
{(3,2),(2,4)}
1 1 1 0 0
{(3,5),(5,4)}
3 5
{(3,5)}
4 1 1 1 0
{(3,1),(1,2),(2,4),(4,5)}
3 6
{(3,5),(5,6)}
1 0 0 0 0
{(3,2),(2,4),(4,6)}
4 5
{(4,5)}
1 1 1 0 0
{(4,6),(6,5)}
4 6
{(4,6)}
1 3 0 0 0
{(4,5),(5,6)}
5 6
{(5,6)}
3 1 1 0 1
{(5,4),(4,6)}
Table 4.40: Opaque with 1+1 protection in low scenario: description of routing. We are assuming that
between a pair of nodes all demands follow the same route.
Finally, in next page, through table 4.41 we can see the CAPEX result for this model. This
value is obtained using equation 4.1 and all of the constraints mentioned above.
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CAPEX of the Network
Quantity Unit Price Cost Total
Link
Cost
OLTs 16 15 000 e 240 000 e
22 520 000 e100 Gbits/s Transceivers 44 5 000 e/Gbit/s 22 000 000 e
Amplifiers 70 4 000 e 280 000 e
Node
Cost
Electrical
EXCs 6 10 000 e 60 000 e
4 462 590 e
ODU0 Ports 60 10 e/port 600 e
ODU1 Ports 50 15 e/port 750 e
ODU2 Ports 16 30 e/port 480 e
ODU3 Ports 6 60 e/port 360 e
ODU4 Ports 4 100 e/port 400 e
Line Ports 44 100 000 e/port 4 400 000 e
Optical
OXCs 0 20 000 e 0 e
Ports 0 2 500 e/porto 0 e
Total Network Cost 26 982 590 e
Table 4.41: Opaque with 1+1 protection in low scenario: detailed description of CAPEX for this
scenario.
Medium Traffic Scenario:
In a first phase, we will show the resulting physical and optical topology. These topolo-
gies are based on the allowed topologies referred to in the model description and also taking
into account the logical topology for all ODU’s mentioned in the section 2.4.2.
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Figure 4.13: Opaque with 1+1 protection in medium scenario: physical topology after dimensioning.
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Figure 4.14: Opaque with 1+1 protection in medium scenario: optical topology after dimensioning.
Through table 4.42 we can see the number of optical channels calculated using 3.2 and
4.1 and the number of amplifiers for each link calculated using 3.3.
Information regarding links
Bidirectional Link Optical Channels Amplifiers
Node 1 <-> Node 2 12 4
Node 1 <-> Node 3 12 6
Node 2 <-> Node 3 33 0
Node 2 <-> Node 4 28 6
Node 3 <-> Node 5 28 8
Node 4 <-> Node 5 26 1
Node 4 <-> Node 6 30 7
Node 5 <-> Node 6 30 3
Table 4.42: Table with information regarding links for opaque mode with 1+1 protection in medium
scenario.
We can see the resulting nodal degree at the physical layer, calculated based on the num-
ber of connections that the node in question performs, the number of line ports calculated
using 3.10 and the number of tributary ports calculated using 3.11 for each node in table
4.43.
Information regarding nodes
Node Connections Line Ports Tributary Ports
1 2 24 290
2 3 73 230
3 3 73 180
4 3 84 200
5 3 84 240
6 2 60 220
Table 4.43: Table with information regarding nodes for opaque mode with 1+1 protection in medium
scenario.
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Once more through the information obtained previously on the nodes we can now create
tables with detailed information about each node. In each table mentioned below we can
see how many ports are connected to a given node and its bit rate and how many ports are
assigned to each different bit rate.
Detailed description of Node 1
Number of total demands bit rate
290 tributary ports
130 ODU0
130 ODU1
30 ODU2
Node <– Optical Channels –> Node bit rate
24 line ports
1 <—- 12 —-> 2
100 Gbtis/s
1 <—- 12 —-> 3
Table 4.44: Opaque with 1+1 protection in medium scenario: detailed description of node 1. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2.
Detailed description of Node 2
Number of total demands bit rate
230 tributary ports
110 ODU0
70 ODU1
20 ODU2
20 ODU3
10 ODU4
Node <– Optical Channels –> Node bit rate
73 line ports
2 <—- 12 —-> 1
100 Gbtis/s2 <—- 33 —-> 3
2 <—- 28 —-> 4
Table 4.45: Opaque with 1+1 protection in medium scenario: detailed description of node 2. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2.
Detailed description of Node 3
Number of total demands bit rate
180 tributary ports
70 ODU0
60 ODU1
30 ODU2
20 ODU3
Node <– Optical Channels –> Node bit rate
73 line ports
3 <—- 12 —-> 1
100 Gbtis/s3 <—- 33 —-> 2
3 <—- 28 —-> 5
Table 4.46: Opaque with 1+1 protection in medium scenario: detailed description of node 3. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2.
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Detailed description of Node 4
Number of total demands bit rate
200 tributary ports
70 ODU0
100 ODU1
30 ODU2
Node <– Optical Channels –> Node bit rate
84 line ports
4 <—- 28 —-> 2
100 Gbtis/s4 <—- 26 —-> 5
4 <—- 30 —-> 6
Table 4.47: Opaque with 1+1 protection in medium scenario: detailed description of node 4. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2.
Detailed description of Node 5
Number of total demands bit rate
240 tributary ports
140 ODU0
40 ODU1
40 ODU2
10 ODU3
10 ODU4
Node <– Optical Channels –> Node bit rate
84 line ports
5 <—- 28 —-> 3
100 Gbtis/s5 <—- 26 —-> 4
5 <—- 30 —-> 6
Table 4.48: Opaque with 1+1 protection in medium scenario: detailed description of node 5. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2.
Detailed description of Node 6
Number of total demands bit rate
220 tributary ports
80 ODU0
100 ODU1
10 ODU2
10 ODU3
20 ODU4
Node <– Optical Channels –> Node bit rate
60 line ports
6 <—- 30 —-> 4
100 Gbtis/s
6 <—- 30 —-> 5
Table 4.49: Opaque with 1+1 protection in medium scenario: detailed description of node 6. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2.
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Now let’s focus on the routing information. These paths are bidirectional so the path
from one node to another is the same path in the opposite direction. In table 4.50 we can
see all the routing obtained for all nodes. In the Links column we can see that there are two
paths but it is not possible to distinguish them because we do not know which is protection
and which is working.
Routing
o d Links ODU0 ODU1 ODU2 ODU3 ODU4
1 2
{(1,2)}
50 20 10 0 0
{(1,3),(3,2)}
1 3
{(1,3)}
10 40 10 0 0
{(1,2),(2,3)}
1 4
{(1,2),(2,4)}
30 20 10 0 0
{(1,3),(3,5),(5,4)}
1 5
{(1,3),(3,5)}
10 0 0 0 0
{(1,2),(2,4),(4,5)}
1 6
{(1,2),(2,4),(4,6)}
30 50 0 0 0
{(1,3),(3,5),(5,6)}
2 3
{(2,3)}
0 0 0 10 0
{(2,1),(1,3)}
2 4
{(2,4)}
10 30 0 0 0
{(2,3),(3,5),(5,4)}
2 5
{(2,4),(4,5)}
50 10 10 0 0
{(2,3),(3,5)}
2 6
{(2,4),(4,6)}
0 10 0 10 10
{(2,3),(3,5),(5,6)}
3 4
{(3,2),(2,4)}
10 10 10 0 0
{(3,5),(5,4)}
3 5
{(3,5)}
40 10 10 10 0
{(3,2),(2,4),(4,5)}
3 6
{(3,5),(5,6)}
10 0 0 0 0
{(3,2),(2,4),(4,6)}
4 5
{(4,5)}
10 10 10 0 0
{(4,6),(6,5)}
4 6
{(4,6)}
10 30 0 0 0
{(4,5),(5,6)}
5 6
{(5,6)}
30 10 10 0 10
{(5,4),(4,6)}
Table 4.50: Opaque with 1+1 protection in medium scenario: table with description of routing. We
are assuming that between a pair of nodes all demands follow the same route.
Once more in next page, through table 4.51 we can see the CAPEX result for this model.
This value is obtained using equation 4.1 and all of the constraints mentioned above.
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CAPEX of the Network
Quantity Unit Price Cost Total
Link
Cost
OLTs 16 15 000 e 240 000 e
199 520 000 e100 Gbits/s Transceivers 398 5 000 e/Gbit/s 199 000 000 e
Amplifiers 70 4 000 e 280 000 e
Node
Cost
Electrical
EXCs 6 10 000 e 60 000 e
39 885 900 e
ODU0 Ports 600 10 e/port 6 000 e
ODU1 Ports 500 15 e/port 7 500 e
ODU2 Ports 160 30 e/port 4 800 e
ODU3 Ports 60 60 e/port 3 600 e
ODU4 Ports 40 100 e/port 4 000 e
Line Ports 398 100 000 e/port 39 800 000 e
Optical
OXCs 0 20 000 e 0 e
Ports 0 2 500 e/porto 0 e
Total Network Cost 239 405 900 e
Table 4.51: Opaque with 1+1 protection in medium scenario: table with detailed description of
CAPEX for this scenario.
High Traffic Scenario:
In a first phase, we will show the resulting physical and optical topology. These topolo-
gies are based on the allowed topologies referred to in the model description and also taking
into account the logical topology for all ODU’s mentioned in the section 2.4.2.
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Figure 4.15: Opaque with 1+1 protection in high scenario: physical topology after dimensioning.
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Figure 4.16: Opaque with 1+1 protection in high scenario: optical topology after dimensioning.
In table 4.52 we can see the number of optical channels calculated using 3.2 and 3.1 and
the number of amplifiers for each link calculated using 3.20.
Information regarding links
Bidirectional Link Optical Channels Amplifiers
Node 1 <-> Node 2 24 4
Node 1 <-> Node 3 24 6
Node 2 <-> Node 3 65 0
Node 2 <-> Node 4 56 6
Node 3 <-> Node 5 56 8
Node 4 <-> Node 5 52 1
Node 4 <-> Node 6 60 7
Node 5 <-> Node 6 60 3
Table 4.52: Table with information regarding links for opaque mode with 1+1 protection in high
scenario.
In table 4.53 we can see the resulting nodal degree at the physical layer, calculated based
on the number of connections that the node in question performs, the number of line ports
calculated using 3.10 and the number of tributary ports calculated using 3.11 for each node.
Information regarding nodes
Node Resulting Nodal Degree Line Ports Tributary Ports
1 2 48 580
2 3 145 460
3 3 145 360
4 3 168 400
5 3 168 480
6 2 120 440
Table 4.53: Table with information regarding nodes for opaque mode with 1+1 protection in high
scenario.
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Once again, through the information obtained previously on the nodes we can now create
tables with detailed information about each node. In each table mentioned below we can
see how many ports are connected to a given node and its bit rate and how many ports are
assigned to each different bit rate.
Detailed description of Node 1
Number of total demands bit rate
580 tributary ports
260 ODU0
260 ODU1
60 ODU2
Node <– Optical Channels –> Node bit rate
48 line ports
1 <—- 24 —-> 2
100 Gbtis/s
1 <—- 24 —-> 3
Table 4.54: Opaque with 1+1 protection in high scenario: detailed description of node 1. The num-
ber of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed in
section 2.4.2.
Detailed description of Node 2
Number of total demands bit rate
460 tributary ports
220 ODU0
140 ODU1
40 ODU2
40 ODU3
20 ODU4
Node <– Optical Channels –> Node bit rate
145 line ports
2 <—- 24 —-> 1
100 Gbtis/s2 <—- 65 —-> 3
2 <—- 56 —-> 4
Table 4.55: Opaque with 1+1 protection in high scenario: detailed description of node 2. The num-
ber of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed in
section 2.4.2.
Detailed description of Node 3
Number of total demands bit rate
360 tributary ports
140 ODU0
120 ODU1
60 ODU2
40 ODU3
Node <– Optical Channels –> Node bit rate
145 line ports
3 <—- 24 —-> 1
100 Gbtis/s3 <—- 65 —-> 2
3 <—- 56 —-> 5
Table 4.56: Opaque with 1+1 protection in high scenario: detailed description of node 3. The num-
ber of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed in
section 2.4.2.
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Detailed description of Node 4
Number of total demands bit rate
400 tributary ports
140 ODU0
200 ODU1
60 ODU2
Node <– Optical Channels –> Node bit rate
168 line ports
4 <—- 56 —-> 2
100 Gbtis/s4 <—- 52 —-> 5
4 <—- 60 —-> 6
Table 4.57: Opaque with 1+1 protection in high scenario: detailed description of node 4. The num-
ber of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed in
section 2.4.2.
Detailed description of Node 5
Number of total demands bit rate
480 tributary ports
280 ODU0
80 ODU1
80 ODU2
20 ODU3
20 ODU4
Node <– Optical Channels –> Node bit rate
168 line ports
5 <—- 56 —-> 3
100 Gbtis/s5 <—- 52 —-> 4
5 <—- 60 —-> 6
Table 4.58: Opaque with 1+1 protection in high scenario: detailed description of node 5. The num-
ber of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed in
section 2.4.2.
Detailed description of Node 6
Number of total demands bit rate
440 tributary ports
160 ODU0
200 ODU1
20 ODU2
20 ODU3
40 ODU4
Node <– Optical Channels –> Node bit rate
120 line ports
6 <—- 60 —-> 4
100 Gbtis/s
6 <—- 60 —-> 5
Table 4.59: Opaque with 1+1 protection in high scenario: detailed description of node 6. The num-
ber of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed in
section 2.4.2.
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Now through the table 4.60 we can see all the routing obtained for all nodes. These
paths are bidirectional so the path from one node to another is the same path in the opposite
direction. In the Links column we can see that there are two paths but it is not possible to
distinguish them because we do not know which is protection and which is working.
Routing
o d Links ODU0 ODU1 ODU2 ODU3 ODU4
1 2
{(1,2)}
100 40 20 0 0
{(1,3),(3,2)}
1 3
{(1,3)}
20 80 20 0 0
{(1,2),(2,3)}
1 4
{(1,2),(2,4)}
60 40 20 0 0
{(1,3),(3,5),(5,4)}
1 5
{(1,3),(3,5)}
20 0 0 0 0
{(1,2),(2,4),(4,5)}
1 6
{(1,2),(2,4),(4,6)}
60 100 0 0 0
{(1,3),(3,5),(5,6)}
2 3
{(2,3)}
0 0 0 20 0
{(2,1),(1,3)}
2 4
{(2,4)}
20 60 0 0 0
{(2,3),(3,5),(5,4)}
2 5
{(2,4),(4,5)}
100 20 20 0 0
{(2,3),(3,5)}
2 6
{(2,4),(4,6)}
0 20 0 20 20
{(2,3),(3,5),(5,6)}
3 4
{(3,2),(2,4)}
20 20 20 0 0
{(3,5),(5,4)}
3 5
{(3,5)}
80 20 20 20 0
{(3,2),(2,4),(4,5)}
3 6
{(3,5),(5,6)}
20 0 0 0 0
{(3,2),(2,4),(4,6)}
4 5
{(4,5)}
20 20 20 0 0
{(4,6),(6,5)}
4 6
{(4,6)}
20 60 0 0 0
{(4,5),(5,6)}
5 6
{(5,6)}
60 20 20 0 20
{(5,4),(4,6)}
Table 4.60: Opaque with 1+1 protection in high scenario: description of routing. We are assuming
that between a pair of nodes all demands follow the same route.
Finally in next page, through table 4.61 we can see the CAPEX result for this model. This
value is obtained using equation 4.1 and all of the constraints mentioned above.
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CAPEX of the Network
Quantity Unit Price Cost Total
Link
Cost
OLTs 16 15 000 e 240 000 e
397 520 000 e100 Gbits/s Transceivers 794 5 000 e/Gbit/s 397 000 000 e
Amplifiers 70 4 000 e 280 000 e
Node
Cost
Electrical
EXCs 6 10 000 e 60 000 e
79 511 800 e
ODU0 Ports 1 200 10 e/port 12 000 e
ODU1 Ports 1 000 15 e/port 15 000 e
ODU2 Ports 320 30 e/port 9 600 e
ODU3 Ports 120 60 e/port 7 200 e
ODU4 Ports 80 100 e/port 8 000 e
Line Ports 794 100 000 e/port 79 400 000 e
Optical
OXCs 0 20 000 e 0 e
Ports 0 2 500 e/porto 0 e
Total Network Cost 477 031 800 e
Table 4.61: Opaque with 1+1 protection in high scenario: detailed description of CAPEX for this
scenario.
4.3.3 Conclusions
Once we have obtained the results for all the scenarios we will now draw some conclu-
sions about these results. For a better analysis of the results will be created the table 6.2 with
the number of line ports, tributary ports and transceivers because they are important values
for the cost of CAPEX, the cost of links, the cost of nodes and finally the cost of CAPEX.
Low Traffic Medium Traffic High Traffic
CAPEX without survivability 11 266 590 e 90 605 900 e 178 231 800 e
CAPEX/Gbit/s without survivability 22 533 e/Gbit/s 18 121 e/Gbit/s 17 823 e/Gbit/s
Traffic (Gbit/s) 500 5 000 10 000
Bidirectional Links used 8 8 8
Number of Line ports 44 398 794
Number of Tributary ports 136 1 360 2 720
Number of Transceivers 44 398 794
Link Cost 22 520 000 e 199 520 000 e 397 520 000 e
Node Cost 4 462 590 e 39 885 900 e 79 511 800 e
CAPEX 26 982 590 e 239 405 900 e 477 031 800 e
CAPEX/Gbit/s 53 965 e/Gbit/s 47 881 e/Gbit/s 47 703 e/Gbit/s
Table 4.62: Opaque with 1+1 protection: Table with the various CAPEX values obtained in the differ-
ent traffic scenarios.
Looking at the previous table we can make some comparisons between the several sce-
narios:
• All scenarios uses all available links. This is because in this case regardless of traffic
we always need two possible paths.
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• Comparing the low traffic with the others we can see that despite having an increase of
factor ten (medium traffic) and factor twenty (high traffic), the same increase does not
occur in the final cost (it is lower). This happens because the number of the transceivers
is lower than expected which leads by carrying the traffic with less network compo-
nents and, consequently, the network CAPEX is lower.
• Comparing the medium traffic with the high traffic we can see that the increase of the
factor is double and in the final cost this factor is very close but still inferior. This
happens because the number of the transceivers is also lower but very close to the
expected.
• Comparing the CAPEX cost per bit we can see that in the low traffic the cost is higher
than the medium and high traffic, which in these two cases the value is very similar.
This happens because the lower the traffic, the higher CAPEX/bit will be. We can see
that in medium and high traffic the results tend to be one closer value.
• Comparing this cost with the without survivability cost we can conclude that protec-
tion is significantly more expensive. As can be seen in the table this increase is more
than double as with 1+1 protection we have a cost more than twice than the cost with-
out survivability.
4.4 Transparent without survivability
4.4.1 Model description
To apply the ILP model we have to take into account the physical and logical topolo-
gies allowed by this mode of transport and the type of survivability. Based on section 2.3.2
we can conclude that the topologies are different and the following figures can be confirmed.
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Figure 4.17: Transparent without survivability: allowed physical topology. The allowed physical
topology is defined by the duct and sites in the field. It is assumed that each duct supports up to 1
bidirectional transmission system and each site supports up to 1 node.
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Figure 4.18: Transparent without survivability: allowed optical topology. The allowed optical topol-
ogy is defined by the transport mode. It is assumed that each connections between demands supports
up to 100 lightpaths.
Now taking this into consideration and based on the specific constraints of the transpar-
ent mode without survivability it is possible to define the ILP model [2].
The objective function, to be minimized, is the expression 3.1, i.e.,
minimize
{
CC
}
subject to
C∑
c=1
(B (c)Dodc) ≤ τλod ∀(o, d) : o < d (4.16)
Constraint 4.16 is considered grooming constraint and for this model the grooming can be
done before routing since the traffic is aggregated just for demands between the same nodes,
thus not depending on the routes. The variable τ is always 100 Gbits/s.
N∑
j=1\{o}
fodij = λod ∀(o, d) : o < d,∀i : i = o (4.17)
Constraint 4.17 is equal to the constraint 3.7 assuming that Z is equal to the number of optical
channels between demand (o, d).
N∑
j=1\{o}
fodij =
N∑
j=1\{d}
fodji ∀(o, d) : o < d,∀i : i 6= o, d (4.18)
Constraint 4.18 is equal to the constraint 3.8.
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N∑
j=1\{d}
fodji = λod ∀(o, d) : o < d,∀i : i = d (4.19)
Constraint 4.19 is equal to the constraint 3.9 assuming that Z is equal to the number of optical
channels between demand (o, d).
N∑
o=1
N∑
d=o+1
(
fodij + f
od
ji
)
≤ KijGijLij ∀(i, j) : i < j (4.20)
Constraint 4.20 answers the capacity constraint problem. Then, total flows must be less or
equal to the capacity of network links. For any situation the maximum number of optical
channels supported by each transmission system is 100, i.e., Kij = 100.
fodij , f
od
ji , λod ∈ N ∀(i, j) : i < j, ∀(o, d) : o < d (4.21)
Last constraint define the total number of flows and the number of optical channels must be
a counting number.
4.4.2 Result description
Low Traffic Scenario:
In a first phase, we will show the resulting physical and optical topology. These topolo-
gies are based on the allowed topologies referred to in the model description and also taking
into account the logical topology for all ODUs mentioned in the section 2.4.2.
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Figure 4.19: Transparent without survivability in low scenario: physical topology after dimensioning.
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Figure 4.20: Transparent without survivability in low scenario: optical topology after dimensioning.
In table 4.63 we can see the number of optical channels calculated using 3.2 and 4.1 and
the number of amplifiers for each link calculated using 3.3.
Information regarding links
Bidirectional Link Optical Channels Amplifiers
Node 1 <-> Node 2 3 4
Node 1 <-> Node 3 2 6
Node 2 <-> Node 3 3 0
Node 2 <-> Node 4 6 6
Node 3 <-> Node 5 4 8
Node 4 <-> Node 5 1 1
Node 4 <-> Node 6 4 7
Node 5 <-> Node 6 3 3
Table 4.63: Table with information regarding links for transparent mode without survivability in low
scenario.
In table 4.64 we can see the number of line ports and add ports using 3.14 the number of
long-reach transponders using 3.13 and the number of tributary ports using 3.12.
Information regarding nodes
Electrical part Optical part
Node Resulting Nodal Degree Tributary Ports LR Transponders Add Ports Line Ports
1 2 29 5 5 5
2 3 23 6 6 12
3 3 18 5 5 9
4 3 20 5 5 11
5 3 24 6 6 8
6 2 22 7 7 7
Table 4.64: Table with information regarding nodes for transparent mode without survivability in
low scenario.
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Through the information obtained previously on the nodes we can now create tables with
detailed information about each node. In each table mentioned below we can see how many
ports are connected to a given node and its bit rate, the number os long-reach transponders
and how many ports are assigned to each different bit rate.
Detailed description of Node 1
Electrical part Number of total demands Bit rate
29 tributary ports
13 ODU0
13 ODU1
3 ODU2
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
5 LR Transponders
1 <—- 1 —-> 2
100 Gbits/s
1 <—- 1 —-> 3
1 <—- 1 —-> 4
1 <—- 1 —-> 5
1 <—- 1 —-> 6
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
5 add ports
1 <—- 1 —-> 2
100 Gbits/s
1 <—- 1 —-> 3
1 <—- 1 —-> 4
1 <—- 1 —-> 5
1 <—- 1 —-> 6
5 line ports
1 <—- 1 —-> 2
1 <—- 1 —-> 3
1 <—- 1 —-> 4
1 <—- 1 —-> 5
1 <—- 1 —-> 6
Table 4.65: Transparent without survivability in low scenario: detailed description of node 1. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2. Regarding the number of line ports when this node is equal to the source, it means
that add ports are used, otherwise it means that through ports are used. In this node as we can see
there are no through ports.
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Detailed description of Node 2
Electrical part Number of total demands Bit rate
23 tributary ports
11 ODU0
7 ODU1
2 ODU2
2 ODU3
1 ODU4
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
6 LR Transponders
2 <—- 1 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
2 <—- 1 —-> 3
2 <—- 1 —-> 4
2 <—- 1 —-> 5
2 <—- 2 —-> 6
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
6 add ports
2 <—- 1 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
2 <—- 1 —-> 3
2 <—- 1 —-> 4
2 <—- 1 —-> 5
2 <—- 2 —-> 6
12 line ports
2 <—- 1 —-> 1
2 <—- 1 —-> 3
2 <—- 1 —-> 4
2 <—- 1 —-> 5
2 <—- 2 —-> 6
1 <—- 1 —-> 4
1 <—- 1 —-> 6
3 <—- 1 —-> 4
Table 4.66: Transparent without survivability in low scenario: detailed description of node 2. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2. Regarding the number of line ports when this node is equal to the source, it means
that add ports are used, otherwise it means that through ports are used. In the latter the number of
ports is double the number of optical channels.
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Detailed description of Node 3
Electrical part Number of total demands Bit rate
18 tributary ports
7 ODU0
6 ODU1
3 ODU2
2 ODU3
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
5 LR Transponders
3 <—- 1 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
3 <—- 1 —-> 2
3 <—- 1 —-> 4
3 <—- 1 —-> 5
3 <—- 1 —-> 6
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
5 add ports
3 <—- 1 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
3 <—- 1 —-> 2
3 <—- 1 —-> 4
3 <—- 1 —-> 5
3 <—- 1 —-> 6
9 line ports
3 <—- 1 —-> 1
3 <—- 1 —-> 2
3 <—- 1 —-> 4
3 <—- 1 —-> 5
3 <—- 1 —-> 6
1 <—- 1 —-> 5
2 <—- 1 —-> 5
Table 4.67: Transparent without survivability in low scenario: detailed description of node 3. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2. Regarding the number of line ports when this node is equal to the source, it means
that add ports are used, otherwise it means that through ports are used. In the latter the number of
ports is double the number of optical channels.
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Detailed description of Node 4
Electrical part Number of total demands Bit rate
20 tributary ports
7 ODU0
10 ODU1
3 ODU2
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
5 LR Transponders
4 <—- 1 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
4 <—- 1 —-> 2
4 <—- 1 —-> 3
4 <—- 1 —-> 5
4 <—- 1 —-> 6
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
5 add ports
4 <—- 1 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
4 <—- 1 —-> 2
4 <—- 1 —-> 3
4 <—- 1 —-> 5
4 <—- 1 —-> 6
11 line ports
4 <—- 1 —-> 1
4 <—- 1 —-> 2
4 <—- 1 —-> 3
4 <—- 1 —-> 5
4 <—- 1 —-> 6
1 <—- 1 —-> 6
2 <—- 2 —-> 6
Table 4.68: Transparent without survivability in low scenario: detailed description of node 4. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2. Regarding the number of line ports when this node is equal to the source, it means
that add ports are used, otherwise it means that through ports are used. In the latter the number of
ports is double the number of optical channels.
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Detailed description of Node 5
Electrical part Number of total demands Bit rate
24 tributary ports
14 ODU0
4 ODU1
4 ODU2
1 ODU3
1 ODU4
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
6 LR Transponders
5 <—- 1 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
5 <—- 1 —-> 2
5 <—- 1 —-> 3
5 <—- 1 —-> 4
5 <—- 2 —-> 6
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
6 add ports
5 <—- 1 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
5 <—- 1 —-> 2
5 <—- 1 —-> 3
5 <—- 1 —-> 4
5 <—- 2 —-> 6
8 line ports
5 <—- 1 —-> 1
5 <—- 1 —-> 2
5 <—- 1 —-> 3
5 <—- 1 —-> 4
5 <—- 2 —-> 6
3 <—- 1 —-> 6
Table 4.69: Transparent without survivability in low scenario: detailed description of node 5. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2. Regarding the number of line ports when this node is equal to the source, it means
that add ports are used, otherwise it means that through ports are used. In the latter the number of
ports is double the number of optical channels.
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Detailed description of Node 6
Electrical part Number of total demands Bit rate
22 tributary ports
8 ODU0
10 ODU1
1 ODU2
1 ODU3
2 ODU4
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
7 LR Transponders
6 <—- 1 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
6 <—- 2 —-> 2
6 <—- 1 —-> 3
6 <—- 1 —-> 4
6 <—- 2 —-> 5
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
7 add ports
6 <—- 1 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
6 <—- 2 —-> 2
6 <—- 1 —-> 3
6 <—- 1 —-> 4
6 <—- 2 —-> 5
7 line ports
6 <—- 1 —-> 1
6 <—- 2 —-> 2
6 <—- 1 —-> 3
6 <—- 1 —-> 4
6 <—- 2 —-> 5
Table 4.70: Transparent without survivability in low scenario: detailed description of node 6. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2. Regarding the number of line ports when this node is equal to the source, it means
that add ports are used, otherwise it means that through ports are used. In this node as we can see
there are no through ports.
Now, in next page, let’s focus on the routing information in table 4.71. These paths are
bidirectional so the path from one node to another is the same path in the opposite direction.
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Routing
o d Links ODU0 ODU1 ODU2 ODU3 ODU4
1 2 {(1,2)} 5 2 1 0 0
1 3 {(1,3)} 1 4 1 0 0
1 4 {(1,2),(2,4)} 3 2 1 0 0
1 5 {(1,3),(3,5)} 1 0 0 0 0
1 6 {(1,2),(2,4),(4,6)} 3 5 0 0 0
2 3 {(2,3)} 0 0 0 1 0
2 4 {(2,4)} 1 3 0 0 0
2 5 {(2,3),(3,5)} 5 1 1 0 0
2 6 {(2,4),(4,6)} 0 1 0 1 1
3 4 {(3,2),(2,4)} 1 1 1 0 0
3 5 {(3,5)} 4 1 1 1 0
3 6 {(3,5),(5,6)} 1 0 0 0 0
4 5 {(4,5)} 1 1 1 0 0
4 6 {(4,6)} 1 3 0 0 0
5 6 {(5,6)} 3 1 1 0 1
Table 4.71: Transparent without survivability in low scenario: description of routing.
Finally through table 4.72 we can see the CAPEX result for this model. This value is ob-
tained using equation 4.1 and all of the constraints mentioned above.
CAPEX of the Network
Quantity Unit Price Cost Total
Link
Cost
OLTs 16 15 000 e 240 000 e
26 520 000 e100 Gbits/s Transceivers 52 5 000 e/Gbit/s 26 000 000 e
Amplifiers 70 4 000 e 280 000 e
Node
Cost
Electrical
EXCs 6 10 000 e 60 000 e
3 797 590 e
ODU0 Ports 60 10 e/port 600 e
ODU1 Ports 50 15 e/port 750 e
ODU2 Ports 16 30 e/port 480 e
ODU3 Ports 6 60 e/port 360 e
ODU4 Ports 4 100 e/port 400 e
Transponders 34 100 000 e/port 3 400 000 e
Optical
OXCs 6 20 000 e 120 000 e
Line Ports 52 2 500 e/port 130 000 e
Add Ports 34 2 500 e/port 85 000 e
Total Network Cost 30 317 590 e
Table 4.72: Transparent without survivability in low scenario: detailed description of CAPEX for this
scenario.
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Medium Traffic Scenario:
In a first phase, we will show the resulting physical and optical topology. These topolo-
gies are based on the allowed topologies referred to in the model description and also taking
into account the logical topology for all ODU’s mentioned in the section 2.4.2.
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Figure 4.21: Transparent without survivability in medium scenario: physical topology after dimen-
sioning.
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Figure 4.22: Transparent without survivability in medium scenario: optical topology after dimen-
sioning.
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In table 4.73 we can see the number of optical channels calculated using 3.2 and 4.1 and
the number of amplifiers for each link calculated using 3.3.
Information regarding links
Bidirectional Link Optical Channels Amplifiers
Node 1 <-> Node 2 7 4
Node 1 <-> Node 3 4 6
Node 2 <-> Node 3 8 0
Node 2 <-> Node 4 22 6
Node 3 <-> Node 5 10 8
Node 4 <-> Node 5 2 1
Node 4 <-> Node 6 18 7
Node 5 <-> Node 6 13 3
Table 4.73: Table with information regarding links for transparent mode without survivability in
medium scenario.
In table 4.74 we can see the number of line ports and add ports using 3.14 the number of
long-reach transponders using 3.13 and the number of tributary ports using 3.12.
Information regarding nodes
Electrical part Optical part
Node Resulting Nodal Degree Tributary Ports LR Transponders Add Ports Line Ports
1 2 290 11 11 11
2 3 230 25 25 37
3 3 180 16 16 22
4 3 200 8 8 42
5 3 240 23 23 25
6 2 220 31 31 31
Table 4.74: Table with information regarding nodes for transparent mode without survivability in
medium scenario.
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Through the information obtained previously on the nodes we can now create tables with
detailed information about each node. In each table mentioned below we can see how many
ports are connected to a given node and its bit rate (in relation to the line ports and the add
ports), the number of long-reach transponders and how many ports are assigned to each
different bit rate (in relation to the tributary ports).
Detailed description of Node 1
Electrical part Number of total demands Bit rate
290 tributary ports
130 ODU0
130 ODU1
30 ODU2
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
11 LR Transponders
1 <—- 3 —-> 2
100 Gbits/s
1 <—- 3 —-> 3
1 <—- 2 —-> 4
1 <—- 1 —-> 5
1 <—- 2 —-> 6
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
11 add ports
1 <—- 3 —-> 2
100 Gbits/s
1 <—- 3 —-> 3
1 <—- 2 —-> 4
1 <—- 1 —-> 5
1 <—- 2 —-> 6
11 line ports
1 <—- 3 —-> 2
1 <—- 3 —-> 3
1 <—- 2 —-> 4
1 <—- 1 —-> 5
1 <—- 2 —-> 6
Table 4.75: Transparent without survivability in medium scenario: detailed description of node 1.
The number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be
observed in section 2.4.2 . Regarding the number of line ports when this node is equal to the source,
it means that add ports are used, otherwise it means that through ports are used. In this node as we
can see there are no through ports.
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Detailed description of Node 2
Electrical part Number of total demands Bit rate
230 tributary ports
110 ODU0
70 ODU1
20 ODU2
20 ODU3
10 ODU4
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
25 LR Transponders
2 <—- 3 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
2 <—- 4 —-> 3
2 <—- 1 —-> 4
2 <—- 2 —-> 5
2 <—- 15 —-> 6
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
25 add ports
2 <—- 3 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
2 <—- 4 —-> 3
2 <—- 1 —-> 4
2 <—- 2 —-> 5
2 <—- 15 —-> 6
37 line ports
2 <—- 3 —-> 1
2 <—- 4 —-> 3
2 <—- 1 —-> 4
2 <—- 2 —-> 5
2 <—- 15 —-> 6
1 <—- 2 —-> 4
1 <—- 2 —-> 6
3 <—- 2 —-> 4
Table 4.76: Transparent without survivability in medium scenario: detailed description of node 2.
The number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be
observed in section 2.4.2 . Regarding the number of line ports when this node is equal to the source,
it means that add ports are used, otherwise it means that through ports are used. In the latter the
number of ports is double the number of optical channels.
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Detailed description of Node 3
Electrical part Number of total demands Bit rate
180 tributary ports
70 ODU0
60 ODU1
30 ODU2
20 ODU3
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
16 LR Transponders
3 <—- 3 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
3 <—- 4 —-> 2
3 <—- 2 —-> 4
3 <—- 6 —-> 5
3 <—- 1 —-> 6
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
16 add ports
3 <—- 3 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
3 <—- 4 —-> 2
3 <—- 2 —-> 4
3 <—- 6 —-> 5
3 <—- 1 —-> 6
22 line ports
3 <—- 3 —-> 1
3 <—- 4 —-> 2
3 <—- 2 —-> 4
3 <—- 6 —-> 5
3 <—- 1 —-> 6
1 <—- 1 —-> 5
2 <—- 2 —-> 5
Table 4.77: Transparent without survivability in medium scenario: detailed description of node 3.
The number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be
observed in section 2.4.2 . Regarding the number of line ports when this node is equal to the source,
it means that add ports are used, otherwise it means that through ports are used. In the latter the
number of ports is double the number of optical channels.
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Detailed description of Node 4
Electrical part Number of total demands Bit rate
200 tributary ports
70 ODU0
100 ODU1
30 ODU2
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
8 add ports
4 <—- 2 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
4 <—- 1 —-> 2
4 <—- 2 —-> 3
4 <—- 2 —-> 5
4 <—- 1 —-> 6
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
8 add ports
4 <—- 2 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
4 <—- 1 —-> 2
4 <—- 2 —-> 3
4 <—- 2 —-> 5
4 <—- 1 —-> 6
42 line ports
4 <—- 2 —-> 1
4 <—- 1 —-> 2
4 <—- 2 —-> 3
4 <—- 2 —-> 5
4 <—- 1 —-> 6
1 <—- 2 —-> 6
2 <—- 15 —-> 6
Table 4.78: Transparent without survivability in medium scenario: detailed description of node 4.
The number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be
observed in section 2.4.2 . Regarding the number of line ports when this node is equal to the source,
it means that add ports are used, otherwise it means that through ports are used. In the latter the
number of ports is double the number of optical channels.
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Detailed description of Node 5
Electrical part Number of total demands Bit rate
240 tributary ports
140 ODU0
40 ODU1
40 ODU2
10 ODU3
10 ODU4
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
23 LR Transponders
5 <—- 1 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
5 <—- 2 —-> 2
5 <—- 6 —-> 3
5 <—- 2 —-> 4
5 <—- 12 —-> 6
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
23 add ports
5 <—- 1 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
5 <—- 2 —-> 2
5 <—- 6 —-> 3
5 <—- 2 —-> 4
5 <—- 12 —-> 6
25 line ports
5 <—- 1 —-> 1
5 <—- 2 —-> 2
5 <—- 6 —-> 3
5 <—- 2 —-> 4
5 <—- 12 —-> 6
3 <—- 1 —-> 6
Table 4.79: Transparent without survivability in medium scenario: detailed description of node 5.
The number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be
observed in section 2.4.2 . Regarding the number of line ports when this node is equal to the source,
it means that add ports are used, otherwise it means that through ports are used. In the latter the
number of ports is double the number of optical channels.
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Detailed description of Node 6
Electrical part Number of total demands Bit rate
220 tributary ports
80 ODU0
100 ODU1
10 ODU2
10 ODU3
20 ODU4
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
31 LR Transponders
6 <—- 2 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
6 <—- 15 —-> 2
6 <—- 1 —-> 3
6 <—- 1 —-> 4
6 <—- 12 —-> 5
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
31 add ports
6 <—- 2 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
6 <—- 15 —-> 2
6 <—- 1 —-> 3
6 <—- 1 —-> 4
6 <—- 12 —-> 5
31 line ports
6 <—- 2 —-> 1
6 <—- 15 —-> 2
6 <—- 1 —-> 3
6 <—- 1 —-> 4
6 <—- 12 —-> 5
Table 4.80: Transparent without survivability in medium scenario: detailed description of node 6.
The number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be
observed in section 2.4.2 . Regarding the number of line ports when this node is equal to the source,
it means that add ports are used, otherwise it means that through ports are used. In this node as we
can see there are no through ports.
Now, in next page, let’s focus on the routing information in table 4.81. These paths are
bidirectional so the path from one node to another is the same path in the opposite direction.
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Routing
o d Links ODU0 ODU1 ODU2 ODU3 ODU4
1 2 {(1,2)} 50 20 10 0 0
1 3 {(1,3)} 10 40 10 0 0
1 4 {(1,2),(2,4)} 30 20 10 0 0
1 5 {(1,3),(3,5)} 10 0 0 0 0
1 6 {(1,2),(2,4),(4,6)} 30 50 0 0 0
2 3 {(2,3)} 0 0 0 10 0
2 4 {(2,4)} 10 30 0 0 0
2 5 {(2,3),(3,5)} 50 10 10 0 0
2 6 {(2,4),(4,6)} 0 10 0 10 10
3 4 {(3,2),(2,4)} 10 10 10 0 0
3 5 {(3,5)} 40 10 10 10 0
3 6 {(3,5),(5,6)} 10 0 0 0 0
4 5 {(4,5)} 10 10 10 0 0
4 6 {(4,6)} 10 30 0 0 0
5 6 {(5,6)} 30 10 10 0 10
Table 4.81: Transparent without survivability in medium scenario: description of routing
Finally and most importantly through table 4.82 we can see the CAPEX result for this
model. This value is obtained using equation 4.1 and all of the constraints mentioned above.
CAPEX of the Network
Quantity Unit Price Cost Total
Link
Cost
OLTs 16 15 000 e 240 000 e
84 520 000 e100 Gbits/s Transceivers 168 5 000 e/Gbit/s 84 000 000 e
Amplifiers 70 4 000 e 280 000 e
Node
Cost
Electrical
EXCs 6 10 000 e 60 000 e
12 310 900 e
ODU0 Ports 600 10 e/port 6 000 e
ODU1 Ports 500 15 e/port 7 500 e
ODU2 Ports 160 30 e/port 4 800 e
ODU3 Ports 60 60 e/port 3 600 e
ODU4 Ports 40 100 e/port 4 000 e
Transponders 114 100 000 e/port 11 400 000 e
Optical
OXCs 6 20 000 e 120 000 e
Line Ports 168 2 500 e/port 420 000 e
Add Ports 114 2 500 e/port 285 000 e
Total Network Cost 96 830 900 e
Table 4.82: Transparent without survivability in medium scenario: detailed description of CAPEX
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High Traffic Scenario:
In a first phase, we will show the resulting physical and optical topology. These topolo-
gies are based on the allowed topologies referred to in the model description and also taking
into account the logical topology for all ODUâ€™s mentioned in the section 2.4.2.
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Figure 4.23: Transparent without survivability in high scenario: physical topology after dimension-
ing.
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Figure 4.24: Transparent without survivability in high scenario: optical topology after dimensioning.
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In table 4.83 we can see the number of optical channels calculated using 3.2 and 4.1 and
the number of amplifiers for each link calculated using 3.3.
Information regarding links
Bidirectional Link Optical Channels Amplifiers
Node 1 <-> Node 2 13 4
Node 1 <-> Node 3 6 6
Node 2 <-> Node 3 15 0
Node 2 <-> Node 4 42 6
Node 3 <-> Node 5 18 8
Node 4 <-> Node 5 3 1
Node 4 <-> Node 6 35 7
Node 5 <-> Node 6 25 3
Table 4.83: Table with information regarding links for transparent mode without survivability in high
scenario.
In table 4.84 we can see the number of line ports and add ports using 3.14 the number of
long-reach transponders using 3.13 and the number of tributary ports using 3.12.
Information regarding nodes
Electrical part Optical part
Node Resulting Nodal Degree Tributary Ports LR Transponders Add Ports Line Ports
1 2 580 19 19 19
2 3 460 48 48 70
3 3 360 29 29 39
4 3 400 14 14 80
5 3 480 44 44 46
6 2 440 60 60 60
Table 4.84: Table with information regarding nodes for transparent mode without survivability in
high scenario.
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Through the information obtained previously on the nodes we can now create tables with
detailed information about each node. In each table mentioned below we can see how many
ports are connected to a given node and its bit rate, the number of LR transponders and how
many ports are assigned to each different bit rate.
Detailed description of Node 1
Electrical part Number of total demands Bit rate
580 tributary ports
260 ODU0
260 ODU1
60 ODU2
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
19 LR Transponders
1 <—- 5 —-> 2
100 Gbits/s
1 <—- 5 —-> 3
1 <—- 4 —-> 4
1 <—- 1 —-> 5
1 <—- 4 —-> 6
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
19 add ports
1 <—- 5 —-> 2
100 Gbits/s
1 <—- 5 —-> 3
1 <—- 4 —-> 4
1 <—- 1 —-> 5
1 <—- 4 —-> 6
19 line ports
1 <—- 5 —-> 2
1 <—- 5 —-> 3
1 <—- 4 —-> 4
1 <—- 1 —-> 5
1 <—- 4 —-> 6
Table 4.85: Transparent without survivability in high scenario: detailed description of node 1. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2. Regarding the number of line ports when this node is equal to the source, it means
that add ports are used, otherwise it means that through ports are used. In this node as we can see
there are no through ports.
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Detailed description of Node 2
Electrical part Number of total demands Bit rate
460 tributary ports
220 ODU0
140 ODU1
40 ODU2
40 ODU3
20 ODU4
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
48 LR Transponders
2 <—- 5 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
2 <—- 8 —-> 3
2 <—- 2 —-> 4
2 <—- 4 —-> 5
2 <—- 29 —-> 6
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
48 add ports
2 <—- 5 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
2 <—- 8 —-> 3
2 <—- 2 —-> 4
2 <—- 4 —-> 5
2 <—- 29 —-> 6
70 line ports
2 <—- 5 —-> 1
2 <—- 8 —-> 3
2 <—- 2 —-> 4
2 <—- 4 —-> 5
2 <—- 29 —-> 6
1 <—- 4 —-> 4
1 <—- 4 —-> 6
3 <—- 3 —-> 4
Table 4.86: Transparent without survivability in high scenario: detailed description of node 2. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2 . Regarding the number of line ports when this node is equal to the source, it means
that add ports are used, otherwise it means that through ports are used. In the latter the number of
ports is double the number of optical channels.
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Detailed description of Node 3
Electrical part Number of total demands Bit rate
360 tributary ports
140 ODU0
120 ODU1
60 ODU2
40 ODU3
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
29 LR Transponders
3 <—- 5 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
3 <—- 8 —-> 2
3 <—- 3 —-> 4
3 <—- 12 —-> 5
3 <—- 1 —-> 6
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
29 add ports
3 <—- 5 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
3 <—- 8 —-> 2
3 <—- 3 —-> 4
3 <—- 12 —-> 5
3 <—- 1 —-> 6
39 line ports
3 <—- 5 —-> 1
3 <—- 8 —-> 2
3 <—- 3 —-> 4
3 <—- 12 —-> 5
3 <—- 1 —-> 6
1 <—- 1 —-> 5
2 <—- 4 —-> 5
Table 4.87: Transparent without survivability in high scenario: detailed description of node 3. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2 . Regarding the number of line ports when this node is equal to the source, it means
that add ports are used, otherwise it means that through ports are used. In the latter the number of
ports is double the number of optical channels.
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Detailed description of Node 4
Electrical part Number of total demands Bit rate
400 tributary ports
140 ODU0
200 ODU1
60 ODU2
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
14 LR Transponders
4 <—- 4 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
4 <—- 2 —-> 2
4 <—- 3 —-> 3
4 <—- 3 —-> 5
4 <—- 2 —-> 6
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
14 add ports
4 <—- 4 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
4 <—- 2 —-> 2
4 <—- 3 —-> 3
4 <—- 3 —-> 5
4 <—- 2 —-> 6
80 line ports
4 <—- 4 —-> 1
4 <—- 2 —-> 2
4 <—- 3 —-> 3
4 <—- 3 —-> 5
4 <—- 2 —-> 6
1 <—- 4 —-> 6
2 <—- 29 —-> 6
Table 4.88: Transparent without survivability in high scenario: detailed description of node 4. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2 . Regarding the number of line ports when this node is equal to the source, it means
that add ports are used, otherwise it means that through ports are used. In the latter the number of
ports is double the number of optical channels.
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Detailed description of Node 5
Electrical part Number of total demands Bit rate
480 tributary ports
280 ODU0
80 ODU1
80 ODU2
20 ODU3
20 ODU4
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
44 LR Transponders
5 <—- 1 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
5 <—- 4 —-> 2
5 <—- 12 —-> 3
5 <—- 3 —-> 4
5 <—- 24 —-> 6
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
44 add ports
5 <—- 1 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
5 <—- 4 —-> 2
5 <—- 12 —-> 3
5 <—- 3 —-> 4
5 <—- 24 —-> 6
46 line ports
5 <—- 1 —-> 1
5 <—- 4 —-> 2
5 <—- 12 —-> 3
5 <—- 3 —-> 4
5 <—- 24 —-> 6
3 <—- 1 —-> 6
Table 4.89: Transparent without survivability in high scenario: detailed description of node 5. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2 . Regarding the number of line ports when this node is equal to the source, it means
that add ports are used, otherwise it means that through ports are used. In the latter the number of
ports is double the number of optical channels.
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Detailed description of Node 6
Electrical part Number of total demands Bit rate
440 tributary ports
160 ODU0
200 ODU1
20 ODU2
20 ODU3
40 ODU4
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
60 LR Transponders
6 <—- 4 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
6 <—- 29 —-> 2
6 <—- 1 —-> 3
6 <—- 2 —-> 4
6 <—- 24 —-> 5
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
60 add ports
6 <—- 4 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
6 <—- 29 —-> 2
6 <—- 1 —-> 3
6 <—- 2 —-> 4
6 <—- 24 —-> 5
60 line ports
6 <—- 4 —-> 1
6 <—- 29 —-> 2
6 <—- 1 —-> 3
6 <—- 2 —-> 4
6 <—- 24 —-> 5
Table 4.90: Transparent without survivability in high scenario: detailed description of node 6. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2. Regarding the number of line ports when this node is equal to the source, it means
that add ports are used, otherwise it means that through ports are used. In this node as we can see
there are no through ports.
Now, in next page, let’s focus on the routing information in table 4.91. These paths are
bidirectional so the path from one node to another is the same path in the opposite direction.
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Routing
o d Links ODU0 ODU1 ODU2 ODU3 ODU4
1 2 {(1,2)} 100 40 20 0 0
1 3 {(1,3)} 20 80 20 0 0
1 4 {(1,2),(2,4)} 60 40 20 0 0
1 5 {(1,3),(3,5)} 20 0 0 0 0
1 6 {(1,2),(2,4),(4,6)} 60 100 0 0 0
2 3 {(2,3)} 0 0 0 20 0
2 4 {(2,4)} 20 60 0 0 0
2 5 {(2,3),(3,5)} 100 20 20 0 0
2 6 {(2,4),(4,6)} 0 20 0 20 20
3 4 {(3,2),(2,4)} 20 20 20 0 0
3 5 {(3,5)} 80 20 20 20 0
3 6 {(3,5),(5,6)} 20 0 0 0 0
4 5 {(4,5)} 20 20 20 0 0
4 6 {(4,6)} 20 60 0 0 0
5 6 {(5,6)} 60 20 20 0 20
Table 4.91: Transparent without survivability in high scenario: description of routing.
Finally and most importantly through table 4.92 we can see the CAPEX result for this
model. This value is obtained using equation 4.1 and all of the constraints mentioned above.
CAPEX of the Network
Quantity Unit Price Cost Total
Link
Cost
OLTs 16 15 000 e 240 000 e
157 520 000 e100 Gbits/s Transceivers 314 5 000 e/Gbit/s 157 000 000 e
Amplifiers 70 4 000 e 280 000 e
Node
Cost
Electrical
EXCs 6 10 000 e 60 000 e
22 951 800 e
ODU0 Ports 1 200 10 e/port 12 000 e
ODU1 Ports 1 000 15 e/port 15 000 e
ODU2 Ports 320 30 e/port 9 600 e
ODU3 Ports 120 60 e/port 7 200 e
ODU4 Ports 80 100 e/port 8 000 e
Transponders 214 100 000 e/port 21 400 000 e
Optical
OXCs 6 20 000 e 120 000 e
Line Ports 314 2 500 e/port 785 000 e
Add Ports 214 2 500 e/port 535 000 e
Total Network Cost 180 471 800 e
Table 4.92: Transparent without survivability in high scenario: detailed description of CAPEX for
this scenario.
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4.4.3 Conclusions
Once we have obtained the results for all the scenarios we will now draw some conclu-
sions about these results. For a better analysis of the results will be created the table 4.93
with the number of line ports and add ports of the optical part, the tributary ports, the
transponders and transceivers because they are important values for the cost of CAPEX, the
cost of links, the cost of nodes and finally the cost of CAPEX.
Low Traffic Medium Traffic High Traffic
Traffic (Gbit/s) 500 5 000 10 000
Number of Add ports 34 114 214
Number of Line ports 52 168 314
Number of Tributary ports 136 1 360 2 720
Number of Transceivers 52 168 314
Number of Transponders 34 114 214
Link Cost 26 520 000 e 84 520 000 e 157 520 000 e
Node Cost 3 797 590 e 12 310 900 e 22 951 800 e
CAPEX 30 317 590 e 96 830 900 e 180 471 800 e
CAPEX/Gbit/s 60 635 e/Gbit/s 19 366 e/Gbit/s 18 047 e/Gbit/s
Table 4.93: Transparent without survivability: Table with the various CAPEX values obtained in the
different traffic scenarios.
Looking at the previous table we can make some comparisons between the several sce-
narios:
• Comparing the low traffic with the others, we can see that once again the number of
transceivers is lower than expected, reducing the number of components and conse-
quently the CAPEX of the network.
• Comparing the medium traffic with the high traffic we can see that the increase of the
factor and the final cost are very close but still inferior. This happens because the real
number of the transceivers is closer to the expected.
• Comparing the CAPEX cost per bit we can see that in the low traffic the cost is higher
than the medium and high traffic. This happens because the higher the traffic, the
lower CAPEX/Gbit/s will be. We can see that in medium and high traffic the results
tend to be one closer and lower value.
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4.5 Transparent with 1+1 protection
4.5.1 Model description
Once more, to apply the ILP model we have to take into account the physical and logical
topologies allowed by this mode of transport and the type of survivability. Again based on
what was mentioned in section 2.3.2 we can conclude that the topologies are different and
the following figures can be confirmed.
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Figure 4.25: Transparent with 1+1 protection: allowed physical topology. The allowed physical topol-
ogy is defined by the duct and sites in the field. It is assumed that each duct supports up to 1 bidi-
rectional transmission system and each site supports up to 1 node.
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Figure 4.26: Transparent with 1+1 protection: allowed optical topology. The allowed optical topology
is defined by the transport mode (transparent transport mode in this case). It is assumed that each
connections between demands supports up to 100 lightpaths.
Now taking this into consideration and based on the specific constraints of the transpar-
ent mode with 1+1 protection it is possible to define the ILP model [4].
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The objective function, to be minimized, is the expression 3.1, i.e.,
minimize
{
CC
}
subject to
C∑
c=1
(B (c)Dodc) ≤ τλod ∀(o, d) : o < d (4.22)
Constraint 4.22 is considered grooming constraint and is equal to the constraint 4.16 referred
in previous model.
N∑
j=1\{o}
fodij = λod ∀(o, d) : o < d,∀i : i = o (4.23)
Constraint 4.23 is equal to the constraint 4.17 referred in previous model.
N∑
j=1\{o}
fodij =
N∑
j=1\{d}
fodji ∀(o, d) : o < d,∀i : i 6= o, d (4.24)
Constraint 4.24 is equal to the constraint 4.18 referred in previous model.
N∑
j=1\{d}
fodji = λod ∀(o, d) : o < d,∀i : i = d (4.25)
Constraint 4.25 is equal to the constraint 4.19 referred in previous model.
N∑
j=1\{o}
fpodij = λod ∀(o, d) : o < d,∀i : i = o (4.26)
Constraint 4.26 is the protection flow conservation constraints and states that for each (o, d)
pair the node o sends the number of optical channels units through one or more links.
N∑
j=1\{o}
fpodij =
N∑
j=1\{d}
fpodji ∀(o, d) : o < d,∀i : i 6= o, d (4.27)
Constraint 4.27 ensure that in remaining nodes the amount of received flow have to be send.
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N∑
j=1\{d}
fpodji = λod ∀(o, d) : o < d,∀i : i = d (4.28)
Constraint 4.28 is the protection flow conservation constraints and states that the destination
node, d, has to receive those numbers of optical channels units of flow.
N∑
o=1
N∑
d=o+1
(
fodij + fp
od
ij
)
≤ λod ∀(o, d), (i, j) (4.29)
Constraint 4.29 assures that the variable fodij (working flow) and fp
od
ij (protection flow) are
different. The working path is different from the protection path.
N∑
o=1
N∑
d=o+1
(
fodij + f
od
ji + fp
od
ij + fp
od
ji
)
≤ KijGijLij ∀(i, j) : i < j (4.30)
Constraint 4.30 answers capacity constraint problem. Then, total flows must be less or equal
to the capacity of network links. For any situation the maximum number of optical channels
supported by each transmission system is 100, i.e., Kij = 100.
fodij , f
od
ji , fp
od
ij , fp
od
ji , λod ∈ N ∀(i, j) : i < j, ∀(o, d) : o < d (4.31)
The constraint 4.31 defines the total number of flows and the number of optical channels as
an integer number.
Li,j ∈ {0, 1} ∀(i, j) (4.32)
Constraint 4.32 define the variables Lij as binary values.
4.5.2 Result description
Low Traffic Scenario:
In a first phase, we will show the resulting physical and optical topology. These topolo-
gies are based on the allowed topologies referred to in the model description and also taking
into account the logical topology for all ODUs mentioned in the section 2.4.2.
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Figure 4.27: Transparent with 1+1 protection in low scenario: physical topology after dimensioning.
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Figure 4.28: Transparent with 1+1 protection in low scenario: optical topology after dimensioning.
In table 4.94 we can see the number of optical channels calculated using 3.2 and 4.1 and
the number of amplifiers for each link calculated using 3.3.
Information regarding links
Bidirectional Link Optical Channels Amplifiers
Node 1 <-> Node 2 6 4
Node 1 <-> Node 3 6 6
Node 2 <-> Node 3 10 0
Node 2 <-> Node 4 10 6
Node 3 <-> Node 5 10 8
Node 4 <-> Node 5 10 1
Node 4 <-> Node 6 8 7
Node 5 <-> Node 6 8 3
Table 4.94: Table with information regarding links for transparent mode with 1+1 protection in low
scenario.
In table 4.95 we can see the resulting nodal degree at the physical layer, the number of
line ports and the number of add ports for the optical part calculated using 3.14 the number
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of LR transponders calculated using 3.13 and the number of tributary ports calculated using
3.12 for each node.
Information regarding nodes
Electrical part Optical part
Node Resulting Nodal Degree Tributary Ports LR Transponders Add Ports Line Ports
1 2 29 5 5 12
2 3 23 6 6 26
3 3 18 5 5 26
4 3 20 5 5 28
5 3 24 6 6 28
6 2 22 7 7 16
Table 4.95: Table with information regarding nodes for transparent mode with 1+1 protection in low
scenario.
Through the information obtained previously on the nodes we can now create tables with
detailed information about each node.
Detailed description of Node 1
Electrical part Number of tributary ports Bit rate
29 tributary ports
13 ODU0
13 ODU1
3 ODU2
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
5 LR Transponders
1 <—- 1 —-> 2
100 Gbits/s
1 <—- 1 —-> 3
1 <—- 1 —-> 4
1 <—- 1 —-> 5
1 <—- 1 —-> 6
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
5 add ports
1 <—- 1 —-> 2
100 Gbits/s
1 <—- 1 —-> 3
1 <—- 1 —-> 4
1 <—- 1 —-> 5
1 <—- 1 —-> 6
12 line ports
1 <—- 1 —-> 2
1 <—- 1 —-> 3
1 <—- 1 —-> 4
1 <—- 1 —-> 5
1 <—- 1 —-> 6
2 <—- 1 —-> 3
Table 4.96: Transparent with 1+1 protection in low scenario: detailed description of node 1. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2. Regarding the number of line ports when this node is equal to the source, it means
that add ports are used, otherwise it means that through ports are used.
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Detailed description of Node 2
Electrical part Number of tributary ports Bit rate
23 tributary ports
11 ODU0
7 ODU1
2 ODU2
2 ODU3
1 ODU4
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
6 LR Transponders
2 <—- 1 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
2 <—- 1 —-> 3
2 <—- 1 —-> 4
2 <—- 1 —-> 5
2 <—- 2 —-> 6
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
6 add ports
2 <—- 1 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
2 <—- 1 —-> 3
2 <—- 1 —-> 4
2 <—- 1 —-> 5
2 <—- 2 —-> 6
26 line ports
2 <—- 1 —-> 1
2 <—- 1 —-> 3
2 <—- 1 —-> 4
2 <—- 1 —-> 5
2 <—- 2 —-> 6
1 <—- 1 —-> 3
1 <—- 1 —-> 4
1 <—- 1 —-> 5
1 <—- 1 —-> 6
3 <—- 1 —-> 4
3 <—- 1 —-> 5
3 <—- 1 —-> 6
Table 4.97: Transparent with 1+1 protection in low scenario: detailed description of node 2. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2. Regarding the number of line ports when this node is equal to the source, it means
that add ports are used, otherwise it means that through ports are used. In both cases the number of
ports is double the number of optical channels.
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Detailed description of Node 3
Electrical part Number of tributary ports Bit rate
18 tributary ports
7 ODU0
6 ODU1
3 ODU2
2 ODU3
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
5 LR Transponders
3 <—- 1 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
3 <—- 1 —-> 2
3 <—- 1 —-> 4
3 <—- 1 —-> 5
3 <—- 1 —-> 6
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
5 add ports
3 <—- 1 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
3 <—- 1 —-> 2
3 <—- 1 —-> 4
3 <—- 1 —-> 5
3 <—- 1 —-> 6
26 line ports
3 <—- 1 —-> 1
3 <—- 1 —-> 2
3 <—- 1 —-> 4
3 <—- 1 —-> 5
3 <—- 1 —-> 6
1 <—- 1 —-> 2
1 <—- 1 —-> 4
1 <—- 1 —-> 5
1 <—- 1 —-> 6
2 <—- 1 —-> 4
2 <—- 1 —-> 5
2 <—- 2 —-> 6
Table 4.98: Transparent with 1+1 protection in low scenario: detailed description of node 3. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2. Regarding the number of line ports when this node is equal to the source, it means
that add ports are used, otherwise it means that through ports are used. In both cases the number of
ports is double the number of optical channels.
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Detailed description of Node 4
Electrical part Number of tributary ports Bit rate
20 tributary ports
7 ODU0
10 ODU1
3 ODU2
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
5 LR Transponders
4 <—- 1 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
4 <—- 1 —-> 2
4 <—- 1 —-> 3
4 <—- 1 —-> 5
4 <—- 1 —-> 6
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
5 add ports
4 <—- 1 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
4 <—- 1 —-> 2
4 <—- 1 —-> 3
4 <—- 1 —-> 5
4 <—- 1 —-> 6
28 line ports
4 <—- 1 —-> 1
4 <—- 1 —-> 2
4 <—- 1 —-> 3
4 <—- 1 —-> 5
4 <—- 1 —-> 6
1 <—- 1 —-> 5
1 <—- 1 —-> 6
2 <—- 1 —-> 5
2 <—- 2 —-> 6
3 <—- 1 —-> 5
3 <—- 1 —-> 6
5 <—- 2 —-> 6
Table 4.99: Transparent with 1+1 protection in low scenario: detailed description of node 4. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2. Regarding the number of line ports when this node is equal to the source, it means
that add ports are used, otherwise it means that through ports are used. In both cases the number of
ports is double the number of optical channels.
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Detailed description of Node 5
Electrical part Number of tributary ports Bit rate
24 tributary ports
14 ODU0
4 ODU1
4 ODU2
1 ODU3
1 ODU4
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
6 LR Transponders
5 <—- 1 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
5 <—- 1 —-> 2
5 <—- 1 —-> 3
5 <—- 1 —-> 4
5 <—- 2 —-> 6
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
6 add ports
5 <—- 1 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
5 <—- 1 —-> 2
5 <—- 1 —-> 3
5 <—- 1 —-> 4
5 <—- 2 —-> 6
28 line ports
5 <—- 1 —-> 1
5 <—- 1 —-> 2
5 <—- 1 —-> 3
5 <—- 1 —-> 4
5 <—- 2 —-> 6
1 <—- 1 —-> 4
1 <—- 1 —-> 6
2 <—- 1 —-> 4
2 <—- 2 —-> 6
3 <—- 1 —-> 4
3 <—- 1 —-> 6
4 <—- 1 —-> 6
Table 4.100: Transparent with 1+1 protection in low scenario: detailed description of node 5. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2. Regarding the number of line ports when this node is equal to the source, it means
that add ports are used, otherwise it means that through ports are used. In both cases the number of
ports is double the number of optical channels.
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Detailed description of Node 6
Electrical part Number of tributary ports Bit rate
22 tributary ports
8 ODU0
10 ODU1
1 ODU2
1 ODU3
2 ODU4
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
7 add ports
6 <—- 1 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
6 <—- 2 —-> 2
6 <—- 1 —-> 3
6 <—- 1 —-> 4
6 <—- 2 —-> 5
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
7 add ports
6 <—- 1 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
6 <—- 2 —-> 2
6 <—- 1 —-> 3
6 <—- 1 —-> 4
6 <—- 2 —-> 5
16 line ports
6 <—- 1 —-> 1
6 <—- 2 —-> 2
6 <—- 1 —-> 3
6 <—- 1 —-> 4
6 <—- 2 —-> 5
4 <—- 1 —-> 5
Table 4.101: Transparent with 1+1 protection in low scenario: detailed description of node 6. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2. Regarding the number of line ports when this node is equal to the source, it means
that add ports are used, otherwise it means that through ports are used. In both cases the number of
ports is double the number of optical channels.
In next step let’s focus on the routing information. These paths are bidirectional so the
path from one node to another is the same path in the opposite direction. In table 4.102 we
can see all the routing obtained for all nodes.
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Routing
o d Links ODU0 ODU1 ODU2 ODU3 ODU4
1 2
{(1,3),(3,2)}
5 2 1 0 0
{(1,2)}
1 3
{(1,2),(2,3)}
1 4 1 0 0
{(1,3)}
1 4
{(1,3),(3,5),(5,4)}
3 2 1 0 0
{(1,2),(2,4)}
1 5
{(1,2),(2,4),(4,5)}
1 0 0 0 0
{(1,3),(3,5)}
1 6
{(1,3),(3,5),(5,6)}
3 5 0 0 0
{(1,2),(2,4),(4,6)}
2 3
{(2,1),(1,3)}
0 0 0 1 0
{(2,3)}
2 4
{(2,3),(3,5),(5,4)}
1 3 0 0 0
{(2,4)}
2 5
{(2,4),(4,5)}
5 1 1 0 0
{(2,3),(3,5)}
2 6
{(2,3),(3,5),(5,6)}
0 1 0 1 1
{(2,4),(4,6)}
3 4
{(3,5),(5,4)}
1 1 1 0 0
{(3,2),(2,4)}
3 5
{(3,2),(2,4),(4,5)}
4 1 1 1 0
{(3,5)}
3 6
{(3,2),(2,4),(4,6)}
1 0 0 0 0
{(3,5),(5,6)}
4 5
{(4,6),(6,5)}
1 1 1 0 0
{(4,5)}
4 6
{(4,5),(5,6)}
1 3 0 0 0
{(4,6)}
5 6
{(5,4),(4,6)}
3 1 1 0 1
{(5,6)}
Table 4.102: Transparent with 1+1 protection in low scenario: description of the routing. In this case,
the first path corresponds to the working path and the second path to the protection path.
Finally through table 4.103 we can see the CAPEX result for this model. This value is
obtained using equation 4.1 and all of the constraints mentioned above.
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CAPEX of the Network
Quantity Unit Price Cost Total
Link
Cost
OLTs 16 15 000 e 240 000 e
68 520 000 e100 Gbits/s Transceivers 136 5 000 e/Gbit/s 68 000 000 e
Amplifiers 70 4 000 e 280 000 e
Node
Cost
Electrical
EXCs 6 10 000 e 60 000 e
3 947 590 e
ODU0 Ports 60 10 e/port 600 e
ODU1 Ports 50 15 e/port 750 e
ODU2 Ports 16 30 e/port 480 e
ODU3 Ports 6 60 e/port 360 e
ODU4 Ports 4 100 e/port 400 e
Transponders 34 100 000 e/port 3 400 000 e
Optical
OXCs 6 20 000 e 120 000 e
Line Ports 136 2 500 e/port 340 000 e
Add Ports 34 2 500 e/port 85 000 e
Total Network Cost 72 467 590 e
Table 4.103: Transparent with 1+1 protection in low scenario: Detailed description of CAPEX for this
scenario.
Medium Traffic Scenario:
As this scenario is quite complex the model was taking a long time to obtain a result and
therefore a deadline has been set. This deadline was one week (7 days) because we assume
that at this time it is possible to find an optimal solution. In a first phase, we will show the
resulting physical and optical topology. These topologies are based on the allowed topolo-
gies referred to in the model description and also taking into account the logical topology
for all ODU’s mentioned in the section 2.4.2.
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Figure 4.29: Transparent with 1+1 protection in medium scenario: physical topology after dimen-
sioning.
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Figure 4.30: Transparent with 1+1 protection in medium scenario: optical topology after dimension-
ing.
In table 4.104 we can see the number of optical channels calculated using 3.2 and 4.1 and
the number of amplifiers for each link calculated using 3.3.
Information regarding links
Bidirectional Link Optical Channels Amplifiers
Node 1 <-> Node 2 15 4
Node 1 <-> Node 3 15 6
Node 2 <-> Node 3 37 0
Node 2 <-> Node 4 32 6
Node 3 <-> Node 5 32 8
Node 4 <-> Node 5 29 1
Node 4 <-> Node 6 33 7
Node 5 <-> Node 6 33 3
Table 4.104: Table with information regarding links for transparent mode with 1+1 protection.
In table 4.105 we can see the resulting nodal degree at the physical layer, the number of
line ports and the number of add ports for the optical part calculated using 3.14 the number
of LR transponders calculated using 3.13 and the number of tributary ports calculated using
3.12 for each node.
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Information regarding nodes
Electrical part Optical part
Node Resulting Nodal Degree Tributary Ports LR Transponders Add Ports Line Ports
1 2 290 11 11 30
2 3 230 25 25 84
3 3 180 16 16 84
4 3 200 8 8 94
5 3 240 23 23 94
6 2 220 31 31 66
Table 4.105: Table with information regarding nodes for transparent mode with 1+1 protection.
Through the information obtained previously on the nodes we can now create tables with
detailed information about each node.
Detailed description of Node 1
Electrical part Number of tributary ports Bit rate
290 tributary ports
130 ODU0
130 ODU1
30 ODU2
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
11 LR Transponders
1 <—- 3 —-> 2
100 Gbits/s
1 <—- 3 —-> 3
1 <—- 2 —-> 4
1 <—- 1 —-> 5
1 <—- 2 —-> 6
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
11 add ports
1 <—- 3 —-> 2
100 Gbits/s
1 <—- 3 —-> 3
1 <—- 2 —-> 4
1 <—- 1 —-> 5
1 <—- 2 —-> 6
30 line ports
1 <—- 3 —-> 2
1 <—- 3 —-> 3
1 <—- 2 —-> 4
1 <—- 1 —-> 5
1 <—- 2 —-> 6
2 <—- 4 —-> 3
Table 4.106: Transparent with 1+1 protection in medium scenario: detailed description of node 1. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2. Regarding the number of line ports when this node is equal to the source, it means
that add ports are used, otherwise it means that through ports are used.
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Detailed description of Node 2
Electrical part Number of tributary ports Bit rate
230 tributary ports
110 ODU0
70 ODU1
20 ODU2
20 ODU3
10 ODU4
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
25 LR Transponders
2 <—- 3 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
2 <—- 4 —-> 3
2 <—- 1 —-> 4
2 <—- 2 —-> 5
2 <—- 15 —-> 6
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
25 add ports
2 <—- 3 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
2 <—- 4 —-> 3
2 <—- 1 —-> 4
2 <—- 2 —-> 5
2 <—- 15 —-> 6
84 line ports
2 <—- 3 —-> 1
2 <—- 4 —-> 3
2 <—- 1 —-> 4
2 <—- 2 —-> 5
2 <—- 15 —-> 6
1 <—- 3 —-> 3
1 <—- 2 —-> 4
1 <—- 1 —-> 5
1 <—- 2 —-> 6
3 <—- 2 —-> 4
3 <—- 6 —-> 5
3 <—- 1 —-> 6
Table 4.107: Transparent with 1+1 protection in medium scenario: detailed description of node 2. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2. Regarding the number of line ports when this node is equal to the source, it means
that add ports are used, otherwise it means that through ports are used. In both cases the number of
ports is double the number of optical channels.
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Detailed description of Node 3
Electrical part Number of tributary ports Bit rate
180 tributary ports
70 ODU0
60 ODU1
30 ODU2
20 ODU3
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
16 LR Transponders
3 <—- 3 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
3 <—- 4 —-> 2
3 <—- 2 —-> 4
3 <—- 6 —-> 5
3 <—- 1 —-> 6
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
16 add ports
3 <—- 3 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
3 <—- 4 —-> 2
3 <—- 2 —-> 4
3 <—- 6 —-> 5
3 <—- 1 —-> 6
84 line ports
3 <—- 3 —-> 1
3 <—- 4 —-> 2
3 <—- 2 —-> 4
3 <—- 6 —-> 5
3 <—- 1 —-> 6
1 <—- 3 —-> 2
1 <—- 2 —-> 4
1 <—- 1 —-> 5
1 <—- 2 —-> 6
2 <—- 1 —-> 4
2 <—- 2 —-> 5
2 <—- 15 —-> 6
Table 4.108: Transparent with 1+1 protection in medium scenario: detailed description of node 3. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2. Regarding the number of line ports when this node is equal to the source, it means
that add ports are used, otherwise it means that through ports are used. In both cases the number of
ports is double the number of optical channels.
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Detailed description of Node 4
Electrical part Number of tributary ports Bit rate
200 tributary ports
70 ODU0
100 ODU1
30 ODU2
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
8 LR Transponders
4 <—- 2 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
4 <—- 1 —-> 2
4 <—- 2 —-> 3
4 <—- 2 —-> 5
4 <—- 1 —-> 6
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
8 add ports
4 <—- 2 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
4 <—- 1 —-> 2
4 <—- 2 —-> 3
4 <—- 2 —-> 5
4 <—- 1 —-> 6
94 line ports
4 <—- 2 —-> 1
4 <—- 1 —-> 2
4 <—- 2 —-> 3
4 <—- 2 —-> 5
4 <—- 1 —-> 6
1 <—- 1 —-> 5
1 <—- 2 —-> 6
2 <—- 2 —-> 5
2 <—- 15 —-> 6
3 <—- 6 —-> 5
3 <—- 1 —-> 6
5 <—- 12 —-> 6
Table 4.109: Transparent with 1+1 protection in medium scenario: detailed description of node 4. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2. Regarding the number of line ports when this node is equal to the source, it means
that add ports are used, otherwise it means that through ports are used. In both cases the number of
ports is double the number of optical channels.
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Detailed description of Node 5
Electrical part Number of tributary ports Bit rate
240 tributary ports
140 ODU0
40 ODU1
40 ODU2
10 ODU3
10 ODU4
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
23 LR Transponders
5 <—- 1 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
5 <—- 2 —-> 2
5 <—- 6 —-> 3
5 <—- 2 —-> 4
5 <—- 12 —-> 6
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
23 add ports
5 <—- 1 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
5 <—- 2 —-> 2
5 <—- 6 —-> 3
5 <—- 2 —-> 4
5 <—- 12 —-> 6
94 line ports
5 <—- 1 —-> 1
5 <—- 2 —-> 2
5 <—- 6 —-> 3
5 <—- 2 —-> 4
5 <—- 12 —-> 6
1 <—- 2 —-> 4
1 <—- 2 —-> 6
2 <—- 1 —-> 4
2 <—- 15 —-> 6
3 <—- 2 —-> 4
3 <—- 1 —-> 6
4 <—- 1 —-> 6
Table 4.110: Transparent with 1+1 protection in medium scenario: detailed description of node 5. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2. Regarding the number of line ports when this node is equal to the source, it means
that add ports are used, otherwise it means that through ports are used. In both cases the number of
ports is double the number of optical channels.
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Detailed description of Node 6
Electrical part Number of tributary ports Bit rate
220 tributary ports
80 ODU0
100 ODU1
10 ODU2
10 ODU3
20 ODU4
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
31 LR Transponders
6 <—- 2 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
6 <—- 15 —-> 2
6 <—- 1 —-> 3
6 <—- 1 —-> 4
6 <—- 12 —-> 5
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
31 add ports
6 <—- 2 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
6 <—- 15 —-> 2
6 <—- 1 —-> 3
6 <—- 1 —-> 4
6 <—- 12 —-> 5
66 line ports
6 <—- 2 —-> 1
6 <—- 15 —-> 2
6 <—- 1 —-> 3
6 <—- 1 —-> 4
6 <—- 12 —-> 5
4 <—- 2 —-> 5
Table 4.111: Transparent with 1+1 protection in medium scenario: detailed description of node 6. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2. Regarding the number of line ports when this node is equal to the source, it means
that add ports are used, otherwise it means that through ports are used. In both cases the number of
ports is double the number of optical channels.
In next step let’s focus on the routing information. These paths are bidirectional so the
path from one node to another is the same path in the opposite direction. In table 4.112 we
can see all the routing obtained for all nodes.
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Routing
o d Links ODU0 ODU1 ODU2 ODU3 ODU4
1 2
{(1,3),(3,2)}
50 20 10 0 0
{(1,2)}
1 3
{(1,2),(2,3)}
10 40 10 0 0
{(1,3)}
1 4
{(1,3),(3,5),(5,4)}
30 20 10 0 0
{(1,2),(2,4)}
1 5
{(1,2),(2,4),(4,5)}
10 0 0 0 0
{(1,3),(3,5)}
1 6
{(1,3),(3,5),(5,6)}
30 50 0 0 0
{(1,2),(2,4),(4,6)}
2 3
{(2,1),(1,3)}
0 0 0 10 0
{(2,3)}
2 4
{(2,3),(3,5),(5,4)}
10 30 0 0 0
{(2,4)}
2 5
{(2,4),(4,5)}
50 10 10 0 0
{(2,3),(3,5)}
2 6
{(2,3),(3,5),(5,6)}
0 10 0 10 10
{(2,4),(4,6)}
3 4
{(3,5),(5,4)}
10 10 10 0 0
{(3,2),(2,4)}
3 5
{(3,2),(2,4),(4,5)}
40 10 10 10 0
{(3,5)}
3 6
{(3,2),(2,4),(4,6)}
10 0 0 0 0
{(3,5),(5,6)}
4 5
{(4,6),(6,5)}
10 10 10 0 0
{(4,5)}
4 6
{(4,5),(5,6)}
10 30 0 0 0
{(4,6)}
5 6
{(5,4),(4,6)}
30 10 10 0 10
{(5,6)}
Table 4.112: Transparent with 1+1 protection in medium scenario: description of the routing. In this
case, the first path corresponds to the working path and the second path to the protection path.
Finally and most importantly through table 4.113 we can see the CAPEX result for this
model. This value is obtained using equation 4.1 and all of the constraints mentioned above.
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CAPEX of the Network
Quantity Unit Price Cost Total
Link
Cost
OLTs 16 15 000 e 240 000 e
226 520 000 e100 Gbits/s Transceivers 452 5 000 e/Gbit/s 226 000 000 e
Amplifiers 70 4 000 e 280 000 e
Node
Cost
Electrical
EXCs 6 10 000 e 60 000 e
13 020 900 e
ODU0 Ports 600 10 e/port 6 000 e
ODU1 Ports 500 15 e/port 7 500 e
ODU2 Ports 160 30 e/port 4 800 e
ODU3 Ports 60 60 e/port 3 600 e
ODU4 Ports 40 100 e/port 4 000 e
Transponders 114 100 000 e/port 11 400 000 e
Optical
OXCs 6 20 000 e 120 000 e
Line Ports 452 2 500 e/port 1 130 000 e
Add Ports 114 2 500 e/port 285 000 e
Total Network Cost 239 540 900 e
Table 4.113: Transparent with 1+1 protection in medium scenario: detailed description of CAPEX for
this scenario.
High Traffic Scenario:
As this scenario was also quite complex, it was once again a deadline. This period was
one week to maintain consistency with the previous scenario. In a first phase, we will show
the resulting physical and optical topology. These topologies are based on the allowed
topologies referred to in the model description and also taking into account the logical topol-
ogy for all ODU’s mentioned in the section 2.4.2.
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Figure 4.31: Transparent with 1+1 protection in high scenario: physical topology after dimensioning.
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Figure 4.32: Transparent with 1+1 protection in high scenario: optical topology after dimensioning.
In table 4.114 we can see the number of optical channels calculated using 3.2 and 4.1 and
the number of amplifiers for each link calculated using 3.3.
Information regarding links
Bidirectional Link Optical Channels Amplifiers
Node 1 <-> Node 2 27 4
Node 1 <-> Node 3 27 6
Node 2 <-> Node 3 69 0
Node 2 <-> Node 4 60 6
Node 3 <-> Node 5 60 8
Node 4 <-> Node 5 55 1
Node 4 <-> Node 6 63 7
Node 5 <-> Node 6 63 3
Table 4.114: Table with information regarding links for transparent mode with 1+1 protection in high
scenario.
In table 4.115 we can see the resulting nodal degree at the physical layer, the number of
line ports and the number of add ports for the optical part calculated using 3.14 the number
of LR transponders calculated using 3.13 and the number of tributary ports calculated using
3.12 for each node.
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Information regarding nodes
Electrical part Optical part
Node Resulting Nodal Degree Tributary Ports LR Transponders Add Ports Line Ports
1 2 580 19 19 54
2 3 460 48 48 156
3 3 360 29 29 156
4 3 400 14 14 178
5 3 480 44 44 178
6 2 440 60 60 126
Table 4.115: Table with information regarding nodes for transparent mode with 1+1 protection in
high scenario.
Through the information obtained previously on the nodes we can now create tables with
detailed information about each node.
Detailed description of Node 1
Electrical part Number of tributary ports Bit rate
580 tributary ports
260 ODU0
260 ODU1
60 ODU2
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
19 LR Transponders
1 <—- 5 —-> 2
100 Gbits/s
1 <—- 5 —-> 3
1 <—- 4 —-> 4
1 <—- 1 —-> 5
1 <—- 4 —-> 6
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
19 add ports
1 <—- 5 —-> 2
100 Gbits/s
1 <—- 5 —-> 3
1 <—- 4 —-> 4
1 <—- 1 —-> 5
1 <—- 4 —-> 6
54 line ports
1 <—- 5 —-> 2
1 <—- 5 —-> 3
1 <—- 4 —-> 4
1 <—- 1 —-> 5
1 <—- 4 —-> 6
2 <—- 8 —-> 3
Table 4.116: Transparent with 1+1 protection in high scenario: detailed description of node 1. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2 . Regarding the number of line ports when this node is equal to the source, it means
that add ports are used, otherwise it means that through ports are used.
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Detailed description of Node 2
Electrical part Number of tributary ports Bit rate
460 tributary ports
220 ODU0
140 ODU1
40 ODU2
40 ODU3
20 ODU4
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
48 LR Transponders
2 <—- 5 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
2 <—- 8 —-> 3
2 <—- 2 —-> 4
2 <—- 4 —-> 5
2 <—- 29 —-> 6
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
48 add ports
2 <—- 5 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
2 <—- 8 —-> 3
2 <—- 2 —-> 4
2 <—- 4 —-> 5
2 <—- 29 —-> 6
156 line ports
2 <—- 5 —-> 1
2 <—- 8 —-> 3
2 <—- 2 —-> 4
2 <—- 4 —-> 5
2 <—- 29 —-> 6
1 <—- 5 —-> 3
1 <—- 4 —-> 4
1 <—- 1 —-> 5
1 <—- 4 —-> 6
3 <—- 3 —-> 4
3 <—- 12 —-> 5
3 <—- 1 —-> 6
Table 4.117: Transparent with 1+1 protection in high scenario: detailed description of node 2. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2 . Regarding the number of line ports when this node is equal to the source, it means
that add ports are used, otherwise it means that through ports are used. In both cases the number of
ports is double the number of optical channels.
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Detailed description of Node 3
Electrical part Number of tributary ports Bit rate
360 tributary ports
140 ODU0
120 ODU1
60 ODU2
40 ODU3
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
29 LR Transponders
3 <—- 5 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
3 <—- 8 —-> 2
3 <—- 3 —-> 4
3 <—- 12 —-> 5
3 <—- 1 —-> 6
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
29 add ports
3 <—- 5 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
3 <—- 8 —-> 2
3 <—- 3 —-> 4
3 <—- 12 —-> 5
3 <—- 1 —-> 6
156 line ports
3 <—- 5 —-> 1
3 <—- 8 —-> 2
3 <—- 3 —-> 4
3 <—- 12 —-> 5
3 <—- 1 —-> 6
1 <—- 5 —-> 2
1 <—- 4 —-> 4
1 <—- 1 —-> 5
1 <—- 4 —-> 6
2 <—- 2 —-> 4
2 <—- 4 —-> 5
2 <—- 29 —-> 6
Table 4.118: Transparent with 1+1 protection in high scenario: detailed description of node 3. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2 . Regarding the number of line ports when this node is equal to the source, it means
that add ports are used, otherwise it means that through ports are used. In both cases the number of
ports is double the number of optical channels.
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Detailed description of Node 4
Electrical part Number of tributary ports Bit rate
400 tributary ports
140 ODU0
200 ODU1
60 ODU2
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
14 LR Transponders
4 <—- 4 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
4 <—- 2 —-> 2
4 <—- 3 —-> 3
4 <—- 3 —-> 5
4 <—- 2 —-> 6
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
14 add ports
4 <—- 4 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
4 <—- 2 —-> 2
4 <—- 3 —-> 3
4 <—- 3 —-> 5
4 <—- 2 —-> 6
178 line ports
4 <—- 4 —-> 1
4 <—- 2 —-> 2
4 <—- 3 —-> 3
4 <—- 3 —-> 5
4 <—- 2 —-> 6
1 <—- 1 —-> 5
1 <—- 4 —-> 6
2 <—- 4 —-> 5
2 <—- 29 —-> 6
3 <—- 12 —-> 5
3 <—- 1 —-> 6
5 <—- 24 —-> 6
Table 4.119: Transparent with 1+1 protection in high scenario: detailed description of node 4. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2 . Regarding the number of line ports when this node is equal to the source, it means
that add ports are used, otherwise it means that through ports are used. In both cases the number of
ports is double the number of optical channels.
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Detailed description of Node 5
Electrical part Number of tributary ports Bit rate
480 tributary ports
280 ODU0
80 ODU1
80 ODU2
20 ODU3
20 ODU4
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
44 LR Transponders
5 <—- 1 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
5 <—- 4 —-> 2
5 <—- 12 —-> 3
5 <—- 3 —-> 4
5 <—- 24 —-> 6
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
44 add ports
5 <—- 1 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
5 <—- 4 —-> 2
5 <—- 12 —-> 3
5 <—- 3 —-> 4
5 <—- 24 —-> 6
178 line ports
5 <—- 1 —-> 1
5 <—- 4 —-> 2
5 <—- 12 —-> 3
5 <—- 3 —-> 4
5 <—- 24 —-> 6
1 <—- 4 —-> 4
1 <—- 4 —-> 6
2 <—- 2 —-> 4
2 <—- 29 —-> 6
3 <—- 3 —-> 4
3 <—- 1 —-> 6
4 <—- 2 —-> 6
Table 4.120: Transparent with 1+1 protection in high scenario: detailed description of node 5. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2 . Regarding the number of line ports when this node is equal to the source, it means
that add ports are used, otherwise it means that through ports are used. In both cases the number of
ports is double the number of optical channels.
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Detailed description of Node 6
Electrical part Number of tributary ports Bit rate
440 tributary ports
160 ODU0
200 ODU1
20 ODU2
20 ODU3
40 ODU4
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
60 LR Transponders
6 <—- 4 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
6 <—- 29 —-> 2
6 <—- 1 —-> 3
6 <—- 2 —-> 4
6 <—- 24 —-> 5
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
60 add ports
6 <—- 4 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
6 <—- 29 —-> 2
6 <—- 1 —-> 3
6 <—- 2 —-> 4
6 <—- 24 —-> 5
126 line ports
6 <—- 4 —-> 1
6 <—- 29 —-> 2
6 <—- 1 —-> 3
6 <—- 2 —-> 4
6 <—- 24 —-> 5
4 <—- 3 —-> 5
Table 4.121: Transparent with 1+1 protection in high scenario: detailed description of node 6. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2 . Regarding the number of line ports when this node is equal to the source, it means
that add ports are used, otherwise it means that through ports are used. In both cases the number of
ports is double the number of optical channels.
Now let’s focus on the routing information in table 4.122. These paths are bidirectional
so the path from one node to another is the same path in the opposite direction.
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Routing
o d Links ODU0 ODU1 ODU2 ODU3 ODU4
1 2
{(1,3),(3,2)}
100 40 20 0 0
{(1,2)}
1 3
{(1,2),(2,3)}
20 80 20 0 0
{(1,3)}
1 4
{(1,3),(3,5),(5,4)}
60 40 20 0 0
{(1,2),(2,4)}
1 5
{(1,2),(2,4),(4,5)}
20 0 0 0 0
{(1,3),(3,5)}
1 6
{(1,3),(3,5),(5,6)}
60 100 0 0 0
{(1,2),(2,4),(4,6)}
2 3
{(2,1),(1,3)}
0 0 0 20 0
{(2,3)}
2 4
{(2,3),(3,5),(5,4)}
20 60 0 0 0
{(2,4)}
2 5
{(2,4),(4,5)}
100 20 20 0 0
{(2,3),(3,5)}
2 6
{(2,3),(3,5),(5,6)}
0 20 0 20 20
{(2,4),(4,6)}
3 4
{(3,5),(5,4)}
20 20 20 0 0
{(3,2),(2,4)}
3 5
{(3,2),(2,4),(4,5)}
80 20 20 20 0
{(3,5)}
3 6
{(3,2),(2,4),(4,6)}
20 0 0 0 0
{(3,5),(5,6)}
4 5
{(4,6),(6,5)}
20 20 20 0 0
{(4,5)}
4 6
{(4,5),(5,6)}
20 60 0 0 0
{(4,6)}
5 6
{(5,4),(4,6)}
60 20 20 0 20
{(5,6)}
Table 4.122: Transparent with 1+1 protection in high scenario: description of the routing. In this case,
the first path corresponds to the working path and the second path to the protection path.
Finally and most importantly through table 4.92 we can see the CAPEX result for this
model. This value is obtained using equation 4.1 and all of the constraints mentioned above.
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CAPEX of the Network
Quantity Unit Price Cost Total
Link
Cost
OLTs 16 15 000 e 240 000 e
424 520 000 e100 Gbits/s Transceivers 848 5 000 e/Gbit/s 424 000 000 e
Amplifiers 70 4 000 e 280 000 e
Node
Cost
Electrical
EXCs 6 10 000 e 60 000 e
24 286 800 e
ODU0 Ports 1 200 10 e/port 12 000 e
ODU1 Ports 1 000 15 e/port 15 000 e
ODU2 Ports 320 30 e/port 9 600 e
ODU3 Ports 120 60 e/port 7 200 e
ODU4 Ports 80 100 e/port 8 000 e
Transponders 214 100 000 e/port 21 400 000 e
Optical
OXCs 6 20 000 e 120 000 e
Line Ports 848 2 500 e/port 2 120 000 e
Add Ports 214 2 500 e/port 535 000 e
Total Network Cost 448 806 800 e
Table 4.123: Transparent with 1+1 protection in high scenario: detailed description of CAPEX for this
scenario.
4.5.3 Conclusions
Once we have obtained the results for all the scenarios we will now draw some conclu-
sions about these results. For a better analysis of the results will be created the table 4.93.
Low Traffic Medium Traffic High Traffic
CAPEX without survivability 30 317 590 e 96 830 900 e 180 471 800 e
CAPEX/Gbit/s without survivability 60 630 e/Gbit/s 19 366 e/Gbit/s 18 047 e/Gbit/s
Traffic (Gbit/s) 500 5 000 10 000
Number of Add ports 34 114 214
Number of Line ports 136 452 848
Number of Tributary ports 138 1 380 2 760
Number of Transceivers 136 452 848
Number of Transponders 34 114 214
Link Cost 68 520 000 e 226 520 000 e 424 520 000 e
Node Cost 3 947 590 e 13 020 900 e 24 286 800 e
CAPEX 72 467 590 e 239 540 900e 448 806 800 e
CAPEX/Gbit/s 144 935 e/Gbit/s 47 908 e/Gbit/s 44 880 e/Gbit/s
Table 4.124: Transparent with 1+1 protection in high scenario: table with different value of CAPEX
for this case.
Looking at the previous table we can make some comparisons between the several sce-
narios:
• Comparing the low traffic scenario with the others, we can see that, despite having an
increase of factor ten (average scenario) and factor twenty (high scenario), the same in-
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crease does not occur in the final cost (it is lower). This happens because the number of
transceivers is smaller than expected (an medium scenario of 1360 would be expected
and a high scenario would be expected in 2720);
• Comparing the medium traffic scenario with the high traffic scenario, we can see that
the factor increase is double and in the final cost this factor is very close but still lower.
Again, this happens because the number of transceivers is smaller, but very close to
what was expected (the high scenario would be expected at 904);
• Comparing the cost with the traffic, we see that, for the low traffic scenario, the cost
per traffic is very high in relation to the other two. We can conclude that a low traffic
scenario becomes more expensive than a high traffic scenario.
• Comparing this cost with the without survivability cost we can conclude that protec-
tion is significantly more expensive. As can be seen in the table this increase is more
than double as with 1+1 protection we have a cost more than twice than the cost with-
out survivability.
4.6 Translucent without survivability
4.6.1 Model description
First of all, in order to use the ILP model, we must take into account the physical and
logical topologies allowed by this mode of transport and the type of survivability. Through
the following figures, you can see these topologies.
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Figure 4.33: Translucent without survivability: allowed physical topology. The allowed physical
topology is defined by the duct and sites in the field. It is assumed that each duct supports up to 1
bidirectional transmission system and each site supports up to 1 node.
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Figure 4.34: Translucent without survivability: allowed optical topology. The allowed optical topol-
ogy is defined by the transport mode. It is assumed that each connections between demands supports
up to 100 lightpaths.
Now taking this into consideration and based on the specific constraints of the translu-
cent mode without survivability it is possible to define the ILP model [6] [7].
The objective function, to be minimized, is the expression 3.1, i.e.,
minimize
{
CC
}
subject to
N∑
k=1\{o}
Lsodcpk = Dodc ∀(o, d, c) : o < d,∀p : p = o (4.33)
Constraint 4.33 is the virtual flow conservation constraints and states that for each (o, d, c)
pair the source node of flow sends client demand units of flow through one or more links.
This routes the client demands through the optical channels.
N∑
k=1\{p,o}
Lsodcpk =
N∑
k=1\{p,d}
Lsodckp ∀(o, d, c) : o < d, ∀p : p 6= o, d (4.34)
Constraint 4.34 ensures that nodes that are not of the source or destination of flow must send
the amount of flow received.
N∑
k=1\{d}
Lsodckp = Dodc ∀(o, d, c) : o < d,∀p : p = d (4.35)
Constraint 4.35 is the virtual flow conservation constraints and states that for each (o, d, c)
pair the destination node of flow has to receive those client demand units of flow.
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N∑
o=1
N∑
d=o+1
(B(c)(Lsodcpk + Ls
odc
kp )) ≤ τλpk ∀(p, k) : p < k, ∀c (4.36)
Constraint 4.36 is considered grooming constraint and the variable τ is always 100 Gbits/s.
N∑
j=1\{p}
fpkij = λpk ∀(p, k) : p < k,∀i : i = p (4.37)
Constraint 4.37 is equal to the constraint 3.7 assuming that Z is equal to the number of optical
channels between lightpath (p, k).
N∑
j=1\{p}
fpkij =
N∑
j=1\{k}
fpkji ∀(p, k) : p < k,∀i : i 6= p, k (4.38)
Constraint 4.38 is equal to the constraint 3.8.
N∑
j=1\{k}
fpkji = λpk ∀(p, k) : p < k, ∀i : i = k (4.39)
Constraint 4.39 is equal to the constraint 3.9 assuming that Z is equal to the number of optical
channels between lightpath (p, k).
N∑
p=1
N∑
k=p+1
(
fpkij + f
pk
ji
)
≤ KijGijLij ∀(i, j) : i < j (4.40)
Constraint 4.40 answers the capacity constraint problem. This means that the total flow
must be less than or equal to its capacity. For any situation, the maximum number for each
transmission system is 100, that is, Kij = 100.
fpkij , f
pk
ji , Ls
odc
pk , Ls
odc
kp , λpk ∈ N ∀(i, j) : i < j, ∀(o, d) : o < d (4.41)
The constraint 4.41 defines that these variables must be a integer number.
Li,j ∈ {0, 1} ∀(i, j) (4.42)
Last constraint refers to the use of the link where this variable can be zero if it is not being
used or one if is being used.
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4.6.2 Result description
Low Traffic Scenario:
In a first phase, we will show the resulting physical and optical topology. These topolo-
gies are based on the allowed topologies referred to in the model description and also taking
into account the logical topology for all ODUs mentioned in the section 2.4.2.
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Figure 4.35: Translucent without survivability in low scenario: physical topology after dimensioning.
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Figure 4.36: Translucent without survivability in low scenario: optical topology after dimensioning.
In table 4.125 we can see the number of optical channels calculated using 3.2 and 4.1 and
the number of amplifiers for each link calculated using 3.3. In the case where there are no
optical channels we assume that the number of amplifiers is zero.
In table 4.126 we can see the resulting nodal degree at the physical layer, the number of
line ports and add ports using 3.17 the number of LR transponders using 3.16 and the num-
ber of tributary ports using 3.15.
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Information regarding links
Bidirectional Link Optical Channels Amplifiers
Node 1 <-> Node 2 1 4
Node 1 <-> Node 3 0 0
Node 2 <-> Node 3 1 0
Node 2 <-> Node 4 1 6
Node 3 <-> Node 5 0 0
Node 4 <-> Node 5 1 1
Node 4 <-> Node 6 2 7
Node 5 <-> Node 6 0 0
Table 4.125: Table with information regarding links for translucent mode without survivability in
low scenario.
Information regarding nodes
Electrical part Optical part
Node Resulting Nodal Degree Tributary Ports LR Transponders Add Ports Line Ports
1 1 29 1 1 1
2 3 23 3 3 3
3 1 18 1 1 1
4 3 20 2 2 4
5 1 24 1 1 1
6 1 22 2 2 2
Table 4.126: Table with information regarding nodes for translucent mode without survivability in
low scenario.
Through the information obtained previously on the nodes we can now create tables with
detailed information about each node.
Detailed description of Node 1
Electrical part Number of total demands Bit rate
29 tributary ports
13 ODU0
13 ODU1
3 ODU2
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
1 LR Transponders 1 <—- 1 —-> 2 100 Gbits/s
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
1 add ports 1 <—- 1 —-> 2
100 Gbits/s
1 line ports 1 <—- 1 —-> 2
Table 4.127: Translucent without survivability in low scenario: detailed description of node 1. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2.
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Detailed description of Node 2
Electrical part Number of total demands Bit rate
23 tributary ports
11 ODU0
7 ODU1
2 ODU2
2 ODU3
1 ODU4
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
3 LR Transponders
2 <—- 1 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s2 <—- 1 —-> 3
2 <—- 1 —-> 6
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
3 add ports
2 <—- 1 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
2 <—- 1 —-> 3
2 <—- 1 —-> 6
3 line ports
2 <—- 1 —-> 1
2 <—- 1 —-> 3
2 <—- 1 —-> 6
Table 4.128: Translucent without survivability in low scenario: detailed description of node 2. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2.
Detailed description of Node 3
Electrical part Number of total demands Bit rate
18 tributary ports
7 ODU0
6 ODU1
3 ODU2
2 ODU3
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
1 LR Transponders 3 <—- 1 —-> 2 100 Gbits/s
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
1 add ports 3 <—- 1 —-> 2
100 Gbits/s
1 line ports 3 <—- 1 —-> 2
Table 4.129: Translucent without survivability in low scenario: detailed description of node 3. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2.
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Detailed description of Node 4
Electrical part Number of total demands Bit rate
20 tributary ports
7 ODU0
10 ODU1
3 ODU2
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
2 LR Transponders
4 <—- 1 —-> 5
100 Gbits/s
4 <—- 1 —-> 6
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
2 add ports
4 <—- 1 —-> 5
100 Gbits/s
4 <—- 1 —-> 6
4 line ports
4 <—- 1 —-> 5
4 <—- 1 —-> 6
2 <—- 1 —-> 6
Table 4.130: Translucent without survivability in low scenario: detailed description of node 4. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2. Regarding the number of line ports when this node is different to the source, it
means that through ports are used. In the latter the number of ports is double the number of optical
channels.
Detailed description of Node 5
Electrical part Number of total demands Bit rate
24 tributary ports
14 ODU0
4 ODU1
4 ODU2
1 ODU3
1 ODU4
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
1 LR Transponders 5 <—- 1 —-> 4 100 Gbits/s
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
1 add ports 5 <—- 1 —-> 4
100 Gbits/s
1 line ports 5 <—- 1 —-> 4
Table 4.131: Translucent without survivability in low scenario: detailed description of node 5. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2.
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Detailed description of Node 6
Electrical part Number of total demands Bit rate
22 tributary ports
8 ODU0
10 ODU1
1 ODU2
1 ODU3
2 ODU4
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
2 LR Transponders
6 <—- 1 —-> 2
100 Gbits/s
6 <—- 1 —-> 4
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
2 add ports
6 <—- 1 —-> 2
100 Gbits/s
6 <—- 1 —-> 4
2 line ports
6 <—- 1 —-> 2
6 <—- 1 —-> 4
Table 4.132: Translucent without survivability in low scenario: detailed description of node 6. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2.
Now, let’s focus on the routing information in table 4.133. These paths are bidirectional
so the path from one node to another is the same path in the opposite direction.
Routing
o d Links Demands
1 2 {(1,2)} 5 ODU0, 2 ODU1, 1 ODU2
1 3 {(1,2),(2,3)} 1 ODU0, 4 ODU1, 1 ODU2
1 4 {(1,2),(2,4),(4,6),(6,4)} 3 ODU0, 2 ODU1, 1 ODU2
1 5 {(1,2),(2,4),(4,6),(6,4),(4,5)} 1 ODU0
1 6 {(1,2),(2,4),(4,6)} 3 ODU0, 5 ODU1
2 3 {(2,3)} 1 ODU3
2 4 {(2,4),(4,6),(6,4)} 1 ODU0, 3 ODU1
2 5 {(2,4),(4,6),(6,4),(4,5)} 5 ODU0, 1 ODU1, 1 ODU2
2 6 {(2,4),(4,6)} 1 ODU1, 1 ODU3, 1 ODU4
3 4 {(3,2),(2,4),(4,6),(6,4)} 1 ODU0, 1 ODU1, 1 ODU2
3 5 {(3,2),(2,4),(4,6),(6,4),(4,5)} 4 ODU0, 1 ODU1, 1 ODU2, 1 ODU3
3 6 {(3,2),(2,4),(4,6)} 1 ODU0
4 5 {(4,5)} 1 ODU0, 1 ODU1, 1 ODU2
4 6 {(4,6)} 1 ODU0, 3 ODU1
5 6 {(5,4),(4,6)} 3 ODU0, 1 ODU1, 1 ODU2, 1 ODU4
Table 4.133: Translucent without survivability in low scenario: description of demands routing. In
this case all the demands follow the same path for a certain pair of nodes, but this may not happen
for other cases.
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Lastly through table 4.134 we can see the CAPEX result for this model. This value is ob-
tained using equation 4.1 and all of the constraints mentioned above.
CAPEX of the Network
Quantity Unit Price Cost Total
Link
Cost
OLTs 10 15 000 e 150 000 e
6 294 000 e100 Gbits/s Transceivers 12 5 000 e/Gbit/s 6 000 000 e
Amplifiers 36 4 000 e 144 000 e
Node
Cost
Electrical
EXCs 6 10 000 e 60 000 e
1 237 590 e
ODU0 Ports 60 10 e/port 600 e
ODU1 Ports 50 15 e/port 750 e
ODU2 Ports 16 30 e/port 480 e
ODU3 Ports 6 60 e/port 360 e
ODU4 Ports 4 100 e/port 400 e
Transponders 10 100 000 e/port 1 000 000 e
Optical
OXCs 6 20 000 e 120 000 e
Line Ports 12 2 500 e/port 30 000 e
Add Ports 10 2 500 e/port 25 000 e
Total Network Cost 7 531 590 e
Table 4.134: Translucent without survivability in low scenario: detailed description of CAPEX for
this scenario.
Medium Traffic Scenario:
In a first phase, we will show the resulting physical and optical topology. These topolo-
gies are based on the allowed topologies referred to in the model description and also taking
into account the logical topology for all ODUs mentioned in the section 2.4.2.
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Figure 4.37: Translucent without survivability in medium scenario: physical topology after dimen-
sioning.
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Figure 4.38: Translucent without survivability in medium scenario: optical topology after dimen-
sioning.
In table 4.135 we can see the number of optical channels calculated using 3.2 and 4.1 and
the number of amplifiers for each link calculated using 3.3. In table 4.136 we can see the
resulting nodal degree at the physical layer, the number of line ports and add ports using
3.17 the number of LR transponders using 3.16 and the number of tributary ports using 3.15.
Information regarding links
Bidirectional Link Optical Channels Amplifiers
Node 1 <-> Node 2 2 4
Node 1 <-> Node 3 2 6
Node 2 <-> Node 3 2 0
Node 2 <-> Node 4 6 6
Node 3 <-> Node 5 4 8
Node 4 <-> Node 5 0 0
Node 4 <-> Node 6 6 7
Node 5 <-> Node 6 14 3
Table 4.135: Table with information regarding links for translucent mode without survivability in
medium scenario.
Information regarding nodes
Electrical part Optical part
Node Resulting Nodal Degree Tributary Ports LR Transponders Add Ports Line Ports
1 2 290 4 4 4
2 3 230 10 10 10
3 3 180 8 8 8
4 2 200 4 4 12
5 2 240 18 18 18
6 2 220 20 20 20
Table 4.136: Table with information regarding nodes for translucent mode without survivability in
medium scenario.
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Through the information obtained previously on the nodes we can now create tables with
detailed information about each node.
Detailed description of Node 1
Electrical part Number of total demands Bit rate
290 tributary ports
130 ODU0
130 ODU1
30 ODU2
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
4 LR Transponders
1 <—- 2 —-> 2
100 Gbits/s
1 <—- 2 —-> 3
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
4 add ports
1 <—- 2 —-> 2
100 Gbits/s
1 <—- 2 —-> 3
4 line ports
1 <—- 2 —-> 2
1 <—- 2 —-> 3
Table 4.137: Translucent without survivability in medium scenario: detailed description of node 1.
The number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be
observed in section 2.4.2.
Detailed description of Node 2
Electrical part Number of total demands Bit rate
230 tributary ports
110 ODU0
70 ODU1
20 ODU2
20 ODU3
10 ODU4
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
10 LR Transponders
2 <—- 2 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
2 <—- 2 —-> 3
2 <—- 2 —-> 4
2 <—- 4 —-> 6
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
10 add ports
2 <—- 2 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
2 <—- 2 —-> 3
2 <—- 2 —-> 4
2 <—- 4 —-> 6
10 line ports
2 <—- 2 —-> 1
2 <—- 2 —-> 3
2 <—- 2 —-> 4
2 <—- 4 —-> 6
Table 4.138: Translucent without survivability in medium scenario: detailed description of node 2.
The number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be
observed in section 2.4.2.
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Detailed description of Node 3
Electrical part Number of total demands Bit rate
180 tributary ports
70 ODU0
60 ODU1
30 ODU2
20 ODU3
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
8 LR Transponders
3 <—- 2 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s3 <—- 2 —-> 2
3 <—- 4 —-> 5
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
8 add ports
3 <—- 2 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
3 <—- 2 —-> 2
3 <—- 4 —-> 5
8 line ports
3 <—- 2 —-> 1
3 <—- 2 —-> 2
3 <—- 4 —-> 5
Table 4.139: Translucent without survivability in medium scenario: detailed description of node 3.
The number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be
observed in section 2.4.2.
Detailed description of Node 4
Electrical part Number of total demands Bit rate
200 tributary ports
70 ODU0
100 ODU1
30 ODU2
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
4 LR Transponders
4 <—- 2 —-> 2
100 Gbits/s
4 <—- 2 —-> 6
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
4 add ports
4 <—- 2 —-> 2
100 Gbits/s
4 <—- 2 —-> 6
12 line ports
4 <—- 2 —-> 2
4 <—- 2 —-> 6
2 <—- 4 —-> 6
Table 4.140: Translucent without survivability in medium scenario: detailed description of node 4.
The number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be
observed in section 2.4.2. Regarding the number of line ports when this node is equal to the source,
it means that add ports are used, otherwise it means that through ports are used.
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Detailed description of Node 5
Electrical part Number of total demands Bit rate
240 tributary ports
140 ODU0
40 ODU1
40 ODU2
10 ODU3
10 ODU4
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
18 LR Transponders
5 <—- 4 —-> 3
100 Gbits/s
5 <—- 14 —-> 6
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
18 add ports
5 <—- 4 —-> 3
100 Gbits/s
5 <—- 14 —-> 6
18 line ports
5 <—- 4 —-> 3
5 <—- 14 —-> 6
Table 4.141: Translucent without survivability in medium scenario: detailed description of node 5.
The number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be
observed in section 2.4.2.
Detailed description of Node 6
Electrical part Number of total demands Bit rate
220 tributary ports
80 ODU0
100 ODU1
10 ODU2
10 ODU3
20 ODU4
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
20 LR Transponders
6 <—- 4 —-> 2
100 Gbits/s6 <—- 2 —-> 4
6 <—- 14 —-> 5
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
20 add ports
6 <—- 4 —-> 2
100 Gbits/s
6 <—- 2 —-> 4
6 <—- 14 —-> 5
20 line ports
6 <—- 4 —-> 2
6 <—- 2 —-> 4
6 <—- 14 —-> 5
Table 4.142: Translucent without survivability in medium scenario: detailed description of node 6.
The number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be
observed in section 2.4.2.
Now let’s focus on the routing information in table 4.143. These paths are bidirectional
so the path from one node to another is the same path in the opposite direction.
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Routing
o d Links Demands
1 2 {(1,2)} 50 ODU0, 20 ODU1, 10 ODU2
1 3 {(1,3)} 10 ODU0, 40 ODU1, 10 ODU2
1 4 {(1,2),(2,4)} 30 ODU0, 20 ODU1, 10 ODU2
1 5 {(1,3),(3,5)} 10 ODU0
1 6
{(1,2),(2,4),(4,6)} 30 ODU0, 40 ODU1
{(1,3),(3,5),(5,6)} 10 ODU1
2 3
{(2,1),(1,3)} 5 ODU3
{(2,3)} 5 ODU3
2 4 {(2,4)} 10 ODU0, 30 ODU1
2 5 {(2,3),(3,5)} 50 ODU0, 10 ODU1, 10 ODU2
2 6
{(2,4),(4,6)} 10 ODU1, 10 ODU3, 6 ODU4
{(2,1),(1,3),(3,5),(5,6)} 2 ODU4
{(2,3),(3,5),(5,6)} 2 ODU4
3 4
{(3,2),(2,4)} 10 ODU0, 10 ODU1
{(3,5),(5,6),(6,4)} 10 ODU2
3 5 {(3,2),(2,4),(4,6),(6,4),(4,5)} 40 ODU0, 10 ODU1, 10 ODU2, 10 ODU3
3 6 {(3,2),(2,4),(4,6)} 10 ODU0
4 5 {(4,5)} 10 ODU0, 10 ODU1, 10 ODU2
4 6 {(4,6)} 10 ODU0, 30 ODU1
5 6 {(5,4),(4,6)} 30 ODU0, 10 ODU1, 10 ODU2, 10 ODU4
Table 4.143: Translucent without survivability in medium scenario: description of demands routing.
In this case some demands follow different paths for the same pair of nodes.
Finally and most importantly through table 4.144 we can see the CAPEX result for this
model. This value is obtained using equation 4.1 and all of the constraints mentioned above.
CAPEX of the Network
Quantity Unit Price Cost Total
Link
Cost
OLTs 14 15 000 e 210 000 e
36 482 000 e100 Gbits/s Transceivers 72 5 000 e/Gbit/s 36 000 000 e
Amplifiers 68 4 000 e 272 000 e
Node
Cost
Electrical
EXCs 6 10 000 e 60 000 e
6 945 900 e
ODU0 Ports 600 10 e/port 6 000 e
ODU1 Ports 500 15 e/port 7 500 e
ODU2 Ports 160 30 e/port 4 800 e
ODU3 Ports 60 60 e/port 3 600 e
ODU4 Ports 40 100 e/port 4 000 e
Transponders 64 100 000 e/port 6 400 000 e
Optical
OXCs 6 20 000 e 120 000 e
Line Ports 72 2 500 e/port 180 000 e
Add Ports 64 2 500 e/port 160 000 e
Total Network Cost 43 427 900 e
Table 4.144: Translucent without survivability in medium scenario: detailed description of CAPEX
for this scenario.
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High Traffic Scenario:
In a first phase, we will show the resulting physical and optical topology. These topolo-
gies are based on the allowed topologies referred to in the model description and also taking
into account the logical topology for all ODUs mentioned in the section 2.4.2.
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Figure 4.39: Translucent without survivability in high scenario: physical topology after dimension-
ing.
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Figure 4.40: Translucent without survivability in high scenario: optical topology after dimensioning.
In table 4.145 we can see the number of optical channels calculated using 3.2 and 4.1 and
the number of amplifiers for each link calculated using 3.3. In table 4.146 we can see the
resulting nodal degree at the physical layer, the number of line ports and add ports using
3.17 the number of LR transponders using 3.16 and the number of tributary ports using 3.15.
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Information regarding links
Bidirectional Link Optical Channels Amplifiers
Node 1 <-> Node 2 4 4
Node 1 <-> Node 3 4 6
Node 2 <-> Node 3 4 0
Node 2 <-> Node 4 12 6
Node 3 <-> Node 5 8 8
Node 4 <-> Node 5 0 0
Node 4 <-> Node 6 12 7
Node 5 <-> Node 6 28 3
Table 4.145: Table with information regarding links for translucent mode without survivability in
high scenario.
Information regarding nodes
Electrical part Optical part
Node Resulting Nodal Degree Tributary Ports LR Transponders Add Ports Line Ports
1 2 580 8 8 8
2 3 460 20 20 20
3 3 360 16 16 16
4 2 400 6 6 24
5 2 480 36 36 36
6 2 440 40 40 40
Table 4.146: Table with information regarding nodes for translucent mode without survivability in
high scenario.
Through the information obtained previously on the nodes we can now create tables with
detailed information about each node.
Detailed description of Node 1
Electrical part Number of total demands Bit rate
290 tributary ports
130 ODU0
130 ODU1
30 ODU2
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
8 LR Transponders
1 <—- 4 —-> 2
100 Gbits/s
1 <—- 4 —-> 3
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
8 add ports
1 <—- 4 —-> 2
100 Gbits/s
1 <—- 4 —-> 3
8 line ports
1 <—- 4 —-> 2
1 <—- 4 —-> 3
Table 4.147: Translucent without survivability in high scenario: detailed description of node 1. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2.
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Detailed description of Node 2
Electrical part Number of total demands Bit rate
230 tributary ports
110 ODU0
70 ODU1
20 ODU2
20 ODU3
10 ODU4
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
20 LR Transponders
2 <—- 4 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
2 <—- 4 —-> 3
2 <—- 3 —-> 4
2 <—- 9 —-> 6
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
20 add ports
2 <—- 4 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
2 <—- 4 —-> 3
2 <—- 3 —-> 4
2 <—- 9 —-> 6
20 line ports
2 <—- 4 —-> 1
2 <—- 4 —-> 3
2 <—- 3 —-> 4
2 <—- 9 —-> 6
Table 4.148: Translucent without survivability in high scenario: detailed description of node 2. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2.
Detailed description of Node 3
Electrical part Number of total demands Bit rate
180 tributary ports
70 ODU0
60 ODU1
30 ODU2
20 ODU3
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
16 LR Transponders
3 <—- 4 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s3 <—- 4 —-> 2
3 <—- 8 —-> 5
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
16 add ports
3 <—- 4 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
3 <—- 4 —-> 2
3 <—- 8 —-> 5
16 line ports
3 <—- 4 —-> 1
3 <—- 4 —-> 2
3 <—- 8 —-> 5
Table 4.149: Translucent without survivability in high scenario: detailed description of node 3. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2.
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Detailed description of Node 4
Electrical part Number of total demands Bit rate
200 tributary ports
70 ODU0
100 ODU1
30 ODU2
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
6 LR Transponders
4 <—- 3 —-> 2
100 Gbits/s
4 <—- 3 —-> 6
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
6 add ports
4 <—- 3 —-> 2
100 Gbits/s
4 <—- 3 —-> 6
24 line ports
4 <—- 3 —-> 2
4 <—- 3 —-> 6
2 <—- 9 —-> 6
Table 4.150: Translucent without survivability in high scenario: detailed description of node 4. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2.
Detailed description of Node 5
Electrical part Number of total demands Bit rate
240 tributary ports
140 ODU0
40 ODU1
40 ODU2
10 ODU3
10 ODU4
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
36 LR Transponders
5 <—- 8 —-> 3
100 Gbits/s
5 <—- 28 —-> 6
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
36 add ports
5 <—- 8 —-> 3
100 Gbits/s
5 <—- 28 —-> 6
36 line ports
5 <—- 8 —-> 3
5 <—- 28 —-> 6
Table 4.151: Translucent without survivability in high scenario: detailed description of node 5. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2.
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Detailed description of Node 6
Electrical part Number of total demands Bit rate
220 tributary ports
80 ODU0
100 ODU1
10 ODU2
10 ODU3
20 ODU4
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
40 LR Transponders
6 <—- 9 —-> 2
100 Gbits/s6 <—- 9 —-> 4
6 <—- 28 —-> 5
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
40 add ports
6 <—- 9 —-> 2
100 Gbits/s
6 <—- 3 —-> 4
6 <—- 28 —-> 5
40 line ports
6 <—- 9 —-> 2
6 <—- 3 —-> 4
6 <—- 28 —-> 5
Table 4.152: Translucent without survivability in high scenario: detailed description of node 6. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2.
In next page, we can see the routing information in table 4.154. These paths are bidirec-
tional so the path from one node to another is the same path in the opposite direction.
Lastly through table 4.153 we can see the CAPEX result for this model. This value is obtained
using equation 4.1 and all of the constraints mentioned above.
CAPEX of the Network
Quantity Unit Price Cost Total
Link
Cost
OLTs 14 15 000 e 210 000 e
72 482 000 e100 Gbits/s Transceivers 144 5 000 e/Gbit/s 72 000 000 e
Amplifiers 68 4 000 e 272 000 e
Node
Cost
Electrical
EXCs 6 10 000 e 60 000 e
13 506 800 e
ODU0 Ports 1 200 10 e/port 12 000 e
ODU1 Ports 1 000 15 e/port 15 000 e
ODU2 Ports 320 30 e/port 9 600 e
ODU3 Ports 120 60 e/port 7 200 e
ODU4 Ports 80 100 e/port 8 000 e
Transponders 126 100 000 e/port 12 600 000 e
Optical
OXCs 6 20 000 e 120 000 e
Line Ports 144 2 500 e/port 360 000 e
Add Ports 126 2 500 e/port 315 000 e
Total Network Cost 85 988 800 e
Table 4.153: Translucent without survivability in high scenario: detailed description of CAPEX for
this scenario.
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Routing
o d Links Demands
1 2 {(1,2)} 100 ODU0, 40 ODU1, 20 ODU2
1 3 {(1,3)} 20 ODU0, 80 ODU1, 20 ODU2
1 4
{(1,2),(2,4)} 60 ODU0, 20 ODU1, 10 ODU2
{(1,2),(2,4),(4,6),(6,4)} 20 ODU1, 10 ODU2
1 5 {(1,3),(3,5)} 20 ODU0
1 6
{(1,2),(2,4),(4,6)} 60 ODU0, 80 ODU1
{(1,3),(3,5),(5,6)} 20 ODU1
2 3
{(2,1),(1,3)} 10 ODU3
{(2,3)} 10 ODU3
2 4 {(2,4)} 20 ODU0, 60 ODU1
2 5 {(2,3),(3,5)} 100 ODU0, 20 ODU1, 20 ODU2
2 6
{(2,4),(4,6)} 20 ODU1, 20 ODU3, 12 ODU4
{(2,1),(1,3),(3,5),(5,6)} 4 ODU4
{(2,3),(3,5),(5,6)} 4 ODU4
3 4
{(3,2),(2,4)} 20 ODU0, 20 ODU1
{(3,5),(5,6),(6,4)} 20 ODU2
3 5 {(3,2),(2,4),(4,6),(6,4),(4,5)} 80 ODU0, 20 ODU1, 20 ODU2, 20 ODU3
3 6 {(3,2),(2,4),(4,6)} 20 ODU0
4 5 {(4,5)} 20 ODU0, 20 ODU1, 20 ODU2
4 6 {(4,6)} 20 ODU0, 60 ODU1
5 6 {(5,4),(4,6)} 60 ODU0, 20 ODU1, 20 ODU2, 20 ODU4
Table 4.154: Translucent without survivability in high scenario: description of demands routing. In
this case some demands follow different paths for the same pair of nodes.
4.6.3 Conclusions
Once we have obtained the results for all the scenarios we will now draw some conclu-
sions about these results. For a better analysis of the results will be created the table 4.155.
Low Traffic Medium Traffic High Traffic
Traffic (Gbit/s) 500 5 000 10 000
Number of Add ports 10 64 126
Number of Line ports 12 72 144
Number of Tributary ports 136 1 360 2 720
Number of Transceivers 12 72 144
Number of Transponders 10 64 126
Link Cost 6 294 000 e 36 482 000 e 72 482 000 e
Node Cost 1 237 590 e 6 945 900 e 13 506 800 e
CAPEX 7 531 590 e 43 427 900 e 85 988 800 e
CAPEX/Gbit/s 15 063 e/Gbit/s 8 686 e/Gbit/s 8 599 e/Gbit/s
Table 4.155: Translucent without survivability: table with the various CAPEX values obtained in the
different traffic scenarios.
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Looking at the previous table we can make some comparisons between the several sce-
narios:
• Comparing the low traffic scenario with the medium and high scenario, we can ob-
serve that, despite having an increase of factor ten and factor twenty respectively,
the same increase does not occur in the CAPEX. This occur because the number of
transceivers is smaller than expected;
• Comparing the medium traffic scenario with the high traffic scenario, we can also
observe that the factor increase is double and in the CAPEX this factor is very close
but still lower;
• Comparing the cost with the traffic we can conclude that a low traffic scenario becomes
more expensive than a high traffic scenario.
4.7 Translucent with 1+1 protection
4.7.1 Model description
Once more first of all, in order to use the ILP model, we must take into account the phys-
ical and logical topologies allowed by this mode of transport and the type of survivability.
Through the following figures, you can see these topologies.
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Figure 4.41: Translucent with 1+1 protection: allowed physical topology. The allowed physical topol-
ogy is defined by the duct and sites in the field. It is assumed that each duct supports up to 1 bidi-
rectional transmission system and each site supports up to 1 node.
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Figure 4.42: Translucent with 1+1 protection: allowed optical topology. The allowed optical topology
is defined by the transport mode. It is assumed that each connections between demands supports up
to 100 lightpaths.
Now taking this into consideration and based on the specific constraints of the translu-
cent mode with 1+1 protection it is possible to define the ILP model [6] [7].
The objective function, to be minimized, is the expression 3.1, i.e.,
minimize
{
CC
}
subject to
N∑
k=1\{o}
Lsodcpk = Dodc ∀(o, d, c) : o < d,∀p : p = o (4.43)
Constraint 4.43 is equal to constraint 4.33 referred in precedent model.
N∑
k=1\{p,o}
Lsodcpk =
N∑
k=1\{p,d}
Lsodckp ∀(o, d, c) : o < d,∀p : p 6= o, d (4.44)
Constraint 4.44 is equal to constraint 4.34 referred in previous model.
N∑
k=1\{d}
Lsodckp = Dodc ∀(o, d, c) : o < d,∀p : p = d (4.45)
Constraint 4.45 is equal to constraint 4.35 referred in precedent model.
N∑
k=1\{o}
Lspodcpk = Dodc ∀(o, d, c) : o < d,∀p : p = o (4.46)
Constraint 4.46 is the virtual flow conservation constraint and is equal to constraint 4.33 but
for protection path.
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N∑
k=1\{p,o}
Lspodcpk =
N∑
k=1\{p,d}
Lspodckp ∀(o, d, c) : o < d,∀p : p 6= o, d (4.47)
Constraint 4.47 is equal to constraint 4.34 but for protection path.
N∑
k=1\{d}
Lspodckp = Dodc ∀(o, d, c) : o < d,∀p : p = d (4.48)
Constraint 4.48 is equal to constraint 4.35 but for virtual protection flow.
(Lsodcpk + Lsp
odc
pk ) ≤ Dodc ∀(p, k),∀(o, d, c) : o < d (4.49)
The constraint 4.49 assures that the variable Lsodcpk (working flow) and Lsp
odc
pk (protection
flow) are different assigning a different working path than the protection path.
N∑
o=1
N∑
d=o+1
(B(c)(Lsodcpk +Ls
odc
kp +Lsp
odc
pk +Lsp
odc
kp )) ≤ τλpk ∀(p, k) : p < k,∀(c) (4.50)
Constraint 4.50 is considered grooming constraint and is equal to constraint 4.36.
N∑
j=1\{p}
fpkij = λpk ∀(p, k) : p < k,∀i : i = p (4.51)
Constraint 4.51 is equal to the constraint 3.7 assuming that Z is equal to the number of optical
channels between lightpath (p, k).
N∑
j=1\{p}
fpkij =
N∑
j=1\{k}
fpkji ∀(p, k) : p < k, ∀i : i 6= p, k (4.52)
Constraint 4.52 is equal to the constraint 3.8.
N∑
j=1\{k}
fpkji = λpk ∀(p, k) : p < k, ∀i : i = k (4.53)
Constraint 4.53 is equal to the constraint 3.9 assuming that Z is equal to the number of optical
channels between lightpath (p, k).
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N∑
p=1
N∑
k=p+1
(
fpkij + f
pk
ji
)
≤ KijGijLij ∀(i, j) : i < j (4.54)
Constraint 4.54 answers the capacity constraint problem and is equal to constraint 4.40.
fpkij , f
pk
ji , Ls
odc
pk , Ls
odc
kp , λpk ∈ N ∀(i, j) : i < j, ∀(o, d) : o < d (4.55)
The constraint 4.55 defines that these variables must be a integer number.
Li,j ∈ {0, 1} ∀(i, j) (4.56)
Last constraint define the variables Lij as binary values.
4.7.2 Result description
Low Traffic Scenario:
In a first phase, we will show the resulting physical and optical topology based on the
allowed topologies and also taking into account the section 2.4.2.
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Figure 4.43: Translucent with 1+1 protection in low scenario: physical topology after dimensioning.
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Figure 4.44: Translucent with 1+1 protection in low scenario: optical topology after dimensioning.
In table 4.156 we can see the number of optical channels and the number of amplifiers
for each link. In the case where there are no optical channels we assume that the number of
amplifiers is zero.
Information regarding links
Bidirectional Link Optical Channels Amplifiers
Node 1 <-> Node 2 1 4
Node 1 <-> Node 3 1 6
Node 2 <-> Node 3 0 0
Node 2 <-> Node 4 1 6
Node 3 <-> Node 5 2 8
Node 4 <-> Node 5 1 1
Node 4 <-> Node 6 2 7
Node 5 <-> Node 6 2 3
Table 4.156: Table with information regarding links for translucent mode with 1+1 protection in low
scenario.
In table 4.157 we can see the resulting nodal degree at the physical layer, the number of
line ports and add ports, the number of long-reach transponders and the number of tribu-
tary ports.
Information regarding nodes
Electrical part Optical part
Node Resulting Nodal Degree Tributary Ports LR Transponders Add Ports Line Ports
1 2 29 2 2 2
2 2 23 2 2 2
3 2 18 3 3 3
4 3 20 4 4 4
5 3 24 3 3 5
6 2 22 4 4 4
Table 4.157: Table with information regarding nodes for translucent mode with 1+1 protection in low
scenario.
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Through the information obtained previously on the nodes we can now create tables with
detailed information about each node. In each table mentioned below we can see how many
ports are connected to a given node and its bit rate and how many ports are assigned to each
different bit rate.
Detailed description of Node 1
Electrical part Number of total demands Bit rate
29 tributary ports
13 ODU0
13 ODU1
3 ODU2
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
2 LR Transponders
1 <—- 1 —-> 2
100 Gbits/s
1 <—- 1 —-> 3
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
2 add ports
1 <—- 1 —-> 2
100 Gbits/s
1 <—- 1 —-> 3
2 line ports
1 <—- 1 —-> 2
1 <—- 1 —-> 3
Table 4.158: Translucent with 1+1 protection in low scenario: detailed description of node 1. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2.
Detailed description of Node 2
Electrical part Number of total demands Bit rate
23 tributary ports
11 ODU0
7 ODU1
2 ODU2
2 ODU3
1 ODU4
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
2 LR Transponders
2 <—- 1 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
2 <—- 1 —-> 4
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
2 add ports
2 <—- 1 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
2 <—- 1 —-> 4
2 line ports
2 <—- 1 —-> 1
2 <—- 1 —-> 4
Table 4.159: Translucent with 1+1 protection in low scenario: detailed description of node 2. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2.
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Detailed description of Node 3
Electrical part Number of total demands Bit rate
18 tributary ports
7 ODU0
6 ODU1
3 ODU2
2 ODU3
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
3 LR Transponders
3 <—- 1 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s3 <—- 1 —-> 5
3 <—- 1 —-> 6
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
3 add ports
3 <—- 1 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
3 <—- 1 —-> 5
3 <—- 1 —-> 6
3 line ports
3 <—- 1 —-> 1
3 <—- 1 —-> 5
3 <—- 1 —-> 6
Table 4.160: Translucent with 1+1 protection in low scenario: detailed description of node 3. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2.
Detailed description of Node 4
Electrical part Number of total demands Bit rate
20 tributary ports
7 ODU0
10 ODU1
3 ODU2
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
4 LR Transponders
4 <—- 1 —-> 2
100 Gbits/s4 <—- 1 —-> 5
4 <—- 2 —-> 6
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
4 add ports
4 <—- 1 —-> 2
100 Gbits/s
4 <—- 1 —-> 5
4 <—- 2 —-> 6
4 line ports
4 <—- 1 —-> 2
4 <—- 1 —-> 5
4 <—- 2 —-> 6
Table 4.161: Translucent with 1+1 protection in low scenario: detailed description of node 4. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2.
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Detailed description of Node 5
Electrical part Number of total demands Bit rate
24 tributary ports
14 ODU0
4 ODU1
4 ODU2
1 ODU3
1 ODU4
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
3 LR Transponders
5 <—- 1 —-> 3
100 Gbits/s5 <—- 1 —-> 4
5 <—- 1 —-> 6
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
3 add ports
5 <—- 1 —-> 3
100 Gbits/s
5 <—- 1 —-> 4
5 <—- 1 —-> 6
5 line ports
5 <—- 1 —-> 3
5 <—- 1 —-> 4
5 <—- 1 —-> 6
3 <—- 1 —-> 6
Table 4.162: Translucent with 1+1 protection in low scenario: detailed description of node 5. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2.
Detailed description of Node 6
Electrical part Number of total demands Bit rate
22 tributary ports
8 ODU0
10 ODU1
1 ODU2
1 ODU3
2 ODU4
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
4 LR Transponders
6 <—- 1 —-> 3
100 Gbits/s6 <—- 2 —-> 4
6 <—- 1 —-> 5
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
4 add ports
6 <—- 1 —-> 3
100 Gbits/s6 <—- 2 —-> 4
6 <—- 1 —-> 5
4 line ports
6 <—- 1 —-> 3
6 <—- 2 —-> 4
6 <—- 1 —-> 5
Table 4.163: Translucent with 1+1 protection in low scenario: detailed description of node 6. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2.
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Now let’s focus on the routing information in table 4.164. These paths are bidirectional
so the path from one node to another is the same path in the opposite direction.
Routing
o d Type Links Demands
1 2
W {(1,3),(3,5),(5,6),(6,4),(4,2)} 5 ODU0, 2 ODU1, 1 ODU2
P {(1,2)} 5 ODU0, 2 ODU1, 1 ODU2
1 3
W {(1,2),(2,4),(4,6),(6,5),(5,3)} 1 ODU0, 4 ODU1, 1 ODU2
P {(1,3)} 1 ODU0, 4 ODU1, 1 ODU2
1 4
W {(1,3),(3,5),(5,6),(6,4)} 3 ODU0, 2 ODU1, 1 ODU2
P {(1,2),(2,4)} 3 ODU0, 2 ODU1, 1 ODU2
1 5
W {(1,2),(2,4),(4,5)} 1 ODU0
P {(1,3),(3,5)} 1 ODU0
1 6
W {(1,2),(2,4),(4,6)} 3 ODU0, 5 ODU1
P {(1,3),(3,5),(5,6)} 3 ODU0, 5 ODU1
2 3
W {(2,4),(4,5),(5,3)} 1 ODU3
P {(2,1),(1,3)} 1 ODU3
2 4
W {(2,1),(1,3),(3,5),(5,6),(6,4)} 1 ODU0, 3 ODU1
P {(2,4)} 1 ODU0, 3 ODU1
2 5
W {(2,1),(1,3),(3,5)} 5 ODU0, 1 ODU1, 1 ODU2
P {(2,4),(4,5)} 5 ODU0, 1 ODU1, 1 ODU2
2 6
W {(2,1),(1,3),(3,5),(5,6)} 1 ODU1, 1 ODU3, 1 ODU4
P {(2,4),(4,6)} 1 ODU1, 1 ODU3, 1 ODU4
3 4
W {(3,1),(1,2),(2,4)} 1 ODU0, 1 ODU1, 1 ODU2
P {(3,5),(5,6),(6,4)} 1 ODU0, 1 ODU1, 1 ODU2
3 5
W {(3,5),(5,6),(6,4),(4,5)} 4 ODU0, 1 ODU1, 1 ODU2, 1 ODU3
P {(3,5)} 4 ODU0, 1 ODU1, 1 ODU2, 1 ODU3
3 6
W {(3,5),(5,6)} 1 ODU0
P {(3,5),(5,6)} 1 ODU0
4 5
W {(4,6),(6,5),(5,3),(3,5)} 1 ODU0, 1 ODU1, 1 ODU2
P {(4,5)} 1 ODU0, 1 ODU1, 1 ODU2
4 6
W {(4,5),(5,6)} 1 ODU0, 3 ODU1
P {(4,6)} 1 ODU0, 3 ODU1
5 6
W {(5,3),(3,5),(5,6)} 3 ODU0, 1 ODU1, 1 ODU2
W {(5,4),(4,6)} 1 ODU4
P {(5,6)} 3 ODU0, 1 ODU1, 1 ODU2, 1 ODU4
Table 4.164: Translucent with 1+1 protection in low scenario: description of demands routing. The
type W means that it is working path and type P protection path.
Lastly and most importantly through table 4.165 we can see the CAPEX result for this
model. This value is obtained using equation 4.1 and all of the constraints mentioned above.
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CAPEX of the Network
Quantity Unit Price Cost Total
Link
Cost
OLTs 14 15 000 e 210 000 e
10 490 000 e100 Gbits/s Transceivers 20 5 000 e/Gbit/s 10 000 000 e
Amplifiers 70 4 000 e 280 000 e
Node
Cost
Electrical
EXCs 6 10 000 e 60 000 e
2 077 590 e
ODU0 Ports 60 10 e/port 600 e
ODU1 Ports 50 15 e/port 750 e
ODU2 Ports 16 30 e/port 480 e
ODU3 Ports 6 60 e/port 360 e
ODU4 Ports 4 100 e/port 400 e
Transponders 18 100 000 e/port 1 800 000 e
Optical
OXCs 6 20 000 e 120 000 e
Line Ports 20 2 500 e/port 50 000 e
Add Ports 18 2 500 e/port 45 000 e
Total Network Cost 12 567 590 e
Table 4.165: Translucent with 1+1 protection in low scenario: detailed description of CAPEX for this
scenario.
Medium Traffic Scenario:
In a first phase, we will show the resulting physical and optical topology. These topolo-
gies are based on the allowed topologies referred to in the model description and also taking
into account the logical topology for all ODUs mentioned in the section 2.4.2.
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Figure 4.45: Translucent with 1+1 protection in medium scenario: physical topology after dimension-
ing.
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Figure 4.46: Translucent with 1+1 protection in medium scenario: optical topology after dimension-
ing.
In table 4.166 we can see the number of optical channels calculated using 3.2 and 4.1 and
the number of amplifiers for each link calculated using 3.3.
Information regarding links
Bidirectional Link Optical Channels Amplifiers
Node 1 <-> Node 2 4 4
Node 1 <-> Node 3 4 6
Node 2 <-> Node 3 2 0
Node 2 <-> Node 4 14 6
Node 3 <-> Node 5 10 8
Node 4 <-> Node 5 8 1
Node 4 <-> Node 6 22 7
Node 5 <-> Node 6 18 3
Table 4.166: Table with information regarding links for translucent mode with 1+1 protection in
medium scenario.
In table 4.167 we can see the resulting nodal degree at the physical layer, the number of
line ports and add ports using 3.17 the number of long-reach transponders using 3.16 and
the number of tributary ports using 3.15.
Information regarding nodes
Electrical part Optical part
Node Resulting Nodal Degree Tributary Ports LR Transponders Add Ports Line Ports
1 2 290 8 8 8
2 3 230 20 20 20
3 3 180 16 16 16
4 3 200 24 24 44
5 3 240 24 24 36
6 2 220 40 40 40
Table 4.167: Table with information regarding nodes for translucent mode with 1+1 protection in
medium scenario.
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Through the information obtained previously on the nodes we can now create tables with
detailed information about each node.
Detailed description of Node 1
Electrical part Number of total demands Bit rate
290 tributary ports
130 ODU0
130 ODU1
30 ODU2
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
8 LR Transponders
1 <—- 4 —-> 2
100 Gbits/s
1 <—- 4 —-> 3
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
8 add ports
1 <—- 4 —-> 2
100 Gbits/s
1 <—- 4 —-> 3
8 line ports
1 <—- 4 —-> 2
1 <—- 4 —-> 3
Table 4.168: Translucent with 1+1 protection in medium scenario: detailed description of node 1. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2.
Detailed description of Node 2
Electrical part Number of total demands Bit rate
230 tributary ports
110 ODU0
70 ODU1
20 ODU2
20 ODU3
10 ODU4
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
20 LR Transponders
2 <—- 4 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
2 <—- 2 —-> 3
2 <—- 4 —-> 4
2 <—- 10 —-> 6
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
20 add ports
2 <—- 4 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
2 <—- 2 —-> 3
2 <—- 4 —-> 4
2 <—- 10 —-> 6
20 line ports
2 <—- 4 —-> 1
2 <—- 2 —-> 3
2 <—- 4 —-> 4
2 <—- 10 —-> 6
Table 4.169: Translucent with 1+1 protection in medium scenario: detailed description of node 2. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2.
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Detailed description of Node 3
Electrical part Number of total demands Bit rate
180 tributary ports
70 ODU0
60 ODU1
30 ODU2
20 ODU3
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
16 LR Transponders
3 <—- 4 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
3 <—- 2 —-> 2
3 <—- 4 —-> 5
3 <—- 6 —-> 6
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
16 add ports
3 <—- 4 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
3 <—- 2 —-> 2
3 <—- 4 —-> 5
3 <—- 6 —-> 6
16 line ports
3 <—- 4 —-> 1
3 <—- 2 —-> 2
3 <—- 4 —-> 5
3 <—- 6 —-> 6
Table 4.170: Translucent with 1+1 protection in medium scenario: detailed description of node 3. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2.
Detailed description of Node 4
Electrical part Number of total demands Bit rate
200 tributary ports
70 ODU0
100 ODU1
30 ODU2
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
24 LR Transponders
4 <—- 4 —-> 2
100 Gbits/s4 <—- 8 —-> 5
4 <—- 12 —-> 6
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
24 add ports
4 <—- 4 —-> 2
100 Gbits/s
4 <—- 8 —-> 5
4 <—- 12 —-> 6
44 line ports
4 <—- 4 —-> 2
4 <—- 8 —-> 5
4 <—- 12 —-> 6
2 <—- 10 —-> 6
Table 4.171: Translucent with 1+1 protection in medium scenario: detailed description of node 4. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2.
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Detailed description of Node 5
Electrical part Number of total demands Bit rate
240 tributary ports
140 ODU0
40 ODU1
40 ODU2
10 ODU3
10 ODU4
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
24 LR Transponders
5 <—- 4 —-> 3
100 Gbits/s5 <—- 8 —-> 4
5 <—- 12 —-> 6
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
24 add ports
5 <—- 4 —-> 3
100 Gbits/s
5 <—- 8 —-> 4
5 <—- 12 —-> 6
36 line ports
5 <—- 4 —-> 3
5 <—- 8 —-> 4
5 <—- 12 —-> 6
3 <—- 6 —-> 6
Table 4.172: Translucent with 1+1 protection in medium scenario: detailed description of node 5. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes can be observed in section 2.4.2.
Detailed description of Node 6
Electrical part Number of total demands Bit rate
220 tributary ports
80 ODU0
100 ODU1
10 ODU2
10 ODU3
20 ODU4
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
40 LR Transponders
6 <—- 10 —-> 2
100 Gbits/s
6 <—- 6 —-> 3
6 <—- 12 —-> 4
6 <—- 12 —-> 5
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
40 add ports
6 <—- 10 —-> 2
100 Gbits/s
6 <—- 6 —-> 3
6 <—- 12 —-> 4
6 <—- 12 —-> 5
40 line ports
6 <—- 10 —-> 2
6 <—- 6 —-> 3
6 <—- 12 —-> 4
6 <—- 12 —-> 5
Table 4.173: Translucent with 1+1 protection in medium scenario: detailed description of node 6. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, can be observed in section 2.4.2.
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Now through table 4.174 we can see the CAPEX result for this model. This value is ob-
tained using equation 3.1 and all of the constraints mentioned above.
CAPEX of the Network
Quantity Unit Price Cost Total
Link
Cost
OLTs 16 15 000 e 240 000 e
82 520 000 e100 Gbits/s Transceivers 164 5 000 e/Gbit/s 82 000 000 e
Amplifiers 70 4 000 e 280 000 e
Node
Cost
Electrical
EXCs 6 10 000 e 60 000 e
14 145 900 e
ODU0 Ports 600 10 e/port 6 000 e
ODU1 Ports 500 15 e/port 7 500 e
ODU2 Ports 160 30 e/port 4 800 e
ODU3 Ports 60 60 e/port 3 600 e
ODU4 Ports 40 100 e/port 4 000 e
Transponders 132 100 000 e/port 13 200 000 e
Optical
OXCs 6 20 000 e 120 000 e
Line Ports 164 2 500 e/port 410 000 e
Add Ports 132 2 500 e/port 330 000 e
Total Network Cost 96 665 900 e
Table 4.174: Translucent with 1+1 protection in medium scenario: detailed description of CAPEX for
this scenario.
In next page, we can see the routing information. These paths are bidirectional so the
path from one node to another is the same path in the opposite direction.
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Routing
o d Type Links Demands
1 2
W {(1,3),(3,5),(5,6),(6,4),(4,2)} 50 ODU0, 20 ODU1, 10 ODU2
P {(1,2)} 50 ODU0, 20 ODU1, 10 ODU2
1 3
W {(1,2),(2,3)} 10 ODU0, 40 ODU1, 10 ODU2
P {(1,3)} 10 ODU0, 40 ODU1, 10 ODU2
1 4
W {(1,3),(3,5),(5,6),(6,4)} 30 ODU0, 20 ODU1, 10 ODU2
P {(1,2),(2,4)} 30 ODU0, 20 ODU1, 10 ODU2
1 5
W {(1,2),(2,4),(4,5)} 10 ODU0
P {(1,3),(3,5)} 10 ODU0
1 6
W {(1,3),(3,5),(5,6)} 30 ODU0, 50 ODU1
P {(1,2),(2,4),(4,6)} 30 ODU0, 50 ODU1
2 3
W {(2,1),(1,3)} 5 ODU3
W {(2,4),(4,6),(6,5),(5,3)} 5 ODU3
P {(2,3)} 5 ODU3
P {(2,1),(1,3)} 5 ODU3
2 4
W {(2,4),(4,6),(6,4)} 10 ODU0, 30 ODU1
P {(2,4)} 10 ODU0, 30 ODU1
2 5
W {(2,4),(4,5)} 50 ODU0, 10 ODU1
W {(2,1),(1,3),(3,5)} 10 ODU2
P {(2,3),(3,5)} 50 ODU0, 10 ODU1
P {(2,4),(4,5)} 10 ODU2
2 6
W {(2,3),(3,5),(5,6)} 10 ODU1, 2 ODU4
W {(2,4),(4,6)} 10 0DU3, 4 ODU4
W {(2,1),(1,3),(3,5),(5,6)} 4 ODU4
P {(2,4),(4,6)} 10 ODU1, 10 ODU3, 10 ODU4
3 4
W {(3,5),(5,6),(6,4)} 10 ODU0, 10 ODU1, 10 ODU2
P {(3,2),(2,4)} 10 ODU0, 10 ODU1, 10 ODU2
3 5
W {(3,2),(2,4),(4,5)} 40 ODU0, 10 ODU1
W {(3,5),(5,6),(6,4),(4,5)} 10 ODU2, 10 ODU3
P {(3,5)} 40 ODU0, 10 ODU1, 10 ODU2, 10 ODU3
3 6
W {(3,2),(2,4),(4,6)} 10 ODU0
P {(3,6)} 10 ODU0
4 5
W {(4,2),(2,3),(3,5)} 10 ODU0
W {(4,6),(6,5),(5,3),(3,5)} 10 ODU1, 10 ODU2
P {(4,5)} 10 ODU0, 10 ODU1, 10 ODU2
4 6
W {(4,2),(2,4),(4,6)} 10 ODU0, 30 ODU1
P {(4,6)} 10 ODU0, 30 ODU1
5 6
W {(5,3),(3,5),(5,6)} 30 ODU0, 10 ODU1, 10 ODU2, 2 ODU4
W {(5,4),(4,6)} 8 ODU4
P {(5,6)} 30 ODU0, 10 ODU1, 10 ODU2, 10 ODU4
Table 4.175: Translucent with 1+1 protection in medium scenario: description of demands routing.
The type W means that it is working path and type P protection path.
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High Traffic Scenario:
As this scenario is quite complex the model was taking a long time to obtain a result and
therefore a deadline has been set. This deadline was one week (7 days) because we assume
that at this time it is possible to find an optimal solution. In a first phase, we will show the
resulting physical and optical topology. These topologies are based on the allowed topolo-
gies referred to in the model description and also taking into account the logical topology
for all ODUs mentioned in the section 2.4.2.
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Figure 4.47: Translucent with 1+1 protection in high scenario: physical topology after dimensioning.
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Figure 4.48: Translucent with 1+1 protection in high scenario: optical topology after dimensioning.
In table 4.176 we can see the number of optical channels calculated using 3.2 and 4.1 and
the number of amplifiers for each link calculated using 3.3.
In table 4.177 we can see the resulting nodal degree at the physical layer, the number of
line ports and add ports using 3.17 the number of long-reach transponders using 3.16 and
the number of tributary ports using 3.15.
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Information regarding links
Bidirectional Link Optical Channels Amplifiers
Node 1 <-> Node 2 8 4
Node 1 <-> Node 3 8 6
Node 2 <-> Node 3 6 0
Node 2 <-> Node 4 28 6
Node 3 <-> Node 5 20 8
Node 4 <-> Node 5 16 1
Node 4 <-> Node 6 44 7
Node 5 <-> Node 6 36 3
Table 4.176: Table with information regarding links for translucent mode with 1+1 protection in high
scenario.
Information regarding nodes
Electrical part Optical part
Node Resulting Nodal Degree Tributary Ports LR Transponders Add Ports Line Ports
1 2 580 16 16 16
2 3 460 42 42 42
3 3 360 34 34 34
4 3 400 48 48 88
5 3 480 48 48 72
6 2 440 80 80 80
Table 4.177: Table with information regarding nodes for translucent mode with 1+1 protection in
high scenario.
Through the information obtained previously on the nodes we can now create tables with
detailed information about each node.
Detailed description of Node 1
Electrical part Number of total demands Bit rate
580 tributary ports
260 ODU0
260 ODU1
60 ODU2
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
16 LR Transponders
1 <—- 8 —-> 2
100 Gbits/s
1 <—- 8 —-> 3
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
16 add ports
1 <—- 8 —-> 2
100 Gbits/s
1 <—- 8 —-> 3
16 line ports
1 <—- 8 —-> 2
1 <—- 8 —-> 3
Table 4.178: Translucent with 1+1 protection in high scenario: detailed description of node 1. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2.
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Detailed description of Node 2
Electrical part Number of total demands Bit rate
460 tributary ports
220 ODU0
140 ODU1
40 ODU2
40 ODU3
20 ODU4
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
42 LR Transponders
2 <—- 8 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
2 <—- 6 —-> 3
2 <—- 8 —-> 4
2 <—- 20 —-> 6
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
42 add ports
2 <—- 8 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
2 <—- 6 —-> 3
2 <—- 8 —-> 4
2 <—- 20 —-> 6
42 line ports
2 <—- 8 —-> 1
2 <—- 6 —-> 3
2 <—- 8 —-> 4
2 <—- 20 —-> 6
Table 4.179: Translucent with 1+1 protection in high scenario: detailed description of node 2. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2.
Detailed description of Node 4
Electrical part Number of total demands Bit rate
400 tributary ports
140 ODU0
200 ODU1
60 ODU2
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
48 LR Transponders
4 <—- 8 —-> 2
100 Gbits/s4 <—- 16 —-> 5
4 <—- 24 —-> 6
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
48 add ports
4 <—- 8 —-> 2
100 Gbits/s
4 <—- 16 —-> 5
4 <—- 24 —-> 6
88 line ports
4 <—- 8 —-> 2
4 <—- 16 —-> 5
4 <—- 24 —-> 6
2 <—- 20 —-> 6
Table 4.180: Translucent with 1+1 protection in high scenario: detailed description of node 4. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes, this distribution can be observed
in section 2.4.2.
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Detailed description of Node 3
Electrical part Number of total demands Bit rate
360 tributary ports
140 ODU0
120 ODU1
60 ODU2
40 ODU3
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
34 LR Transponders
3 <—- 8 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
3 <—- 6 —-> 2
3 <—- 8 —-> 5
3 <—- 12 —-> 6
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
34 add ports
3 <—- 8 —-> 1
100 Gbits/s
3 <—- 6 —-> 2
3 <—- 8 —-> 5
3 <—- 12 —-> 6
34 line ports
3 <—- 8 —-> 1
3 <—- 6 —-> 2
3 <—- 8 —-> 5
3 <—- 12 —-> 6
Table 4.181: Translucent with 1+1 protection in high scenario: detailed description of node 3. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes can be observed in section 2.4.2.
Detailed description of Node 5
Electrical part Number of total demands Bit rate
480 tributary ports
280 ODU0
80 ODU1
80 ODU2
20 ODU3
20 ODU4
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
48 LR Transponders
5 <—- 8 —-> 3
100 Gbits/s5 <—- 16 —-> 4
5 <—- 24 —-> 6
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
24 add ports
5 <—- 8 —-> 3
100 Gbits/s
5 <—- 16 —-> 4
5 <—- 24 —-> 6
72 line ports
5 <—- 8 —-> 3
5 <—- 16 —-> 4
5 <—- 24 —-> 6
3 <—- 12 —-> 6
Table 4.182: Translucent with 1+1 protection in high scenario: detailed description of node 5. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes can be observed in section 2.4.2.
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Detailed description of Node 6
Electrical part Number of total demands Bit rate
440 tributary ports
160 ODU0
200 ODU1
20 ODU2
20 ODU3
40 ODU4
Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
80 LR Transponders
6 <—- 20 —-> 2
100 Gbits/s
6 <—- 12 —-> 3
6 <—- 24 —-> 4
6 <—- 24 —-> 5
Optical part Node<–Optical Channels–>Node Bit rate
80 add ports
6 <—- 20 —-> 2
100 Gbits/s
6 <—- 12 —-> 3
6 <—- 24 —-> 4
6 <—- 24 —-> 5
80 line ports
6 <—- 20 —-> 2
6 <—- 12 —-> 3
6 <—- 24 —-> 4
6 <—- 24 —-> 5
Table 4.183: Translucent with 1+1 protection in high scenario: detailed description of node 6. The
number of demands is distributed to the various destination nodes can be observed in section 2.4.2.
On the next page we have the table with the routing information where once more the
paths are bidirectional. Finally in the table 4.184 we have the CAPEX result for this model.
CAPEX of the Network
Quantity Unit Price Cost Total
Link
Cost
OLTs 16 15 000 e 240 000 e
166 520 000 e100 Gbits/s Transceivers 332 5 000 e/Gbit/s 166 000 000 e
Amplifiers 70 4 000 e 280 000 e
Node
Cost
Electrical
EXCs 6 10 000 e 60 000 e
28 531 800 e
ODU0 Ports 1 200 10 e/port 12 000 e
ODU1 Ports 1 000 15 e/port 15 000 e
ODU2 Ports 320 30 e/port 9 600 e
ODU3 Ports 120 60 e/port 7 200 e
ODU4 Ports 80 100 e/port 8 000 e
Transponders 268 100 000 e/port 26 800 000 e
Optical
OXCs 6 20 000 e 120 000 e
Line Ports 332 2 500 e/port 830 000 e
Add Ports 268 2 500 e/port 670 000 e
Total Network Cost 195 051 800 e
Table 4.184: Translucent with 1+1 protection in high scenario: detailed description of CAPEX for this
scenario.
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Routing
o d Type Links Demands
1 2
W {(1,3),(3,5),(5,6),(6,4),(4,2)} 100 ODU0, 40 ODU1, 20 ODU2
P {(1,2)} 100 ODU0, 40 ODU1, 20 ODU2
1 3
W {(1,2),(2,3)} 20 ODU0, 80 ODU1, 20 ODU2
P {(1,3)} 20 ODU0, 80 ODU1, 20 ODU2
1 4
W {(1,3),(3,5),(5,6),(6,4)} 60 ODU0, 40 ODU1, 20 ODU2
P {(1,2),(2,4)} 60 ODU0, 40 ODU1, 20 ODU2
1 5
W {(1,2),(2,4),(4,5)} 20 ODU0
P {(1,3),(3,5)} 20 ODU0
1 6
W {(1,3),(3,5),(5,6)} 60 ODU0, 100 ODU1
P {(1,2),(2,4),(4,6)} 60 ODU0, 100 ODU1
2 3
W {(2,1),(1,3)} 10 ODU3
W {(2,4),(4,6),(6,5),(5,3)} 7 ODU3
W {(2,3)} 3 ODU3
P {(2,3)} 12 ODU3
P {(2,1),(1,3)} 8 ODU3
2 4
W {(2,4),(4,6),(6,4)} 20 ODU0, 60 ODU1
P {(2,4)} 20 ODU0, 60 ODU1
2 5
W {(2,4),(4,5)} 100 ODU0, 20 ODU1
W {(2,1),(1,3),(3,5)} 20 ODU2
P {(2,3),(3,5)} 100 ODU0, 20 ODU1
P {(2,4),(4,5)} 20 ODU2
2 6
W {(2,3),(3,5),(5,6)} 20 ODU1, 6 ODU4
W {(2,4),(4,6)} 20 0DU3, 8 ODU4
W {(2,1),(1,3),(3,5),(5,6)} 6 ODU4
P {(2,4),(4,6)} 20 ODU1, 20 ODU3, 20 ODU4
3 4
W {(3,5),(5,6),(6,4)} 20 ODU0, 20 ODU1, 20 ODU2
P {(3,2),(2,4)} 20 ODU0, 20 ODU1, 20 ODU2
3 5
W {(3,2),(2,4),(4,5)} 80 ODU0, 20 ODU1
W {(3,5),(5,6),(6,4),(4,5)} 20 ODU2, 20 ODU3
P {(3,5)} 80 ODU0, 20 ODU1, 20 ODU2, 20 ODU3
3 6
W {(3,2),(2,4),(4,6)} 20 ODU0
P {(3,6)} 20 ODU0
4 5
W {(4,2),(2,3),(3,5)} 20 ODU0
W {(4,6),(6,5),(5,3),(3,5)} 20 ODU1, 20 ODU2
P {(4,5)} 20 ODU0, 20 ODU1, 20 ODU2
4 6
W {(4,2),(2,4),(4,6)} 20 ODU0, 60 ODU1
P {(4,6)} 20 ODU0, 60 ODU1
5 6
W {(5,3),(3,5),(5,6)} 60 ODU0, 20 ODU1, 20 ODU2, 4 ODU4
W {(5,4),(4,6)} 16 ODU4
P {(5,6)} 60 ODU0, 20 ODU1, 20 ODU2, 20 ODU4
Table 4.185: Translucent with 1+1 protection in high scenario: description of demands routing. The
type W means that it is working path and type P protection path.
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4.7.3 Conclusions
Once we have obtained the results for all the scenarios we will now draw some conclu-
sions about these results. For a better analysis of the results will be created the table 4.186.
Low Traffic Medium Traffic High Traffic
CAPEX without survivability 7 531 590 e 43 427 900 e 85 988 800 e
CAPEX/Gbit/s without survivability 15 063 e/Gbit/s 8 686 e/Gbit/s 8 599 e/Gbit/s
Traffic (Gbit/s) 500 5 000 10 000
Number of Add ports 18 132 268
Number of Line ports 20 164 332
Number of Tributary ports 136 1 360 2 720
Number of Transceivers 20 164 332
Number of Transponders 18 132 268
Link Cost 10 490 000 e 82 520 000 e 166 520 000 e
Node Cost 2 077 590 e 14 145 900 e 28 531 800 e
CAPEX 12 567 590 e 96 665 900 e 195 051 800 e
CAPEX/Gbit/s 25 135 e/Gbit/s 19 333 e/Gbit/s 19 505 e/Gbit/s
Table 4.186: Translucent with 1+1 protection: table with the various CAPEX values obtained in the
different traffic scenarios.
Looking at the previous table we can make some comparisons between the several sce-
narios:
• Comparing the low traffic with the others we can see that despite having an increase of
factor ten (medium traffic) and factor twenty (high traffic), the same increase does not
occur in the final cost (it is lower). This happens because the number of the transceivers
is lower than expected which leads by carrying the traffic with less network compo-
nents and, consequently, the network CAPEX is lower.
• Comparing the average traffic with the high traffic, we can see that the factor increase
is double and in the final cost this factor is very close, being in this case a little higher
than expected. This happens because in case with high traffic is not guaranteed the
optimal cost may soon be higher and closer than expected.
• Comparing the CAPEX cost per bit we can see that in the low traffic the cost is higher
than the medium and high traffic, which in these two cases the value is similar, but still
inferior in the medium traffic. This happens because the higher the traffic, the lower
CAPEX/Gbit/s will be. We can see that in medium and high traffic the results tend to
be one closer and lower value.
• Comparing this cost with the without survivability cost we can conclude that pro-
tection is significantly more expensive. As can be seen in the table this increase is
approximately double as with 1+1 protection we have a cost more than twice than the
cost without survivability.
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4.8 Master conclusions
This section is designed to draw general conclusions taking into account all modes of
transport and their mode of survival. As the main factor is the CAPEX and knowing that
this increases with the amount of traffic is taken into account the cost per Gbit/s calculated
throughout this chapter. Through this we have a better idea of the cost of the network and
it is possible to collect the best conclusions.
Figure 4.49: Graphic with the cost in Euros per Gbit/s of the three modes of transport without sur-
vivability and with 1+1 protection for all scenarios referred initially.
The first conclusion to draw from the previous chart is that regardless of the survival
mode used and the amount of traffic the translucent transport mode is always better, ie it
is always the lower cost. Another important conclusion is that for all modes of transport
without survivability and with 1+1 protection when the higher the network traffic the lower
the cost per Gbit/s. It should be noted that for survival mode with 1+1 protection for almost
all the cases studied its cost is more than double the cost without survivability, only with
the exemption of translucent mode for low traffic. Looking only at the individual scenarios
we can conclude that in the low scenario the transparent mode has a much higher cost com-
pared to the other two transport modes for both modes of survival. In relation to the other
two scenarios it is possible to state that the opaque and transparent mode have a similar cost
regardless of the mode of survivability.
The translucent mode has a much lower cost per Gbit/s than the other modes because
this mode allows different pair (o, d) to use the same optical channel thus decreasing the
value of optical channels used and consequently decreases the CAPEX of the network. The
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CHAPTER 5
Analytical models
The focus of the current chapter is to propose and describe the analytical computation
of the network CAPEX, based on the various modes of transport without survivability and
protection. In the following sections, all calculations for opaque and transparent modes of
transport are presented in detail, without survivability and with 1+1 protection.
5. Analytical models
5.1 Opaque without survivability
In this case the survivability coefficient is zero because it is without survivability.
As described in the subsection of network traffic 2.4.2, we have three values of network traf-
fic so we have to obtain three different CAPEX.
Low Traffic Scenario:
In this scenario we have to take into account the traffic calculated in 2.4.2.
Using equation 3.22:
D = 12 * ( 1 + 1 ) * (
1000
100 ) D = 10
Replacing in equation 3.21:
< w > = ( 10∗1.53316 ) * ( 1 + 0) < w > = 1
Using equation 3.20:
NR = ( 460100 -1 ) + (
640
100 -1) + (
75
100 -1 ) + (
684
100 -1) + (
890
100 -1) + (
103
100 -1) + (
761
100 -1) + (
361
100 -1)
NR = 35
Finally, replacing all in equation 3.19 the Link Cost is:
CL = (2 * 8 * 15 000) + (2 * 8 * 5 000 * 100 * 1) + (2 * 35 * 4 000) = 8 520 000 e
In relation to the cost of the nodes we first use the equation 3.28:
< d > = 106 < d > = 1.6667
Replacing in equation 3.27:
< Pexc > = 1.6667 * 1.533 * (1 + 0 ) < Pexc > = 2.5550
Finally, replacing all in equation 3.24 the Node Cost is:
CN = Cexc = 6 * (10 000 + (1 000 * 100 * 2.5550 ) ) + (20 * 136) = 1 595 720 e
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The CAPEX is:
CAPEX = 8 520 000 + 1 595 720 CAPEX = 10 115 720 e
Medium Traffic Scenario
In this scenario we have to take into account the traffic calculated in 2.4.2.
Using equation 3.22:
D = 12 * ( 1 + 1 ) * (
10000
100 ) D = 100
replacing in equation 3.21:
< w > = ( 100∗1.53316 ) * ( 1 + 0) < w > = 9.625
Using equation 3.20:
NR = ( 460100 -1 ) + (
640
100 -1) + (
75
100 -1 ) + (
684
100 -1) + (
890
100 -1) + (
103
100 -1) + (
761
100 -1) + (
361
100 -1)
NR = 35
Finally, replacing all in equation 3.19 the Link Cost is:
CL = (2 * 8 * 15 000) + (2 * 8 * 5 000 * 100 * 9.625) + (2 * 35 * 4 000) = 77 520 000 e
In relation to the cost of the nodes we first use the equation 3.28:
< d > = 1006 < d > = 16.6667
Replacing in equation 3.27:
< Pexc > = 16.6667 * 1.533 * ( 1 + 0 ) < Pexc > = 25.5501
Finally, replacing all in equation 3.24 the Node Cost is:
CN = Cexc = 6 * (10 000 + (1 000 * 100 * 25.5501 ) ) + (20 * 1 360) = 15 417 260 e
The CAPEX is:
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CAPEX = 77 520 000 + 15 417 260 CAPEX = 92 937 260 e
High Traffic Scenario
In this scenario we have to take into account the traffic calculated in 2.4.2.
Using equation 3.22:
D = 12 * ( 1 + 1 ) * (
20000
100 ) D = 200
replacing in equation 3.21:
< w > = ( 200∗1.53316 ) * ( 1 + 0) < w > = 19.1875
Using equation 3.20:
NR = ( 460100 -1 ) + (
640
100 -1) + (
75
100 -1 ) + (
684
100 -1) + (
890
100 -1) + (
103
100 -1) + (
761
100 -1) + (
361
100 -1)
NR = 35
Finally, replacing all in equation 3.19 the Link Cost is:
CL = (2 * 8 * 15 000) + (2 * 8 * 5 000 * 100 * 19.1875) + (2 * 35 * 4 000) = 154 020 000 e
In relation to the cost of the nodes we first use the equation 3.28:
< d > = 2006 < d > = 33.3333
Replacing in equation 3.27:
< Pexc > = 33.3333 * 1.533 * (1 + 0 ) < Pexc > = 51.0999
Finally, replacing all in equation 3.24 the Node Cost is:
CN = Cexc = 6 * (10 000 + (1 000 * 100 * 51.0999 ) ) + (20 * 2 720) = 30 774 340 e
The CAPEX is:
CAPEX = 154 020 000 + 30 774 340 CAPEX = 184 794 340 e
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5.2 Opaque with 1+1 protection
In this case the survivability coefficient is < kp > because it is with 1+1 protection where
< kp >=
2.467
1.533
= 1.609
thus, it is already possible to calculate CAPEX for the three different scenarios.
Low Traffic Scenario:
In this scenario we have to take into account the traffic calculated in 2.4.2.
Using equation 3.22:
D = 12 * ( 1 + 1 ) * (
1000
100 ) D = 10
Replacing in equation 3.21:
< w > = ( 10∗1.53316 ) * ( 1 + 1.609) < w > = 2.609
Using equation 3.20:
NR = ( 460100 -1 ) + (
640
100 -1) + (
75
100 -1 ) + (
684
100 -1) + (
890
100 -1) + (
103
100 -1) + (
761
100 -1) + (
361
100 -1)
NR = 35
Finally, replacing all in equation 3.19 the Link Cost is:
CL = (2 * 8 * 15 000) + (2 * 8 * 5 000 * 100 * 2.609) + (2 * 35 * 4 000) = 21 392 000 e
In relation to the cost of the nodes we first use the equation 3.28:
< d > = 106 < d > = 1.6667
Replacing in equation 3.27:
< Pexc > = 1.6667 * 1.533 * (1 + 1.609 ) < Pexc > = 6.6661
Finally, replacing all in equation 3.24 the Node Cost is:
CN = Cexc = 6 * (10 000 + (1 000 * 100 * 6.6661 ) ) + (20 * 136) = 4 062 380 e
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The CAPEX is:
CAPEX = 21 392 000 + 4 062 380 CAPEX = 25 454 380 e
Medium Traffic Scenario
In this scenario we have to take into account the traffic calculated in 2.4.2.
Using equation 3.22:
D = 12 * ( 1 + 1 ) * (
10000
100 ) D = 100
Replacing in equation 3.21:
< w > = ( 100∗1.53316 ) * ( 1 + 1.609) < w > = 25.11
Using equation 3.20:
NR = ( 460100 -1 ) + (
640
100 -1) + (
75
100 -1 ) + (
684
100 -1) + (
890
100 -1) + (
103
100 -1) + (
761
100 -1) + (
361
100 -1)
NR = 35
Finally, replacing all in equation 3.19 the Link Cost is:
CL = (2 * 8 * 15 000) + (2 * 8 * 5 000 * 100 * 25.11) + (2 * 35 * 4 000) = 201 400 000 e
In relation to the cost of the nodes we first use the equation 3.28:
< d > = 1006 < d > = 16.6667
Replacing in equation 3.27:
< Pexc > = 16.6667 * 1.533 * (1 + 1.609 ) < Pexc > = 66.6601
Finally, replacing all in equation 3.24 the Node Cost is:
CN = Cexc = 6 * (10 000 + (1 000 * 100 * 66.6601 ) ) + (20 * 1 360) = 40 083 260 e
The CAPEX is:
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CAPEX = 201 400 000 + 40 083 260 CAPEX = 241 483 260 e
High Traffic Scenario
In this scenario we have to take into account the traffic calculated in 2.4.2.
Using equation 3.22:
D = 12 * ( 1 + 1 ) * (
20000
100 ) D = 200
Replacing in equation 3.21:
< w > = ( 200∗1.53316 ) * ( 1 + 1.609) < w > = 50.060
Using equation 3.20:
NR = ( 460100 -1 ) + (
640
100 -1) + (
75
100 -1 ) + (
684
100 -1) + (
890
100 -1) + (
103
100 -1) + (
761
100 -1) + (
361
100 -1)
NR = 35
Finally, replacing all in equation 3.19 the Link Cost is:
CL = (2 * 8 * 15 000) + (2 * 8 * 5 000 * 100 * 50.060) + (2 * 35 * 4 000) = 401 001 500 e
In relation to the cost of the nodes we first use the equation 3.28:
< d > = 2006 < d > = 33.3333
Replacing in equation 3.27:
< Pexc > = 33.3333 * 1.533 * (1 + 1.609 ) < Pexc > = 133.3198
Finally, replacing all in equation 3.24 the Node Cost is:
CN = Cexc = 6 * (10 000 + (1 000 * 100 * 133.3198 ) ) + (20 * 2 720) = 80 106 280 e
The CAPEX is:
CAPEX = 401 001 500 + 80 106 280 CAPEX = 481 107 780 e
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5.3 Transparent without survivability
In this case the survivability coefficient is zero because it is without survivability.
We already have all the necessary formulas to obtain the CAPEX value for the reference net-
work 2.4.1. As described in the subsection of network traffic 2.4.2, we have three values of
network traffic (low, medium and high traffic) so we have to obtain three different CAPEX.
Low Traffic Scenario:
In this scenario we have to take into account the traffic calculated in 2.4.2.
Using equation 3.22:
D = 12 * ( 1 + 1.25 ) * (
1000
100 ) D = 11.25
Replacing in equation 3.21:
< w > = ( 11.25∗1.53316 ) * ( 1 + 0) < w > = 1.125
Using equation 3.20:
NR = 35
Finally, replacing all in equation 3.19 the Link Cost is:
CL = (2 * 8 * 15 000) + (2 * 8 * 5 000 * 100 * 1.125) + (2 * 35 * 4 000) = 9 520 000 e
In relation to the cost of the nodes we first use the equation 3.28:
< d > = 11.256 < d > = 1.875
Replacing in equation 3.30 and 3.31:
< Pexc > = 1.875
< Poxc > = 1.875 * [1 + (1 + 0 ) * 1.533] < Poxc > = 4.7494
Finally, replacing all in equation 3.24 and 3.25 the Node Cost is:
CN = (6 ∗ (10000 + (1000 ∗ 100 ∗ 1.875)) + (20 ∗ 136)) + (6 ∗ (20000 + (2500 ∗ 4.7494)))
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CN = 1 187 720 + 120 072 = 1 307 792 e
CAPEX = 9 520 000 + 1 307 792 CAPEX = 10 827 792 e
Medium Traffic Scenario:
In this scenario we have to take into account the traffic calculated in 2.4.2.
Using equation 3.22:
D = 12 * ( 1 + 1.25 ) * (
10000
100 ) D = 112.5
Replacing in equation 3.21:
< w > = ( 112.5∗1.53316 ) * ( 1 + 0) < w > = 10.8125
Using equation 3.20:
NR = 35
Finally, replacing all in equation 3.19 the Link Cost is:
CL = (2 * 8 * 15 000) + (2 * 8 * 5 000 * 100 * 10.8125) + (2 * 35 * 4 000) = 87 020 000 e
In relation to the cost of the nodes we first use the equation 3.28:
< d > = 112.56 < d > = 18.75
Replacing in equation 3.30 and 3.31:
< Pexc > = 18.75
< Poxc > = 18.75 * [1 + (1 + 0 ) * 1.533] < Poxc > = 47.4938
Finally, replacing all in equation 3.24 and 3.25 the Node Cost is:
CN = (6 ∗ (10000 + (1000 ∗ 100 ∗ 18.75)) + (20 ∗ 1360)) + (6 ∗ (20000 + (2500 ∗ 47.4938)))
CN = 11 337 200 + 832 407 = 12 169 607 e
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CAPEX = 87 020 000 + 12 169 607 CAPEX = 99 189 607 e
High Traffic Scenario:
In this scenario we have to take into account the traffic calculated in 2.4.2.
Using equation 3.22:
D = 12 * ( 1 + 1.25 ) * (
20000
100 ) D = 225
Replacing in equation 3.21:
< w > = ( 225∗1.53316 ) * ( 1 + 0) < w > = 21.5625
Using equation 3.20:
NR = 35
Finally, replacing all in equation 3.19 the Link Cost is:
CL = (2 * 8 * 15 000) + (2 * 8 * 5 000 * 100 * 21.5625) + (2 * 35 * 4 000) = 173 020 000 e
In relation to the cost of the nodes we first use the equation 3.28:
< d > = 2256 < d > = 37.5
Replacing in equation 3.30 and 3.31:
< Pexc > = 37.5
< Poxc > = 37.5 * [1 + (1 + 0 ) * 1.533] < Poxc > = 94.9875
Finally, replacing all in equation 3.24 and 3.25 the Node Cost is:
CN = (6 ∗ (10000 + (1000 ∗ 100 ∗ 37.5)) + (20 ∗ 2720)) + (6 ∗ (20000 + (2500 ∗ 94.9875)))
CN = 22 614 400 + 1 544 813 = 24 159 213 e
CAPEX = 173 020 000 + 24 159 213 CAPEX = 197 179 213 e
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5.4 Transparent with 1+1 protection
In this case the survivability coefficient is < kp > because it is with protection 1+1 where
< kp >=
2.467
1.533
= 1.609
we already have all the necessary formulas to obtain the CAPEX value for the reference net-
work 2.4.1.
Low Traffic Scenario:
In this scenario we have to take into account the traffic calculated in 2.4.2.
Using equation 3.22:
D = 12 * ( 1 + 1.25 ) * (
1000
100 ) D = 11.25
Replacing in equation 3.21:
< w > = ( 11.25∗1.53316 ) * ( 1 + 1.609) < w > = 2.9351
Using equation 3.20:
NR = 35
Finally, replacing all in equation 3.19 the Link Cost is:
CL = (2 * 8 * 15 000) + (2 * 8 * 5 000 * 100 * 2.9351) + (2 * 35 * 4 000) = 24 000 800 e
In relation to the cost of the nodes we first use the equation 3.28:
< d > = 11.256 < d > = 1.875
Replacing in equation 3.30 and 3.31:
< Pexc > = 1.875
< Poxc > = 1.875 * [1 + (1 + 1.609 ) * 1.533] < Poxc > = 9.3742
Finally, replacing all in equation 3.24 and 3.25 the Node Cost is:
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CN = (6 ∗ (10000 + (1000 ∗ 100 ∗ 1.875)) + (20 ∗ 136)) + (6 ∗ (20000 + (2500 ∗ 9.3742)))
CN = 1 187 720 + 260 613 = 1 448 333 e
CAPEX = 24 000 800 + 1 448 333 CAPEX = 25 449 133 e
Medium Traffic Scenario:
In this scenario we have to take into account the traffic calculated in 2.4.2.
Using equation 3.22:
D = 12 * ( 1 + 1.25 ) * (
10000
100 ) D = 112.5
Replacing in equation 3.21:
< w > = ( 112.5∗1.53316 ) * ( 1 + 1.609) < w > = 28.2098
Using equation 3.20:
NR = 35
Finally, replacing all in equation 3.19 the Link Cost is:
CL = (2 * 8 * 15 000) + (2 * 8 * 5 000 * 100 * 28.2098) + (2 * 35 * 4 000) = 226 198 400 e
In relation to the cost of the nodes we first use the equation 3.28:
< d > = 112.56 < d > = 18.75
Replacing in equation 3.30 and 3.31:
< Pexc > = 18.75
< Poxc > = 18.75 * [1 + (1 + 1.609 ) * 1.533] < Poxc > = 93.7424
Finally, replacing all in equation 3.24 and 3.25 the Node Cost is:
CN = (6 ∗ (10000 + (1000 ∗ 100 ∗ 18.75)) + (20 ∗ 1360)) + (6 ∗ (20000 + (2500 ∗ 93.7424)))
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CN = 11 337 200 + 1 526 136 = 12 863 336 e
CAPEX = 226 198 400 + 12 863 336 CAPEX = 239 061 736 e
High Traffic Scenario:
In this scenario we have to take into account the traffic calculated in 2.4.2.
Using equation 3.22:
D = 12 * ( 1 + 1.25 ) * (
20000
100 ) D = 225
Replacing in equation 3.21:
< w > = ( 225∗1.53316 ) * ( 1 + 1.609) < w > = 56.2566
Using equation 3.20:
NR = 35
Finally, replacing all in equation 3.19 the Link Cost is:
CL = (2 * 8 * 15 000) + (2 * 8 * 5 000 * 100 * 56.2566) + (2 * 35 * 4 000) = 450 572 800 e
In relation to the cost of the nodes we first use the equation 3.28:
< d > = 2256 < d > = 37.5
Replacing in equation 3.30 and 3.31:
< Pexc > = 37.5
< Poxc > = 37.5 * [1 + (1 + 1.609 ) * 1.533] < Poxc > = 187.4849
Finally, replacing all in equation 3.24 and 3.25 the Node Cost is:
CN = (6 ∗ (10000 + (1000 ∗ 100 ∗ 37.5)) + (20 ∗ 2720)) + (6 ∗ (20000 + (2500 ∗ 187.4849)))
CN = 22 614 400 + 2 932 273 = 25 546 673 e
CAPEX = 450 572 800 + 25 546 673 CAPEX = 476 119 473 e
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CHAPTER 6
Comparative analysis
This chapter aims to make comparative analyzes between the two models described in
the previous chapters as well as comparisons with heuristic algorithms. The chapter is di-
vided into 6 subsections, each of which corresponds to a mode of transport with a specific
survivability mode. Sections 6.1 and 6.2 correspond to opaque without survivability and
with 1+1 protection respectively, the following two 6.3 and 6.4 are equivalent to the trans-
parent mode also without survivability and 1+1 protection, finally follows the translucent
mode without survivability 6.5 and with 1+1 protection 6.6.
6. Comparative analysis
6.1 Opaque without survivability
In this section, we will compare the CAPEX values obtained for the three scenarios in
the three types of design. The first is the dimensioning using ILPs 4.2, the second through
analytical models 5.1 and finally using heuristic algorithms following a guide document [1].
It is possible to see these results in detail in the appendices.
For a better analysis of the results, table 6.1 was created, with all the scenarios used where it
is possible to see values obtained and their margin of error for the ILP model.
ILP Analytical Heuristic
Low Traffic
Link Cost 9 404 000 e 8 520 000 e 12 020 000 e
Node Cost 1 862 590 e 1 595 720 e 2 362 590 e
CAPEX 11 266 590 e 10 115 720 e (10%) 14 382 590 e (28%)
Medium Traffic
Link Cost 75 520 000 e 77 520 000 e 77 020 000 e
Node Cost 15 085 900 e 15 417 260 e 15 385 900 e
CAPEX 90 605 900 e 92 937 260 e (3%) 92 405 900 e (2%)
High Traffic
Link Cost 148 520 000 e 154 020 000 e 149 020 000 e
Node Cost 29 711 800 e 30 774 340 e 29 814 200 e
CAPEX 178 231 800 e 184 794 340 e (4%) 178 834 200 e (0,3%)
Table 6.1: Opaque without survivability: Table with different value of CAPEX for all scenarios.
As expected, in all three scenarios, the result obtained through the ILP model is always
better (lower) than the value obtained through heuristics. This happens because with the ILP
model we always get the optimal solution while with the heuristics we get an approximation
of this solution. We can conclude that the higher the traffic, the lower the difference between
the ILP and the heuristics because the traffic increase also increases the variables for the
heuristic algorithms. Compared with the analytical value, this comparison can not be done
literally because the analytical model works with mean values, so this result may be lower or
higher than that obtained in the ILP model. It is possible to conclude that this value always
has a margin of error of less than 10% for low scenario and less than 5% for the other two
scenarios. We can conclude that after obtaining the analytical value if applied the margin of
error previously mentioned we know that in this interval is the optimal cost.
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6.2 Opaque with 1+1 protection
One more time we will compare the CAPEX values obtained for the three scenarios in
the three types of design. The first is the dimensioning using ILPs 4.3, the second through
analytical models 5.2 and finally using heuristic algorithms following a guide document [1].
It is possible to see these results in detail in the appendices.
For a better analysis of the results, table 6.2 was created, with all the scenarios used where it
is possible to see values obtained and their margin of error for the ILP model.
ILP Analytical Heuristic
Low Traffic
Link Cost 22 520 000 e 21 392 000 e 23 520 000 e
Node Cost 4 462 590 e 4 062 380 e 4 662 590 e
CAPEX 26 982 590 e 25 454 380 e (6%) 28 182 590 e (4%)
Medium Traffic
Link Cost 199 520 000 e 201 400 000 e 199 520 000 e
Node Cost 39 885 900 e 40 083 260 e 39 885 900 e
CAPEX 239 405 900 e 241 483 260 e (0,7%) 239 405 900 e (0%)
High Traffic
Link Cost 397 520 000 e 401 001 500 e 397 520 000 e
Node Cost 79 511 800 e 80 106 280 e 79 514 200 e
CAPEX 477 031 800 e 481 107 780 e (0,8%) 477 034 200 e (0%)
Table 6.2: Opaque with 1+1 protection: Table with different value of CAPEX for all scenarios.
Again, as expected, in all three scenarios, the result obtained by the ILP model is always
better (smaller) than the value obtained through the heuristic. As the ILP model always gets
the optimal solution, another scenario could not happen. As it is possible to see for average
traffic values, the heuristics can reach the optimum value, thus concluding that the higher
the traffic, the smaller the difference between the ILP and the heuristics. Compared to the
analytical value, as this model works with mean values the comparison is made taking into
account its margin of error. It can be concluded that this value always has a margin of error
of less than 5% for the low scenario and less than 1% for the other two scenarios. We can
conclude that after obtaining the analytical value, if we apply the margin of error mentioned
above, we know that in this interval is the optimal cost.
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6.3 Transparent without survivability
For a better analysis of the results, table 6.3 was created, with all the scenarios used where
it is possible to see values obtained and their margin of error for the ILP model. The first is
the dimensioning using ILPs 4.4, the second through analytical models 5.3 and finally using
heuristic algorithms following a guide document [1]. It is possible to see these results in
detail in the appendices.
ILP Analytical Heuristic
Low Traffic
Link Cost 26 520 000 e 9 520 000 e 26 520 000 e
Node Cost 3 797 590 e 1 307 792 e 3 797 590 e
CAPEX 30 317 590 e 10 827 792 e (64%) 30 317 590 e (0%)
Medium Traffic
Link Cost 84 520 000 e 87 020 000 e 84 520 000 e
Node Cost 12 310 900 e 12 169 607 e 15 180 900 e
CAPEX 96 830 900 e 99 189 607 e (2,4%) 99 700 900 e (3%)
High Traffic
Link Cost 157 520 000 e 173 020 000 e 157 520 000 e
Node Cost 22 951 800 e 24 159 213 e 28 486 800 e
CAPEX 180 471 800 e 197 179 213 e (9,2%) 186 006 800 e (3%)
Table 6.3: Transparent without survivability: Table with different value of CAPEX for all scenarios.
Comparing the ILP model with the analytical model for this transport mode without
survivability we noticed that for the low scenario there is a very high margin of error, ap-
proximately 64%, this error is high due to the grooming coefficient. For the analytic model
this value is initially defined and is fixed for any scenario but in the case of the ILP model
this does not happen. In the ILP model, the coefficient varies and in the low scenario case
due to the existence of little traffic this coefficient is much higher than the analytical one. For
the remaining scenarios it is possible to conclude that there is a much lower margin of error
(below 10%). In comparison with the heuristic model, once again as expected, the result
obtained by the ILP model is always better than the value obtained through the heuristic.
In the case of low scenario the heuristic can achieve the optimum cost. In this mode of
transport, the smaller the amount of traffic, the heuristic is closer to the ILP model.
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6.4 Transparent with 1+1 protection
Once more, for a better analysis of the results, table 6.4 was created, with all the scenarios
used where it is possible to see values obtained and their margin of error for the ILP model.
The first is the dimensioning using ILPs 4.5, the second through analytical models 5.4 and
finally using heuristic algorithms following a guide document [1]. It is possible to see these
results in detail in the appendices.
ILP Analytical Heuristic
Low Traffic
Link Cost 68 520 000 e 24 000 800 e 68 520 000 e
Node Cost 3 947 590 e 1 448 333 e 4 007 590 e
CAPEX 72 467 590 e 25 449 133 e (65%) 72 527 590 e (0,1%)
Medium Traffic
Link Cost 226 520 000 e 226 198 400 e 226 520 000 e
Node Cost 13 020 900 e 12 863 336 e 15 890 900 e
CAPEX 239 540 900 e* 239 061 736 e (0,2%) 242 410 900 e (1,2%)
High Traffic
Link Cost 424 520 000 e 450 572 800 e 424 520 000 e
Node Cost 24 286 800 e 25 546 673 e 29 821 800 e
CAPEX 448 806 800 e* 476 119 473 e (6%) 454 341 800 e (1,2%)
Table 6.4: Transparent with 1+1 protection: Table with different value of CAPEX for all scenarios.
Comparing the ILP model with the analytical model for this transport mode with 1 + 1
protection there is a very high margin of error (approximately 65%) for the low scenario.
This error happens again for the same reason as above. In this ILP model the coefficient
of grooming varies and in this case this value is once again much higher than the analytic
one. For the other two scenarios, as previously mentioned, due to its complexity the model
was only executed during two weeks. After these two weeks is presented the best result
found so far, which may be the optimal cost or not. Still in relation to the analytical mode,
for the remaining scenarios, it is possible to conclude that it has a much lower margin of
error (below 10%). Equating to the heuristic model it is possible to observe that the result
obtained by the ILP model is always better (smaller) than the value obtained through the
heuristic. For the medium and high scenarios, although it is not possible to guarantee that
the indicated value is optimal, it is possible to affirm that it is quite close since, as previously
mentioned, it maintains a margin lower than 10% (compared to the analytic) and obtained
a lower value in relation to heuristic.
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6.5 Translucent without survivability
In this section, we will compare the CAPEX values obtained for the three scenarios in
the two types of design. The first is the dimensioning using ILPs 4.6 and the second using
heuristic algorithms following a guide document [1]. It is possible to see these results in
detail in the appendices. For this case it was not possible to obtain analytical values for
comparison.
For a better analysis of the results, table 6.5 was created, with all the scenarios used where it
is possible to see values obtained and their margin of error for the ILP model.
ILP Heuristic
Low Traffic
Link Cost 6 294 000 e 9 520 000 e
Node Cost 1 237 590 e 2 072 590 e
CAPEX 7 531 590 e 11 592 590 e (53,9%)
Medium Traffic
Link Cost 36 482 000 e 40 520 000 e
Node Cost 6 945 900 e 8 605 900 e
CAPEX 43 427 900 e 49 125 900 e (13,2%)
High Traffic
Link Cost 72 482 000 e 77 520 000 e
Node Cost 13 506 800 e 16 401 800 e
CAPEX 85 988 800 e 93 921 800 e (9,2%)
Table 6.5: Translucent without survivability: Table with different value of CAPEX for all scenarios.
As already mentioned it is not possible to make comparisons between ILP and analytical
calculations. As expected, the results obtained by the ILP model are always better than the
values obtained through the heuristic. Comparing the ILP model with the heuristic model
for this particular case, we note that, for the low scenario, there is a larger margin of error,
approximately 54%, than for the medium and high scenarios. In the case of the medium sce-
nario, the heuristic already approaches the optimal cost where the margin of error is lowest,
approximately 13%, which is a big difference compared to the low scenario. For the high
scenario, the heuristic is closer to the ILP model. The value is larger than the ILP model as
expected, but with a low margin of error, approximately 9%.
6.6 Translucent with 1+1 protection
In last section, once more, for a better analysis of the results table 6.6 was created with all
the scenarios used where it is possible to see values obtained and their margin of error for
the ILP model. The first is the dimensioning using ILPs 4.7 and the second using heuristic
algorithms following a guide document [1]. It is possible to see these results in detail in the
appendices. For this case it was not possible to obtain analytical values for comparison.
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ILP Heuristic
Low Traffic
Link Cost 10 490 000 e 27 520 000 e
Node Cost 2 077 590 e 2 162 590 e
CAPEX 12 567 590 e 29 682 590 e (136%)
Medium Traffic
Link Cost 82 520 000 e 90 520 000 e
Node Cost 14 145 900 e 8 855 900 e
CAPEX 96 665 900 e 99 375 900 e (2,8%)
High Traffic
Link Cost 166 520 000 e 169 520 000 e
Node Cost 28 531 800 e 16 861 800 e
CAPEX 195 051 800 e* 186 381 800 e (4,4%)
Table 6.6: Translucent with 1+1 protection: Table with different value of CAPEX for all scenarios.
Again, as already mentioned, it is not possible to make comparisons between the ILP
and the analytical calculations. Comparing the ILP model with the heuristic model, it is
possible to observe that the result obtained by the ILP model is always better than the value
obtained by the heuristic for the cases in which the model was executed to the end. For the
low scenario, there is a very high margin of error, approximately 136%, so we can say that
for this case the created heuristic is far from the optimal value. For the medium scenario,
the margin of error is already quite reduced, being approximately 3%, therefore, it is a value
closer to the optimal cost. Finally, in comparison to the high scenario, the ILP has a value
higher than the heuristic so we know that during the deadline established previously it was
not possible to find the optimum value. We can say that if the heuristic algorithm is well
created the optimal value will be a little lower than this or even equal.
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CHAPTER 7
Conclusions and future directions
In the framework of this master’s thesis, ILP models were developed to minimize the
CAPEX of a transport network. The thesis begins by proposing a reference network and
three traffic scenarios. Then, ILP models for minimizing CAPEX considering the modes of
transport and survivability are developed taking in consideration the various constraints
and limitations of implementation. The analytical models of all cases are also described.
Using the results obtained by the developed models and analytical models, the comparison
is made with heuristic algorithms. Next, we review the work developed and summarize
the main conclusions obtained. Finally, in Section 7.2, some suggestions for future work are
presented.
7. Conclusions and future directions
7.1 Conclusions
This thesis begins by defining how the CAPEX of the network will be calculated, avail-
able in Chapter 2, using ILP models and analytical models. In chapter 4 we can see the
ILP models developed for the three transport modes (opaque, transparent and translucent)
without survivability and with 1+1 protection. These models contain a set of constraints
used to minimize the objective function in order to find an optimal solution. In each subsec-
tion of this chapter we can see the results obtained. For a comparative analysis in chapter 5
the CAPEX is calculated analytically for all cases already mentioned. Finally, we compare
these values with the heuristic algorithms created in an earlier dissertation.
After completing this process it is possible to draw several conclusions. Starting from
the analytical model, we can conclude that in a general way all the formulas and deduc-
tions mentioned in subchapter 3.2 for opaque and transparent mode (translucent was not
performed) are correct because in chapter 6 we see that for practically all cases we obtain a
margin of error less than 10%. The only exception is the transparent mode for low traffic,
because the coefficient of grooming is static and in the ILP model this does not happen.
Looking now for the heuristic algorithms we can conclude that for the transparent mode
the relative error was quite low, so these algorithms may be a good solution to the real and
more complex problem. Considering that the ILP models for these cases take a long time to
obtain results. In relation to the opaque mode this error was also relatively low, there is an
exception of the opaque mode without survivability for low scenario because the algorithm
can not remove links from the network that are not strictly necessary, something that the
ILP model can do. If the network has a high amount of traffic it is a good solution to use the
heuristics otherwise it is advisable to use the ILP model in spite of the time it takes because
it is possible to reduce many connections. In the case of the translucent, the relative error is
already a little larger and is not a good solution for the real problem because we will never
know if it would be close to the optimal solution.
Finally, regarding the modes of transport considering the ILP models we can say that the
best is the translucent mode because it provides a lower cost than the other modes allowing
to carry more traffic. The main advantage of this mode is that it allows different pairs (o, d) to
use the same optical channel, therefore decreasing the value of the required optical channels.
The transparent mode is not recommended for cases of low traffic because although the
route is defined between the source node and the destination node, it always defines an
optical channel for that pair (o, d), therefore increasing the value of the optical channels and
consequently CAPEX. A final conclusion about these models is that regardless of the model
chosen it is always more advantageous to put a high traffic in the network because the cost
per Gbit/s becomes cheaper.
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7.2 Future directions
Throughout this dissertation specific situations were analyzed and some open uses were
discovered. Future work suggests the following important topics:
Opaque, transparent and translucent transport mode
• Allow blocking because the presented model assume that the solution is possible or
impossible, does not support a partial solution where some demands are not routed.
• Assume a multiple transmission system, that is, for each link there is more than one
transmission system.
Opaque and transparent transport mode
• Allowing multi-path routing, so that not all demands that sharing the same end nodes
have to follow the same path.
Translucent transport mode
• Consent to a Maximum Reach.
• Define the variable Noxc as not being fixed allowing only certain nodes instead of all.
Analytical model
• It’s necessary to focus on the calculation of the CAPEX for translucent mode.
• Include the LR transponders in the node instead of being calculated on the link.
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Appendices
Appendices
Opaque without survivability
CAPEX of the Network - Low Traffic Scenario
Quantity Unit Price Cost Total
Link
Cost
OLTs 16 15 000 e 240 000 e
12 020 000 e100 Gbits/s Transceivers 23 5 000 e/Gbit/s 11 500 000 e
Amplifiers 70 4 000 e 280 000 e
Node
Cost
Electrical
EXCs 6 10 000 e 60 000 e
2 362 590 e
ODU0 Ports 60 10 e/port 600 e
ODU1 Ports 50 15 e/port 750 e
ODU2 Ports 16 30 e/port 480 e
ODU3 Ports 6 60 e/port 360 e
ODU4 Ports 4 100 e/port 400 e
Line Ports 23 100 000 e/port 2 300 000 e
Optical
OXCs 0 20 000 e 0 e
Ports 0 2 500 e/port 0 e
Total Network Cost 14 382 590 e
CAPEX of the Network - Medium Traffic Scenario
Quantity Unit Price Cost Total
Link
Cost
OLTs 16 15 000 e 240 000 e
77 020 000 e100 Gbits/s Transceivers 153 5 000 e/Gbit/s 76 500 000 e
Amplifiers 70 4 000 e 280 000 e
Node
Cost
Electrical
EXCs 6 10 000 e 60 000 e
15 385 900 e
ODU0 Ports 600 10 e/port 6 000 e
ODU1 Ports 500 15 e/port 7 500 e
ODU2 Ports 160 30 e/port 4 800 e
ODU3 Ports 60 60 e/port 3 600 e
ODU4 Ports 40 100 e/port 4 000 e
Line Ports 153 100 000 e/port 15 300 000 e
Optical
OXCs 0 20 000 e 0 e
Ports 0 2 500 e/port 0 e
Total Network Cost 92 405 900 e
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CAPEX of the Network - High Traffic Scenario
Quantity Unit Price Cost Total
Link
Cost
OLTs 16 15 000 e 240 000 e
149 020 000 e100 Gbits/s Transceivers 297 5 000 e/Gbit/s 148 500 000 e
Amplifiers 70 4 000 e 280 000 e
Node
Cost
Electrical
EXCs 6 10 000 e 60 000 e
29 814 200 e
ODU0 Ports 1 200 10 e/port 12 000 e
ODU1 Ports 1 000 15 e/port 15 000 e
ODU2 Ports 320 30 e/port 9 600 e
ODU3 Ports 120 60 e/port 7 200 e
ODU4 Ports 80 100 e/port 8 000 e
Line Ports 297 100 000 e/port 29 700 000 e
Optical
OXCs 0 20 000 e 0 e
Ports 0 2 500 e/port 0 e
Total Network Cost 178 834 200 e
Opaque with 1+1 protection
CAPEX of the Network - Low Traffic Scenario
Quantity Unit Price Cost Total
Link
Cost
OLTs 16 15 000 e 240 000 e
23 520 000 e100 Gbits/s Transceivers 46 5 000 e/Gbit/s 23 000 000 e
Amplifiers 70 4 000 e 280 000 e
Node
Cost
Electrical
EXCs 6 10 000 e 60 000 e
4 662 590 e
ODU0 Ports 60 10 e/port 600 e
ODU1 Ports 50 15 e/port 750 e
ODU2 Ports 16 30 e/port 480 e
ODU3 Ports 6 60 e/port 360 e
ODU4 Ports 4 100 e/port 400 e
Line Ports 46 100 000 e/port 4 600 000 e
Optical
OXCs 0 20 000 e 0 e
Ports 0 2 500 e/port 0 e
Total Network Cost 28 182 590 e
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CAPEX of the Network - Medium Traffic Scenario
Quantity Unit Price Cost Total
Link
Cost
OLTs 16 15 000 e 240 000 e
199 520 000 e100 Gbits/s Transceivers 398 5 000 e/Gbit/s 199 000 000 e
Amplifiers 70 4 000 e 280 000 e
Node
Cost
Electrical
EXCs 6 10 000 e 60 000 e
39 885 900 e
ODU0 Ports 600 10 e/port 6 000 e
ODU1 Ports 500 15 e/port 7 500 e
ODU2 Ports 160 30 e/port 4 800 e
ODU3 Ports 60 60 e/port 3 600 e
ODU4 Ports 40 100 e/port 4 000 e
Line Ports 398 100 000 e/port 50 000 000 e
Optical
OXCs 0 20 000 e 0 e
Ports 0 2 500 e/port 0 e
Total Network Cost 239 405 900 e
CAPEX of the Network - High Traffic Scenario
Quantity Unit Price Cost Total
Link
Cost
OLTs 16 15 000 e 240 000 e
397 520 000 e100 Gbits/s Transceivers 794 5 000 e/Gbit/s 397 000 000 e
Amplifiers 70 4 000 e 280 000 e
Node
Cost
Electrical
EXCs 6 10 000 e 60 000 e
79 514 200 e
ODU0 Ports 1 200 10 e/port 12 000 e
ODU1 Ports 1 000 15 e/port 15 000 e
ODU2 Ports 320 30 e/port 9 600 e
ODU3 Ports 120 60 e/port 7 200 e
ODU4 Ports 80 100 e/port 8 000 e
Line Ports 794 100 000 e/port 99 400 000 e
Optical
OXCs 0 20 000 e 0 e
Ports 0 2 500 e/port 0 e
Total Network Cost 477 034 200 e
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Transparent without survivability
CAPEX of the Network - Low Traffic Scenario
Quantity Unit Price Cost Total
Link
Cost
OLTs 16 15 000 e 240 000 e
26 520 000 e100 Gbits/s Transceivers 52 5 000 e/Gbit/s 26 000 000 e
Amplifiers 70 4 000 e 280 000 e
Node
Cost
Electrical
EXCs 6 10 000 e 60 000 e
3 797 590 e
ODU0 Ports 60 10 e/port 600 e
ODU1 Ports 50 15 e/port 750 e
ODU2 Ports 16 30 e/port 480 e
ODU3 Ports 6 60 e/port 360 e
ODU4 Ports 4 100 e/port 400 e
Transponders 34 100 000 e/port 3 400 000 e
Optical
OXCs 6 20 000 e 120 000 e
Line Ports 52 2 500 e/port 130 000 e
Add Ports 34 2 500 e/port 85 000 e
Total Network Cost 30 317 590 e
CAPEX of the Network - Medium Traffic Scenario
Quantity Unit Price Cost Total
Link
Cost
OLTs 16 15 000 e 240 000 e
84 520 000 e100 Gbits/s Transceivers 168 5 000 e/Gbit/s 84 000 000 e
Amplifiers 70 4 000 e 280 000 e
Node
Cost
Electrical
EXCs 6 10 000 e 60 000 e
15 180 900 e
ODU0 Ports 600 10 e/port 6 000 e
ODU1 Ports 500 15 e/port 7 500 e
ODU2 Ports 160 30 e/port 4 800 e
ODU3 Ports 60 60 e/port 3 600 e
ODU4 Ports 40 100 e/port 4 000 e
Transponders 142 100 000 e/port 14 200 000 e
Optical
OXCs 6 20 000 e 120 000 e
Line Ports 168 2 500 e/port 420 000 e
Add Ports 142 2 500 e/port 355 000 e
Total Network Cost 99 700 900 e
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CAPEX of the Network - High Traffic Scenario
Quantity Unit Price Cost Total
Link
Cost
OLTs 16 15 000 e 240 000 e
157 520 000 e100 Gbits/s Transceivers 314 5 000 e/Gbit/s 157 000 000 e
Amplifiers 70 4 000 e 280 000 e
Node
Cost
Electrical
EXCs 6 10 000 e 60 000 e
28 486 800 e
ODU0 Ports 1 200 10 e/port 12 000 e
ODU1 Ports 1 000 15 e/port 15 000 e
ODU2 Ports 320 30 e/port 9 600 e
ODU3 Ports 120 60 e/port 7 200 e
ODU4 Ports 80 100 e/port 8 000 e
Transponders 268 100 000 e/port 26 800 000 e
Optical
OXCs 6 20 000 e 120 000 e
Line Ports 314 2 500 e/port 785 000 e
Add Ports 268 2 500 e/port 670 000 e
Total Network Cost 186 006 800 e
Transparent with 1+1 protection
CAPEX of the Network - Low Traffic Scenario
Quantity Unit Price Cost Total
Link
Cost
OLTs 16 15 000 e 240 000 e
68 520 000 e100 Gbits/s Transceivers 136 5 000 e/Gbit/s 68 000 000 e
Amplifiers 70 4 000 e 280 000 e
Node
Cost
Electrical
EXCs 6 10 000 e 60 000 e
4 007 590 e
ODU0 Ports 60 10 e/port 600 e
ODU1 Ports 50 15 e/port 750 e
ODU2 Ports 16 30 e/port 480 e
ODU3 Ports 6 60 e/port 360 e
ODU4 Ports 4 100 e/port 400 e
Transponders 34 100 000 e/port 3 400 000 e
Optical
OXCs 6 20 000 e 120 000 e
Line Ports 136 2 500 e/port 340 000 e
Add Ports 34 2 500 e/port 85 000 e
Total Network Cost 72 527 590 e
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CAPEX of the Network - Medium Traffic Scenario
Quantity Unit Price Cost Total
Link
Cost
OLTs 16 15 000 e 240 000 e
226 520 000 e100 Gbits/s Transceivers 452 5 000 e/Gbit/s 226 000 000 e
Amplifiers 70 4 000 e 280 000 e
Node
Cost
Electrical
EXCs 6 10 000 e 60 000 e
15 890 900 e
ODU0 Ports 600 10 e/port 6 000 e
ODU1 Ports 500 15 e/port 7 500 e
ODU2 Ports 160 30 e/port 4 800 e
ODU3 Ports 60 60 e/port 3 600 e
ODU4 Ports 40 100 e/port 4 000 e
Transponders 142 100 000 e/port 14 200 000 e
Optical
OXCs 6 20 000 e 120 000 e
Line Ports 452 2 500 e/port 1 130 000 e
Add Ports 142 2 500 e/port 355 000 e
Total Network Cost 242 410 900 e
CAPEX of the Network - High Traffic Scenario
Quantity Unit Price Cost Total
Link
Cost
OLTs 16 15 000 e 240 000 e
424 520 000 e100 Gbits/s Transceivers 848 5 000 e/Gbit/s 424 000 000 e
Amplifiers 70 4 000 e 280 000 e
Node
Cost
Electrical
EXCs 6 10 000 e 60 000 e
29 821 800 e
ODU0 Ports 1 200 10 e/port 12 000 e
ODU1 Ports 1 000 15 e/port 15 000 e
ODU2 Ports 320 30 e/port 9 600 e
ODU3 Ports 120 60 e/port 7 200 e
ODU4 Ports 80 100 e/port 8 000 e
Transponders 268 100 000 e/port 26 800 000 e
Optical
OXCs 6 20 000 e 120 000 e
Line Ports 848 2 500 e/port 2 120 000 e
Add Ports 268 2 500 e/port 670 000 e
Total Network Cost 454 341 800 e
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Translucent without survivability
CAPEX of the Network - Low Traffic Scenario
Quantity Unit Price Cost Total
Link
Cost
OLTs 16 15 000 e 240 000 e
9 520 000 e100 Gbits/s Transceivers 18 5 000 e/Gbit/s 9 000 000 e
Amplifiers 70 4 000 e 280 000 e
Node
Cost
Electrical
EXCs 6 10 000 e 60 000 e
2 072 590 e
ODU0 Ports 60 10 e/port 600 e
ODU1 Ports 50 15 e/port 750 e
ODU2 Ports 16 30 e/port 480 e
ODU3 Ports 6 60 e/port 360 e
ODU4 Ports 4 100 e/port 400 e
Transponders 18 100 000 e/port 1 800 000 e
Optical
OXCs 6 20 000 e 120 000 e
Line Ports 18 2 500 e/port 45 000 e
Add Ports 18 2 500 e/port 45 000 e
Total Network Cost 11 592 590 e
CAPEX of the Network - Medium Traffic Scenario
Quantity Unit Price Cost Total
Link
Cost
OLTs 16 15 000 e 240 000 e
40 520 000 e100 Gbits/s Transceivers 80 5 000 e/Gbit/s 40 000 000 e
Amplifiers 70 4 000 e 280 000 e
Node
Cost
Electrical
EXCs 6 10 000 e 60 000 e
8 605 900 e
ODU0 Ports 600 10 e/port 6 000 e
ODU1 Ports 500 15 e/port 7 500 e
ODU2 Ports 160 30 e/port 4 800 e
ODU3 Ports 60 60 e/port 3 600 e
ODU4 Ports 40 100 e/port 4 000 e
Transponders 80 100 000 e/port 8 000 000 e
Optical
OXCs 6 20 000 e 120 000 e
Line Ports 80 2 500 e/port 200 000 e
Add Ports 80 2 500 e/port 200 000 e
Total Network Cost 49 125 900 e
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CAPEX of the Network - High Traffic Scenario
Quantity Unit Price Cost Total
Link
Cost
OLTs 16 15 000 e 240 000 e
77 520 000 e100 Gbits/s Transceivers 154 5 000 e/Gbit/s 61 000 000 e
Amplifiers 70 4 000 e 280 000 e
Node
Cost
Electrical
EXCs 6 10 000 e 60 000 e
16 401 800 e
ODU0 Ports 1 200 10 e/port 12 000 e
ODU1 Ports 1 000 15 e/port 15 000 e
ODU2 Ports 320 30 e/port 9 600 e
ODU3 Ports 120 60 e/port 7 200 e
ODU4 Ports 80 100 e/port 8 000 e
Transponders 154 100 000 e/port 15 400 000 e
Optical
OXCs 6 20 000 e 120 000 e
Line Ports 154 2 500 e/port 385 000 e
Add Ports 154 2 500 e/port 385 000 e
Total Network Cost 93 921 800 e
Translucent with 1+1 protection
CAPEX of the Network - Low Traffic Scenario
Quantity Unit Price Cost Total
Link
Cost
OLTs 16 15 000 e 240 000 e
23 520 000 e100 Gbits/s Transceivers 46 5 000 e/Gbit/s 23 000 000 e
Amplifiers 70 4 000 e 280 000 e
Node
Cost
Electrical
EXCs 6 10 000 e 60 000 e
2 142 590 e
ODU0 Ports 60 10 e/port 600 e
ODU1 Ports 50 15 e/port 750 e
ODU2 Ports 16 30 e/port 480 e
ODU3 Ports 6 60 e/port 360 e
ODU4 Ports 4 100 e/port 400 e
Transponders 18 100 000 e/port 1 800 000 e
Optical
OXCs 6 20 000 e 120 000 e
Line Ports 46 2 500 e/port 115 000 e
Add Ports 18 2 500 e/port 45 000 e
Total Network Cost 25 662 590 e
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CAPEX of the Network - Medium Traffic Scenario
Quantity Unit Price Cost Total
Link
Cost
OLTs 16 15 000 e 240 000 e
78 520 000 e100 Gbits/s Transceivers 156 5 000 e/Gbit/s 78 000 000 e
Amplifiers 70 4 000 e 280 000 e
Node
Cost
Electrical
EXCs 6 10 000 e 60 000 e
8 795 900 e
ODU0 Ports 600 10 e/port 6 000 e
ODU1 Ports 500 15 e/port 7 500 e
ODU2 Ports 160 30 e/port 4 800 e
ODU3 Ports 60 60 e/port 3 600 e
ODU4 Ports 40 100 e/port 4 000 e
Transponders 80 100 000 e/port 8 000 000 e
Optical
OXCs 6 20 000 e 120 000 e
Line Ports 156 2 500 e/port 390 000 e
Add Ports 80 2 500 e/port 200 000 e
Total Network Cost 87 315 900 e
CAPEX of the Network - High Traffic Scenario
Quantity Unit Price Cost Total
Link
Cost
OLTs 16 15 000 e 240 000 e
147 520 000 e100 Gbits/s Transceivers 294 5 000 e/Gbit/s 147 000 000 e
Amplifiers 70 4 000 e 280 000 e
Node
Cost
Electrical
EXCs 6 10 000 e 60 000 e
16 751 800 e
ODU0 Ports 1 200 10 e/port 12 000 e
ODU1 Ports 1 000 15 e/port 15 000 e
ODU2 Ports 320 30 e/port 9 600 e
ODU3 Ports 120 60 e/port 7 200 e
ODU4 Ports 80 100 e/port 8 000 e
Transponders 154 100 000 e/port 15 400 000 e
Optical
OXCs 6 20 000 e 120 000 e
Line Ports 294 2 500 e/port 735 000 e
Add Ports 154 2 500 e/port 385 000 e
Total Network Cost 164 271 800 e
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